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PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN

66
They just ask me if
I'm ready and I say,
'Yeah, I hope you are.'

Bush closing in on Clinton in polls
By JOHN KING
AP Poetical Wrttor

Chris Norsworthy
page 4B

66
I challenge any
verification of
anything remotely
resembling that.
Thomas Meredith
page 3A

a,

SPORTS
Graves County will have to
forfeit a game it played against
Fulton County. What does that
have to do with Murray High's
Tigers? Plenty. See page 48

ECONOMY
WASHINGTON — The government is reporting a second
straight record annual deficit,
which analysts say will combine with more red ink this
year to limit the next president's options for stimulating
the stagnant economy. Page
2A

FORECAST
Light rain likely. Low near 45.
Northeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Chance of rain 60 percent. Friday, rain continuing. Cool
with the high near 55. Chance
of rain 80 percent.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.1, +0.1; below 302.4, -0.2
BARKLEY LAKE
354.9, -0.1; below 307.2, +2.1

INDEX
Two Sections — 22 Pages
12A
Arts/Entertainment
6B-8B
Classifieds
9B
Comics
9B
Crosswords
9B
Dear Abby
8B
Horoscope
8A-10A
Murray Today
10B
Obituaries
4A
Perspective
2B-5B
Sports

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

WASHINGTON — President
Bush, like Michael Dukakis four
years ago, is closing in on his
opponent in the polls. A few
more days will tell whether he
suffers Dukakis' fate on Election
Day or engineers a stunning
comeback.
"The Repubticans are starting
to come home to Bush. That's
why you see the national polls
tightening up," Michigan pollster
Ed Sarpolus said Wednesday. "In
a race with a newcomer challen-

ger running against an incumbent
president, this is to be expected."
State-by -state surveys, more
important in a presidential race,
still show Bill Clinton the favorite. The Arkansas governor leads
in more than enough states to get
the 270 Electoral College votes
needed to win the White House.
Bush, on the other hand, has
comfortable leads in but a handful of states.
Still, several polls released
Wednesday showed the first evidence in weeks of Bush moving
up, and private surveys indicated
a tightening race in some of the

big states the president must •Tipper Gore, wife of Demowrest from Clinton to win.
cratic vice presidential canWith five days to go, Bush didate Al Gore, will be In
projected confidence.
Paducah Friday to attend a
"Believe me, we are going to rally at Dolly McNutt Plaza at
win," he said in Ohio.
11:45 a.m. Other details of
ABC and NBC surveys among the visit are incomplete.
likely voters gave Clinton a seven
point lead over Bush, with Ross
Perot a distant third, a gap conBut the president was still
sistent with polls conducted by
below 40 percent in national
both the Bush and Clinton cam- surveys, and was running third
paigns. A Gallup tracking poll for
when voters were asked which
CNN-USA Today showed a much candidate was best equipped to
closer race — Clinton leading by run the economy.
His standing is a virtual mirror
just two points among what Gallup termed the most likely voters. image of Dukakis' four years

Students
take part
in election

Freedom of expression
denied at Bush rally

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Lodger & Times Start Writer

The rhetoric was the same. So
were the names. Only the faces
were different.
The issues the three youngsters
discussed Wednesday were the
same being batted around by the
presidential candidates.
The only difference is the three
students aren't fighting for their
political lives.
Sixth graders at Murray Middle
School held a mock debate in
which Jeremiah Davis played the
role of Ross Perot, Emily Robertson was Bill Clinton and Chris
Setser was President George
Bush.
The three fielded questions
from their peers on abortion, education and the economy.
Wednesday's activities were
all part of a collaborative teaching effort among Margot McIntosh, Richard Farrell, Margaret
Boone, Pat McMullin and Patsy
Oakley.
TURN TO PAGE 2

'Ghost Out'set
for MHS students
Murray High School students will make up the audience for a Ghost Out sponsored by the Murray Police
Department Friday.
Set for I:50 p.m. in the
Murray High School gym, the
program, which is scheduled
during National Red Ribbon
Week, is part of an effort to
create awareness of drug and
alcohol problems facing the
community, with particular
emphasis on drunken driving.
The Ghost Out will consist
of remarks from State Sen.
Green, WPSD-TV
Jeff
sportscaster Dave Winder and
Calloway District Court Judge
Leslie Furches.
In addition to the speakers,
the program includes a dramatic "victim scene" which will
feature the "Grim Reaper,"
who will be assisted by
emergency personnel from the
Murray Police Department,
Murray Fire Department and
the Murray-Calloway County
Ambulance Service.
According to Murray Police
Department Officer Melodic
Jones, it was decided to present the Ghost Out program
after Jones consulted with officials from Kentucky State
Police, National Kentucky
Office of Rural Traffic Safety,
Danville Police Department
and Murray Independent
Schools concerning the enthusiasm the program has
received when presented at
other high schools in
Kentucky.
Anyone interested in
observing the presentation,
please contact the Murray
Police Department or Murray
High School.

ago.
Tracking polls five days before
the 1988 election showed the
Democrat within seven or eight
points of Bush, and Dukakis
aides were boasting of a "surge"
much like Bush aides did this
week. Dukakis ultimately lost the
popular vote by 8 percentage
points and won just 10 states.
The new surveys also showed
the first evidence of Ross Perot
slipping since he made unsubstantiated allegations that the
Bush campaign was out to sabotage his independent run for the
White House.

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger a Times photo

Members of Murray Middle School's sixth grade class hold up signs supporting their candidates
Wednesday.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Several Bill Clinton supporters
and at least one Ross Perot
supporter had their signs taken
away Tuesday at the rally for
President Bush.
McCracken County Republican Chairman Richard Noss
said the "policy was that no
one would be allowed into the
grounds with a sign of any
kind. Once they were inside
the grounds, they were given
Bush-Quayle signs because
this was a Bush-Quayle rally,
paid for by the Bush-Quayle
'92 committee, and they
wanted to keep it as pro-Bush
as possible for obvious
reasons."
Despite the policy, several
people brought homemade
pro-Bush signs into the rally,
and several Clinton-Gore and
Perot signs were scattered
throughout the crowd.
Paducah resident Laura Petrie, a Perot supporter, said her
sign was taken away by two
men — one who distracted her
and another who then grabbed
her sign. She finally got her
badly crumpled sign back, but
only after she pursued the two
men, demanding identification
and an explanation,

Hamrick, Barlow proud of campaign
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Despite disagreement between
the Democratic and Republican
nominees for the First Congressional District seat on many
issues, both say they are proud
the campaign has been one concentrating on issues and not
personalities.
Democratic nominee Tom Barlow of Paducah will square off
against Republican Steve Hamrick of Hopkinsville, a Murray
native, and Reform Party candidate Marvin Seat of Fulton in the
general election Tuesday for the
seat that has been held since the

mid-1970s by Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
The candidates recently finished a series that included a
debate in each of the district's 31
counties. That unusual tactic has
led some to criticize Barlow for
agreeing to the debates, since it
gave his opponents more
exposure.
Barlow said he is not worried
about the consequences of the
debates.
"If it's a liability, it's one I'm
willing to live with because I
think it's a service to the voters.
If it cost votes, that doesn't
bother me. It's important to me
that we went into every county

and stood and answered the vot- contact Seat, but phone calls and
ers questions, and I think voters messages were not returned.
Hamrick used Tuesday's camappreciate that and it will
strengthen the Democratic party paign appearance by President
and Democratic candidates as Bush in Paducah to stress his
view that Democrats have hamthey do that," he said.
Hamrick said people through- pered that change.
"My father worked for TVA
out the district want fundamental
change and he is the catalyst for when the last reigning president,
Harry Truman, came to the Jackthat change.
"Mr. Barlow is for the status son Purchase for the dedication
quo in almost every instance, and of Kentucky Dam 45 years ago,
doing the same thing will bring but the people who make the
the same results. I feel extremely rules haven't changed during that
good that I'm doing extremely time," he said.
Barlow downplayed published
well where I am known and even
better where my opponent is reports which said his campaign
known," he said.
Several attempts were made to • TURN TO PAGE 2

MAN ON THE STREET
What costume are you going to wear this Halloween, and why?

AUSTIN COHOON

KACI CARPENTER

CODY ZIRBEL

MICAH RAYBURN

Batman. He's my favorite
cartoon.

Treasure troll. I like them and
I've got some dolls that look like
them.

Batman. Because I have a book
about him and he saves the
world.

Treasure troll. I like them
because they're funny.
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THE ECONOMY

Second straight record budget deficit will limit next president
That could have the unintended effect of dousing economic growth
instead of stimulating it, they said.
Economist Sung Won Sohn of Norwest Corp. in Minneapolis said
bond traders have sent interest rates higher even before the election
out of fear that Congress and the president will let the deficit spin out
of control next year.
But economist David Munro of High Frequency Economics in New
York said Democrat Bill Clinton, if he wins the presidercy, may surprise observers by opting for deficit reduction over stimulating the
economy.
"When you get down to brass tacks, it's better for him that 1993 be
a tough year than 1995 or 1996," Munro said.
Clinton said Wednesday that he hoped independent candidate Ross
Perot, who has made deficit reduction a centerpiece of his campaign,
would play some role in a Clinton administration.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government is reporting a second
with
straight record annual deficit, which analysts say will combine
stimufor
options
more red ink this year to limit the next president's
lating the stagnant economy.
ended
The $290.2 billion imbalance for fiscal year 1992, which
S269.5
of
record
old
the
over
Sept. 30, marked a 7.7 percent increase
billion, set in 1991, the Treasury Department said Wednesday.
worse
According to government projections, the news will get even
defia
predicts
ion
administrat
The
year.
fiscal
in the just-started 1993
foresees
Office
Budget
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Congression
the
while
billion,
$341
cit of
$368 billion in red ink.
spendAs much as the next president may want to cut taxes or raise
about
worry
to
ing to stimulate economic growth, he will have
interdriving
into
market
bond
the
spooking
worsening the deficit and
said.
economists
higher,
est rates
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Marjorie Hatton
is now
accepting orders
for art work
for the holidays.
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FROM PAGE 1
was not attracting the support of
the McCracken County Democratic Executive Committee and
other notable Democrats in his
home county.
"That's the same old song used
after the primary which said Barlow didn't win this, Hubbard lost
it. Every county committee
endorsed us and has appointed
two or three people in every
county who have been very helpful," he said.
Barlow said "journalistic contriving" was causing the issue to
be stressed more than necessary.
Hamrick said the debates saved
him several thousands of campaign dollars and gave him the
exposure he needed to make voters aware that he is addressing
the issues that concern them.
"The First District is very conservative and has always voted
that way, and we want our congressman to vote that way," he
said.
Barlow said the main difference between him and Hamrick is
he sets Congress as the voice of
the people, while Hamrick favors
a stronger executive branch.
"I think his ideas of term limits, the line-item veto and
balanced budget amendment will
lead to the strengthening of the
executive branch, and we're at
opposite poles on that. He's

bought on with the Republicans
in terms of shipping jobs abroad,
and in the process, weakening the
economy and lowering wages,
and I'm against that," he said.
Barlow defended his support of
a wood chip mill in Lyon County,
saying he believes an increased
supply of timber can be obtained
from forests without abusing the
visual resources, wildlife, soils or
streams
-

"I think if they can do it in an
appropriate way that meets the
people's desires to safeguard the
forests, I would support it. The
principal goal is safeguarding
forest resources and if you can do
it with one, two or three mills
that's fine. It's not the number,
the goal is safeguarding the forests," he said.
Hamrick said Congress should
take the lead in cutting privileges
and perks for its members and
has proposed locating his main
office in the district, instead of
Washington.
"Our government is operating
under 19th century rules under
21st century technology. Congress should take the lead in cutting the budget, and I see no reason why we couldn't streamline
operations. If we're going to
downsize our government, then
we should start with our own
congressional staffs," he said.

•
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'Copies of Old Masters

Economists attributed the better-than-expected performance to a
delay in spending on bank and savings institution failures. In the
spring, the House defeated a bill that would have authorized the continued operation of the Resolution Trust Corp., which handles failed
S&Ls.
As a result, that agency actually earned $8.9 billion for the government because it continued to sell assets inherited from previously failed thrifts. In January, the administration had expected the RTC to
spend $40.5 billion during fiscal 1992.
Meanwhile, spending on bank failures by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. was $29.3 billion less than projected by the administration.

Local News Roundup

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

79114 to KM

As high as the 1992 deficit was, it still was far less than the Bush
administration's January forecast of $399.7 billion and also below its
mid-July prediction of $333.5 billion.
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VOTE YES NOVEMBER 3

LARRY FORGY
Attorney, Lexington
I'm VOTING YES November 3 on Constitutional
Amendments Two and Three to give Kentucky a
more effective, efficient government. Please join me
in supporting progress for our great state.

PAID POI BY VOTE YES PON CHANGE, SHERY1 SNYDER, TREASURER

•Students take...
FROM PAGE 1
"Let's look at the figures," were
used by Davis.
Setser used the well-worn Bush
phrase, "I made one mistake
because I went along with a
Democratic Congress and raised
taxes."
On Clinton and taxes, Robertson fell back on the Arkansas
governor's "Let's raise taxes on
the upper class" position.
The mock candidates said they
all watched the debates to learn
about the candidates, as well as
reading newspaper accounts on
"For the last nine weeks, we
have been studying the political
process. One reason we planned
the rally is to satisfy some of the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
mandates which encourage students to show what they have
learned.
"Our emphasis has been to create a generation of new voters —
young people who realize the
importance of voting and how the
process works," McIntosh said.
The rally was organized by the
students with a selection committee picking the mock candidates,
a stage manager and decoration
committee.
The questions asked during the
debate Nkere formulated by the
students.
"Today we have kids teaching
other kids what the issues are,"
McIntosh said.
Such familiar Perot phrases as

T
POLICE OBTAIN DRAWING OF ROBBERY SUSPEC
of a sus-

The Murray Police Department has obtained a composite drawing
pect who robbed Murray's IGA grocery store on Chestnut Street Oct. 20.
According to reports, the white male in his early 20s, weighing approximately 150 pounds, with brown hair, a mustache and several days growth of
beard, entered the store at 4:30 p.m. and gave a cashier a note demanding
money. The man is believed to have been carrying a gun in his jacket
although one was not seen. He left the scene in a late-model, black Ford
Mustang after obtaining a small amount of cash.

WOMAN REPORTS THEFT OF GRILL TO POLICE
Jan Byrd, 803 Vine St., reported the theft of a charcoal grill from her back
yard to the Murray Police Department recently. The theft reportedly
occurred either the evening of Oct. 23 or early Oct. 24.

MAN ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT

the three.
Their parents have also been
discussing the race at home.
"My parents have worked in
other presidential campaigns, so
they do talk about the issues. I
don't think any of them deserve
to be president because of what
they have all been saying about
each other recently," Robertson
said.
Davis said he wants to reserve
his right to a secret ballot on who
he will vote for, but did say he
likes Clinton and Perot.
He said his father served as a
precinct captain for Perot early in
the campaign.
Setser said he supports Bush,
but that the students have learned
in class to examine each candidate carefully and not just vote
party line.
After the debate and a political
lunch of fried chicken, the students voted. Clinton won with 49
votes. Bush got 37 and Perot 20.
Friday the entire middle school
will vote in a mock election
being organized by Scott Turner's eighth grade class.
On Tuesday, all the eighth
graders went to see Bush at
Paducah.
Turner said he had never seen
a president in person before.
"I was excited about the opportunity to see the President and
I'm glad we were able to take the
kids," Turner said.

A Murray man was arrested by the Murray Police Department Tuesday night
following an incident at 409 N. Fifth St. According to reports, William S.
Tremblay, 505 Vine St., was charged with disorderly conduct and alcohol
intoxication.

WINDOW BROKEN, SOME CASH TAKEN

Sometime Monday night or Tuesday morning, someone broke a window at
the Stone Lang Medical Building on South Fourth Street. According to
reports from the Murray Police Department, a small amount of cash was
also taken.

JUVENILES FACE SHOPLIFTING CHARGES

Two juveniles were taken into custody Tuesday by the Murray Police
Department and charged with shoplifting. According to reports, K-mart security personnel reported to police that two girls, ages 16 and 17, had concealed merchandise and attempted to leave the store.

POLICE INVESTIGATE THREE CAR WRECK

The Murray Police Department investigated a three-car accident Tuesday at
3:40 p.m. at the intersection of 16th and Main Streets that left one person
with minor head and facial injuries. Loren J. Harlin, 88, 1803 Lincoln Drive,
was westbound on Main Street and indicated he thought he had the right of
way and did not realize there was a traffic light. Honin struck a 1987 GMC
Jimmy driven by Elizabeth A. Samuel, 25, Rt. 2 Box 108, Clinton, who was
northbound on 16th going through the intersection. The force of the impact
flipped Samuel's vehicle upside down and onto the hood of a 1987 Ford
Bronco II driven by Vickie L. Patterson, 21, 719 Poplar, Apt. B, Murray,
which was southbound on 16th Street in the eastbound turn lane. Samuel
sustained injuries to the head and face and was treated by Murray-Calloway
County Hospital ambulance personnel.

DEPARTMENTS RESPOND TO ACCIDENT

The Calloway County Sheriff's Department and the Murray Fire Department
responded to a one-vehicle accident on the Old Murray-Paris Rd. Wednesday at 11:23 p.m. According to reports, a Ford occupied by a driver and
passenger ran off the road. No other information is available because the
accident report is incomplete.

THURSDAY ACCIDENT LEAVES TWO INJURED

Two persons received possible neck injuries in a two-car accident at 3:31
p.m. Wednesday at the intersection of Van Cleve Road and Ky. 94. Eston C.
Dodson, 34, Rt. 5 Box 795, Murray, driving a 1976 Dodge Aspen wagon,
and Ronald E. Dawson, 22, Rt. 1 Dexter, driving a 1992 Chevrolet 1500
pickup, were involved in a collision at the intersection. Dodson and his wife,
Martha, both complained of neck pain and were transported by ambulance
to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The Murray Fire Department's
rescue vehicle and the Calloway County Fire and Rescue also gave
assistance.

This bill good toward the purchase of any regular
priced or sale priced in-stock appliance including
refrigerators, freezers, washers, dryers, ranges,
microwaves, televisions, VCR's and more'
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Allegations of cocaine purchasing at WKU revealed
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith said
he can't figure out former Gov.
Louie Nunn's mission in going
back over a months-old financial
review and passing along charges
made by a former food-services
worker.
"I have no animosity toward
Mr. Nunn," Meredith said after
Nunn's presentation Wednesday.
"I don't understand his purpose.
There's so many blatantly untrue
things that were said today."
Meredith didn't attend the
l'A -hour session, which Nunn
made on Western's campus at the
request of the Western chapter of
the American Association of University Professors.
Afterward, Nunn played a tape
for reporters of the former worker, who alleged that cocaine was
bought with university funds.
Nunn said he couldn't vouch for

Plane hitchhiker
buried in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A
graveside service was held
Wednesday for an unidentified
man killed more than a year
ago after apparently trying to
hitch a ride on a commuter
flight out of Barkley Regional
Airport.
After jumping a fence Sept.
30, 1991, he grabbed onto a
Northwest Airlines plane
bound for Memphis. Tenn., as
it taxied for takeoff. His body
was traveling about 150 mph
when he fell to the ground in a
wooded area, authorities said,
After fruitless months of
chasing leads, authorities
hoped a Sept. 16 segment
about the case on the television show "Unsolved Mysteries" would bring an answer.
Hundreds of calls poured in
from across the country, but
none checked out.
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Paul Patton
writes off
rest of debt
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Lt.
Gov. Paul Pauon, who promised
to conclude his fund raising when
Gov. Brereton Jones finished his
in their 1987 race for lieutenant
governor, has written off his personal debt of $347,611.
"I felt like the best thing to do
was get it (the debt) out of the
way," Patton said Wednesday.
He said having officeholders soliciting campaign contributions is
no longer "as acceptable as it
once was."
Jones, who beat Patton and
three other major candidates for
lieutenant governor in 1987, successfully collected $1.8 million in
loans in interest from the same
race.
Patton, a millionaire who won
the lieutenant governor's race last
year and plans to run for govenor
in 1995, could have continued
accepting money to retire the
debt.
Jones filed a report last week
with the state Registry of Election Finance showing that he had
recouped his debt, plus interest.
Patton said he has been concentrating on his work in the
Economic Development Cabinet
and has not decided when he will
start raising money for his gubernatorial campaign. He currently
as economic development
serves
•
secretary, but will leave that job
sometime next year when a fulltime secretary nominated by a
new board fills the position.
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the credibility of the accusations.
Meredith said a university
investigation had uncovered
nothing to indicate university
money was used to buy cocaine.
Aside from the tape, Nunn
mostly rehashed the same ground
covered in a special financial
review released by the board of
regents in June. The review found
some lax controls on spending
and made recommendations for
improvements.
Nunn would not name the former worker and said he was a
client. The man also told him that
student-athletes and others at the
university used a type of credit
card to make purchases that were
not paid for, Nunn said.
He said the former worker also
told him that black food-services
workers were forced to play the
role of slaves at a "plantation
party" at Meredith's home, Nunn
said.

Meredith said the accusation
was false. "It's the most ridiculous thing I've ever heard, absolutely untrue. I challenge any verification of anything remotely
resembling that."
Meredith would not comment
on the other allegations, citing an
investigation of the university
food-services department, which
has been shut down. A private
contractor now supplies food services at the school.
"What I'm hoping for is that
Mr. Nunn's comments today will
not jeopardize that investigation," Meredith said.
He said the school had found
no evidence that cocaine was
bought with university money.
Asked about the credit-card allegation, he said, "That's just a
part of the investigation. I really
shouldn't comment on that in any
detail."
University officials said they

WASHINGTON — Ross Perot has dropped $36.7 million of his own money
on his presidential bid this month, and already has spent more than Presi-

dent Bush and Bill Clinton are allowed to spend on their entire campaigns,
according to campaign finance reports. Reports that Perot's campaign filed
with the Federal Election Commission show the Texas billionaire forked over
another $10.7 million of his fortune to his campaign between Oct. 15 and
Oct. 26. The additional transfers bring to about $36.7 million the amount
Perot has spent since re-entering the race Oct. 1 — the substantial portion
of which has gone to a national advertising blitz unseen in politics and rivaling even some of the most aggressive corporate endeavors. Bush and Clinton are limited to spending the $55.2 million each received from taxpayers
for the tall campaign. Their parties also can spend about $10 million on their
behalf.

V r•tlk

point to at least one where tenants live in harmony and take pride in their
homes. At Lake Park Place, a city experiment has been under way for a
year in which carefully selected welfare recipients are mixed with working
people so that those earning a living can serve as examples to their neighbors. Lake Park Place is being closely watched by other public housing
agencies. Police said there has been virtually no crime at Lake Park Place
since it reopened in August 1991 after a $16 million renovation. Tenants
help patrol the building, have set up a day-care program and take pride in
their apartments, said Andre Garner, a spokesman for Chicago Housing
Authority Chairman Vincent Lane.

111

CIA MONITORED IRAQ'S TECH BUYS

WASHINGTON — The CIA was closely monitoring Iraq's technology purch-

ases in the United States before the Persian Gulf War and knew that many
of the items were destined for the Iraqi defense industry, documents and
interviews show. Congressional investigators are trying to determine
whether the CIA passed on its information to the Commerce Department,
which approved $1.5 billion in exports to Iraq in the 1980s. Commerce ruled
that the exports were not specifically designated for military use. In 1989,
the intelligence agency identified several Iraqi companies posing as buying
agents for the Iraqi government's civilian industries, the documents and
interviews show. But the CIA soon realized that many of the end users listed
on the companies' export license requests to the Commerce Department
were in fact military industries.
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SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador — In a blow to the peace process, President

Alfredo Cristiani is accusing leftist rebels of hiding weapons and says he will
neither reduce nor purge the armed forces until the guerrillas fully disarm.
The peace plan signed in January to end 12 years of bloody civil war began
to collapse in recent months as each side accused the other of footdragging in complying with an Oct. 31 demobilization deadline. Cristiani
repeatedly insisted that he would not agree to a U.N. recommendation that
the deadline be extended until Dec. 15, seeking to pressure the leftist Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front to hasten its dissolution as a military
force. Then, in a surprise announcement Wednesday, the rightist president
accepted the deadline extention. But he also accused the rebels of underreporting to the U.N. the extent of their arsenal, which is to be destroyed
under the accords.
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CONGRESSMEN CHALLENGE RAISE

freeze congressional salaries, are challenging the constitutionality of a
$345-a-month raise due to take effect in January. They contend the court
should block a 3.2 percent cost-of-living adjustment, raising lawmakers' pay
from $129,500 to $133,644, because it conflicts with a constitutional amendment written by James Madison in 1789 but ratified only this year. The court
will be asked today to forbid the clerk of the House and the secretary of the
Senate from increasing congressional paychecks or the pensions of retired
lawmakers, said attorney John C. Armor. The court also will be asked to
declare the adjustment unconstitutional, said Armor, of the Denver-based
American Constitutional Law Foundation.
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EXPERIMENT WORKING AT LAKE PARK
ridden that

WASHINGTON — Twenty members of Congress, asking a federal court to

Richard H. Crouch, M.D.

Radio!hack

THE $36.7 MILLION CANDIDATE

CHICAGO— While some Chicago housing projects are so crimecritics want to tear them down or call in the National Guard, the city can

110,TE

have been unable to verify the
claims of the former employee,
who they said was a convicted
felon.
On the tape, the man said he
would ask his supervisor for
money and that the supervisor
knew it was for cocaine. He said
he did it four or five times and
every time he got about $300
cash from the woman, who took
it from a safe in the food-services
department.
"Everybody steals ume," the
man said on the tape, which had
been edited.
The man, who was a line
server, also said on the tape that
university credit cards were used
"for meals while I was working.
... It was unlimited funds."
Nunn said he thought the card
"in my opinion, had been used in
violation of NCAA regulations."
The man worked for food services for 18 months, Nunn said.
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Quayle campaignsfor now and later
By WALTER R. NEARS
Associated Prose Mews Analysis

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

Letters to the Editor
Bush offers international leadership
Dear Editor:
Are we doomed to repeat our mistakes? Since 1960 the American
experipeople have put their trust in three presidents with little or no
disasters:
major
three
to
led
directly
This
affairs.
nal
internatio
in
ence
crisis,
the embarrassment and terror of the Bay of Pigs/Cuban missile
hosIranian
the
of
on
humiliati
the
and
War
Vietnam
the
the trauma of
tage debacle.
The most recent of these presidents had little experience in domesparty
tic affairs and virtually none in foreign affairs. With his political
economic
into
America
he
led
in control of both houses of Congress,
catastrophe. Taxes and spending increased while inflation, interest
rates, and unemployment went through the roof.
Can we afford to ignore the lessons of history? In this crucial time
of international readjustment, should we entrust our security to
another inexperienced president? Should we jeopardize our economic
strength by going back to the failed policy of tax and spend?
America's economic future depends on its global suture. World
events are creating new opportunities and new threats. Each must be
dealt with by a president who has earned a global reputation for leadership, good judgment, and trustworthiness.
President George Bush is such a leader. Experience, integrity, and
good character have equipped him to safeguard America's interests —
and yours — in today's dangerous world and to assure a tomorrow of
economic growth and prosperity.
Howard S. Brembeck
Goshen IN 46526
Dr.,
Manor
2808 Martin

Liberals attack Christian morality

PHOENIX, Ariz. — Driving
toward an upset or playing out
the round, Dan Quayle is campaigning for political redemption.
For the vice president, there's a
career at stake.
He's battling for the votes to
win next Tuesday, but either way,
he is determined that his will be a
campaign performance Republicans will respect and remember
in 1996.
Quayle doesn't talk about losing this time, and he turns aside
questions about seeking the
Republican presidential nomination for himself next time. But
the aides around him don't doubt
that he will, in office or out.
He's the one candidate in the
field without a fallback position.
For Bush, 68, even forced
retirement would come with the
position and pension accorded
former presidents. Democratic
challenger Bill Clinton is a governor, running mate Al Gore a
Senator.
Quayle would be out of his
chosen profession after 16 years
as representative, senator and
vice president, and looking for a
way back.
"I want to continue to make a
difference in public service, but
that's up to the people," he said
in a television interview. "Obviously if they say no, I'm out."

Dear Editor:
The liberal news media is pulling out all stops in its determination
to cram Bill Clinton down our throats. They blame President Bush for
all our problems, while white-washing the Democrat-controlled liberal
congress, whose primary role was to vote for political gain while
trashing the economy. The overall welfare of the nation apparently
was of little concern. With the help of the media all the blame could
be heaped on the president who they intensely bashed and faulted
every day.
By keeping the news focused on other issues and away from the
true character of Clinton, the country hopefully can be duped into voting for a draft-dodging, womanizing, ultra-liberal president.
I invite you to consider what the liberals have already accomplished. First, the welfare laws enacted by President Johnson created
generations of welfare dependents who are robbed of opportunity for
change. Family cohesion and values deteriorated and the results
created our inner cities with problems too numerous to describe. It is a
major disaster grown out of control. The liberals have not had the guts
to correct the laws and programs that created this troubling blight on
our nation.
The liberal attack on Christian values and morality have also
weakened many families and schools. The ACLU, People for the
American Way, the National Education Association and liberal judges
(200 appointed by Jimmy Carter) have driven morality and Christian
values out the window. Through the door to replace these came humanistic values, drugs, alcohol, condoms, unwed pregnancies, guns, murder and very poor learning.
It is reported that the Democrat controlled Congress has delayed the
appointment of 200 federal judges, hoping that Clinton will be
elected. What a team — an ultra-liberal president, a liberal Congress
with a backup of liberal judges. You can bet your bottom dollar that
you and I will quickly be hit by higher taxes to fund these big expensive government programs. One of the first will be a government
funded and controlled school program insuring humanistic, anti-God
values will be imposed on our school children from pre-school on up.
The media is blowing smoke at us to cover the real ultra-liberal
agenda of Bill Clinton. A vote for him says you like one nation, without God. For that is the fervent liberal goal.
Edgar L. Thompson
6135 Clinton Road, Paducah KY 42001

KERA requires public participation
Dear Editor:
Kentucky has made an unprecedented commitment to school reform
through the Kentucky Educational Reform Act, or KERA. A school
district's success in implementing the law depends on the joint efforts
of parents, teachers, school leaders and local citizens.
As parents we must expect and demand the best for our children.
We must join school councils, attend council and board meetings, and
become involved with our children's education. School leaders must
lead. They must be innovators who inspire and motivate their district
to strive for high performance standards. Leadership should ensure
that students' educational goals are met, and that teachers can progress professionally and can concentrate on their teaching
responsibilities.
Teachers must participate in the decision making process in local
schools to promote efforts to best fulfill KERA's goals. Teachers must
support learning experiences that permit all students to succeed.
Citizens and taxpayers play a vital role in educating Kentucky's
children. Your tax dollars allow the state to fund education, while
es the
your interest in having good schools in our community determin
about
out
find
should
voter
informed
The
.
quality of the programs
candidates for local school boards and school councils, and work to
s' phielect high quality leaders. The public must ask about candidate
t new
implemen
to
plan
they
how
and
ons,
expectati
losophy and
programs.
KERA provides the framework to restructure schools and help all
students to be successful. Citizen participation is necessary to implement the law offering our children an opportunity for a better
education.
Vicki J. Griffin, League of Women Voters
Box 21, Hazel KY
To the readers.- The Murray Chapter of the League of Women Voters
is sponsoring a debate between candidates for the Murray School
Board tonight it 6 p.m. at the George H Weaks Community Center.
The public is invited.

The route back in wouldn't be
easy. Quayle is more adept, less
prone to error now, but he still is
dogged by the blunders of his
1988 debut as a national candidate, and by the ridicule that followed him into office, with a new
round of jokes at every subsequent slip.
While Bush's poll numbers are
up, the odds remain against a
Republican victory. Quayle
knows that, but it doesn't show
on the campaign stage. He's
upbeat, and unflinchingly loyal.
"We're going to do it," he says
at every stop. "We're going to
win."
That claim got a boost in the
polls on Wednesday, with one
national survey showing a statistical dead heat between Bush and
Clinton.
"The momentum is going for
George Bush and you know that
you never want to peak too
soon," Quayle told a rally in
Tucson, Ariz., celebrating and
joking at the same time. The
GOP ticket had done anything
but peak, lagging by double
digits all campaign long.
Despite the narrowed gap in
the national surveys, state polls
and sizeups still show Clinton in
command, and that's where the
race will be settled. It isn't yet
clear whether that's changing or
tightening.
It is clear that the Bush campaign has effectively conceded a

hefty bloc of electoral votes —
the 52 in California and New
York's 33, for example. It takes
270 to win, so the Republicans
start with a handicap, worsened
for the fact that in the closing
days, they have to defend what
had been safely GOP territory in
prior campaigns.
That's Quayle's mission in the
West.
He's campaigning today from
Phoenix to Casper, Wyo., with
stops in Nevada, Idaho and Montana. In other years, that would
have been unnecessary.
Clinton, meanwhile, is trying
to raid Bush territory, in states
like Texas and Florida. Quayle
called that evidence of mistaken
overconfidence.
"Bill Clinton basically thought
the election was over," Quayle
said Wednesday night. "When
you take the American people for
granted, they know it ... He has
tried to take this election for
granted and he's made a classic
error."
Even so, there is an undertone
of frustration in the Quayle camp
at a re-election operation that
didn't settle on themes and, in the
view .of some of the vice president's people, paid too much
attention to internal surveys and
focus groups in settling on issues,
while Bush was scorning the published polls as crazy.
The complaints aren't about
Bush; Quayle is too much the

loyalist to permit that. They are
about the campaign managers,
not the candidate.
Quayle didn't consult them on
his tough — critics said strident
— line against Clinton in the Oct.
13 vice presidential debate
against Gore. He said Clinton
couldn't be trusted to be president, a Republican talking point
that seems to be cutting into
Clinton's standing.
Sen. Pete Domenici, campaigning with Quayle in New Mexico,
said the Bush ticket began gaining momentum with the vice
president's performance in the
TV debate.
That's the kind of testimonial
Quayle is trying to earn.
He's faced, and pondered, the
prospect of defeat and the career
questions that would come with
it. But he isn't talking about it.
As always, he takes his cue from
the boss.
"I don't think in terms of losing," Bush said. "You do not go
out, when you're three down and
five to play, and think you're
going to lose."
But it's hard to win when a
golfer is three holes behind on
the 14th tee. He can't afford
another errant shot.
• • • •
(Walter R. Mears, vice president
and columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.)
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Wantfairness? Buy your own paper
Is the press fair? That's a
debate that never ends. Some
papers are and some aren't. But
one thing you can count on —
they're usually fair to themselves,
as this story illustrates.
The Chicago Sun-Times is this
country's ninth biggest city paper. One recent day, prominently
displayed on its front and back
pages was a promotion for one of
that paper's sports columns. It
was an -open letter" from the
columnist to Mike Ditka, coach
of the Chicago Bears.
Oh, my, but it was an angry
open letter. Among the words
used to describe Ditka were
"boorish," "pathetic," "stale,"
"smart-ass," "monster," "egomaniac," "berserk," "psychosis,"
"immature," and "lunatic." And it
concluded by telling Ditka, "if
you are unprepared to act like a
civil human being, then quit."
In addition, the Sun-Times
invited readers to vote in a phone
poll, the question being, "Should
Bears coach Mike Ditka quit?"
What was Ditka's crime?
During a recent news conference, Ditka was asked a stupid
question clearly aimed at provoking him. Ditka took the bait. He
called the sportswriters SOBs,
which gave them their 15-second
sound bite.
I'll let others debate whether
Ditka should quit, be fired, or
strung up from a tree. Or whether
he is really a "monster," a "lunatic," or suffers from a "psychosis." I'm not a licensed shrink.
But what is interesting is how
the treatment of that story compares with another news item in
the same newspaper.
The other story was less than
half as long as the anti-Ditka tirade. And it was tucked away at

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
the bottom of an inside page,
with no front-page promotion.
This story was about a former
Sun-Times sportswriter who had
been indicted the day before on
196 felony counts.
He is accused of using his position at the newspaper to persuade publicity-hungry inner-city
high school athletes to have sex
with him or with prostitutes. He
allegedly liked to videotape the
young men and the hookers.
The story was written in a nonemotional, factual way. It didn't
describe the accused sex criminal
as being a monster, a lunatic,
having a psychosis, or any of the
other flaws attributed to Ditka. It
made no judgments at all.
At the bottom of the story,
there were three brief paragraphs
saying that investigators were
concerned about the possibility
that some of these youngsters
might have caught AIDS from the
prostitutes. The investigators
advised them to consult their
physicians.
So here we have two different
approaches to two different news
stories.
In one story, a football coach
calls sportswriters a crude name.
So a sports columnist questions
the mental and emotional stability
of the football coach and suggest
that he either reform or quit his
job and abandon his life's work.

This is considered so newsworthy, it is promoted on the front
page, the back page, and even on
the page where the story about
the accused sex offender appears.
However, an accused sex
offender who wrote sports stories
for the same paper is indicted on
almost 200 felony charges, and
that is not worthy of front page
treatment.
Nor does Page One carry the
warning to teenage athletes that
they might have become infected
with AlDs as a result of this
sportswriter's behavior. All of
which might lead a reasonable
person to ask what is more
socially significant: A sports columnist's anger at a football
coach's language, or the threat of
AIDS to some child-athletes who
were allegedly exploited by a
perverted sportswriter?
There are other questions a
reasonable person might ask.
Although several weeks have
passed since the man was
arrested right in the Sun-Times
newsroom, his former employers
haven't clearly explained how a
convicted sex deviate managed to
get a job writing about high
school sports. He had been hired
after serving a prison sentence
for raping a teenage boy.
Nor have they clearly
explained why the paper didn't
become curious about the man

when some coaches called, complaining that he was becoming
pesty toward their players —
phoning them at home, trying to
take them out.
If the mayor or some other
public official had hired a person
with so sordid a background to
work with teenagers, and that
person sexually exploited the
teenagers, the Sun-Times would
demand immediate explanations.
Or if Mike Ditka drafted a
football player who had served
time in prison for sexually
assaulting a teenage boy, Ditka
would surely be accused of being
worse than a monster, a lunatic,
or of having a psychosis.
But when the editor of the
Sun-Times is asked about hiring
procedures and those concerned
calls from the troubled coaches,
the paper's spokesperson says:
"No comment."
It's doubtful that the SunTimes would accept a "no comment" from a public official or a
football coach under the same
circumstances.
Then there is the telephone
poll.
If readers are asked to vote on
whether a football coach should
go, why shouldn't they be asked
to vote on this question: "Should
the sports editor who hired an excon sexual offender be asked to
quit?"
Or these questions: "Is it really
right for the editor of a newspaper to say 'no comment' when he
is asked about how his paper happened to hire a dangerous sex
offender as a prep sportswriter?
And should that editor quit?"
And finally: "One of our
sportswriters was indicted on 196
felony counts. Could that be an
all-time record?"
•

.
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The 1992-93 officers of the Health Occupations Students of America at Murray Vocational Center are, left to right, Melissa Duffy,
parliamentarian; Deborah Thorn, secretary; Renee Thomas, treasurer; Lisa Burger, vice president; Vickie Dowdy, historian; Joyce
Morrison, chapter advisor; and Rebecca Mott, president. The
HOSA officers recently attended leadership workshops held in
Louisville. HOSA's first community project for the year was to
sponsor a rider in the Calloway County Diabetes Bike-A—Thon.
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Southern governors begin touring
states to rally Democratic vote

20%

Off
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — steps not to be fooled by polls
Some key Southern Democrats indicating Clinton and Gore are
Pail, ,
say a mere "fracture" of the leading Bush and Quayle.
4t 4
"I had a 17 point lead and I
Republican's once-solid South
razorwas
the
won, but the margin
will deny President Bush
White House for a second four- thin," Wilder said.
Toughest Made
year term.
Jim Hall, Tennessee campaign
Bib Overalls
Denim
South
the
"I think to the extent
for Clinton and Gore,
manager
will be broken, in terms of said the purpose of the trip is to
George Bush not being able to rally Democrats to make certain
carry it, will clearly send an indi- that whatever lead polls show
Insulated Bibs-Navaho
cation that that's what's going to that Clinton and Gore have is
Jacket
be taking place around the coun- translated into votes next
Wilder
Doug
Gov.
Virginia
try,"
Tuesday.
said Wednesday.
"The purpose of this event
n
Souther
Wilder and other
Off
Democrats began a two-day tour today ... is to tell the South it
tic
Democra
the
to
return
should
of six Southern states on Wedparty," U.S. Sen. Howell Heflin
nesday to get out next week's
of Alabama said.
vote for Bill Clinton.
McWherter, predicting victory
Tennessee, Kentucky, North
Bush, called "next Tuesday
over
Georgi,
Industrial Rd.
Carolina
South
,
Carolina
a and Florida have a total of 80 the biggest Super Tuesday gift
that we can ever have."
of the 270 electoral votes needed
for election. Bush carried all six
in 1988.
Bush has had to spend much
more time in the South this year
as Clinton is ahead or close in
several states in the region. Republicans have won all or nearly all
of the South in four out of the
last five presidential elections.
"I'm from a small state. I take
offense at the Bush administration talking about failed small
Southern states. We're moving
forward," Tennessee Gov. Ned
McWherter told a rally of about
200 people Wednesday night at
the South Carolina Statehouse.
"We're tired of no leadership.
We're tired of false promises,"
said Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles.
The group of Democrats spent
Quantities Are Limited! Don't Miss Out!
the night in Columbia. They were
to fly today to Greenville, S.C.,
suffered monetary losses, mental then on Atlanta and Tallahassee,
anguish, loss of business, loss of Fla.
reputation and been held up to
As the tour started earlier
ridicule in the community," the Wednesday, Wilder cautioned the
suit alleges.
100 or so partisans gathered at a
Smith said he had not seen the
rally on the Tennessee Capitol
lawsuit and declined to comment.
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"272" Denim
Bib Overalls
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SOUTHERN STATES
753-1423

PRE-HOLIDAY
Clearance

* SALE!
MANY ITEMS ARE BELOW COST!

.4.+0i40.6
A
Hal Naace-Broker
753-7955

Bill Baleadae
753-7511

Dark! Morra
759-4960

rolesslonal Real Estate
1103 Northwood Drive

"Since You're here
all the time anYvial
we decided to give
you an office'
rzat
I pap cipir
unks...you oil a
caplarl Of course, no machine is

perfect But Toshiba has come as close
to trouble-fie operation as (ou can get
So, if you're frustratec with yOUT
copier — or have simply outgrown it
ligation
—contact us for a n
demonstration Youll learn to love
copying again,
Ma yflaiId
247-8912

Subscribe!

_
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Berea doctor sues over charge that
Christmas card photo was obscene
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Berea doctor who was charged
with distributing obscene matter
for sending a Christmas card to a
family friend filed a federal civil
rights complaint against law
enforcement officers.
The suit by Dr. David A.
Greene and his wife, Starna Hill,
alleges that the family was
improperly charged with a crime
for what amounted to nothing but
a family photo. The suit, filed
Wednesday in U.S. District Court
in Lexington, seeks unspecified
damages from Madison Commonwealth's Attorney Thomas J.
Smith, Kentucky State Police
detective Robert Stephens and
Brad Reeves, an inspector with
the Postal Service in Cincinnati.
Greene and his wife sent a card
to a family friend this year that
showed the couple's 6-year-old
child, Mira, on her father's lap.
The child's nightgown did not
completely cover her genitals.
Reeves saw the card and,
according to the lawsuit, tried to
have the couple charged with distributing obscene material but
was turned down by federal
authorities.
The suit then charged that
Reeves approached local law
enforcement officers in Madison
County. Greene and Hill were
arrested and charged with the
felony of promoting the sexual
performance of a minor.
A Madison County grand jury
indicted the couple for a misdemeanor charge, but it was dismissed two months later.
The suit charges the three law
enforcement officers defamed the
couple and sought criminal
charges only to protect
themselves.
"As a result of the actions of
the defendants, the plaintiffs have
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REPUBLICAN PARTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY LIBERTARIAN PARTY

OFFICES

WRITE-INS

General Election

General Election

General Election

General r

November 3, 1992

November 3, 1992

November 3, 1992

November 3, 1992

November

DEMOCRATIC PARTY,

LIBERTARIAN PARTY

Straight Ticket

Straight Ticket

Straight Ticket 1

George
BUSH

Bill
CLINTON

Andre
MARROU

Ross
PEROT

(Vote for One;

Dan
QUAYLE

Al
GORE

Nancy
LORD

James
STOCKDALE

UNITED STATES SENATOR

David L.

Wendell H.

WILLIAMS

(Vote for One

JUNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
1st Congressional District

Write-in

(Vote for One)

Steve

Tom

HAMRICK

BARLOW

Albion
KNIGHT

RIDENOUR

Jeff

CONST1TUTK

GREEN

1st Senatorial District
(Vote for One)
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
5th Representative District
(vote for One)

Write-in

Howar:
PHILLI:

James A.

I

FORD

_

STATE SENATOR

Write-in

TAXPAYER

General Election

PRESIDENT & VICE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES

Write-in

INDEPENDENT

FEPUBLICAN PARTY

ONLY

Write-in

TAXPAt
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Are you in favor of allowing Ihe General Assembty lo permit the conduct of char
Assembly passes statutes to assure the proper functioning, honesty

rI -

Freed

CURD

I

CONST1TUTIC

Are you in favor of(1) permitting the Governor and other state officers elected
.
lieutenant Governor by casnng one vote for bolt, offices,(3)giving the Lieuter
Governor
the
allowing
(4)
,
Senate
the
of
President
as
act
to
senator
a
selecting
pro
only if the Governor cannot discharge the (Julies of office;(5)removing the
ti
years of **term;(6)if the Governor and the Lieutenant Governor cannot act,
Register of Land Office and Superintendent of Public Instruction as elective of
infenor state officers and members of boards and commissions; arid (9) movit
king one year io the terms of all officials regularly elected in 1993, adceng on
arcte t judges and judges of the court of appeals elected in 1999?

_A -1 tN 1 Ir)N
With the heightened interest in voter registration, we anticipate a very strong turnout. Given
the number of races and constitutional amendments,there could be a time problem in allowing
all eligible voters the time necessary to vote. This means KRS 117.255,(7) may need to be
enforced.
This statute says"no voter shall be permitted to occupy the voting machine more than two(2)
minutes if other voters are waiting to use it". To cut down on time required to be in the voting
booth, it may be helpful if you can read the amendments prior to voting and also know the
candidate you are voting for before going into the booth.

CONST1TUTH

Are you in favor of(1) beginning in 1995, having the Commissioner of Agncultu
allowing them to be appointed for successive terms;(2) permiteng the Gen,
members of boards and commissions; and (3) beginning in 1995, eliminabni
Public Instruction as elective offices?

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

Before voting each voter shall sign his name in the precinct roster book.
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Polls Open From
6 am-6 p.m,

WRITE-IN VOTE:
Press "1/81fTE-I4' butbinessocieNd
mei office. Press ling red button
n um* VI corner of nischre.
Wnts-in it wdl open. Write-in your
rots QOM tie rinte-in slot,

FOR
OFFICES

WRITE-INS

TAXPAYERS PARTY

NONPARTISAN
'SCHOOL
CANDIDATES'
General Election

TAXPAYERS PARTY NEW ALLIANCE PARTY NATURAL LAW PARTY
General ilection

General Election

November 3, 1992

November 3, 1992

General Election
November 3, 1992

REFORM PARTY

ONLY

General Election

Howari
PHILLPS
Albion 4.
KNIGHT, JR.

Maria Elizabeth
MUNOZ

MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION

Robert W.

Educational District #2
(Vote for One)

McDANIEL
Garry

Write-in

ION
MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCAT
#4

Write-in

MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION

MURDOCK

Educational District #5

U. L.

(Vote for One)

WOODS

Write-in

November 3, 1992

John
HAGELIN

Lenora B.
FULANI

November 3, 1992

Educational District
Mite for One)

Mike
TOmPKINS

EVANS
Rick

Edward A. (Ed)

Write-in

DAVIS

MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION
Marvin

Sally

ALEXANDER

SEAT

David W.

POYNOR

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 1

organizations provided the General
•conokictofchar table lotteries and charitable gift enterprises by charitable
organizations which conduct them?
boning. honesty , and integrity of charitable lotteries and tie

Murray Independent School District

YES

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 2

Richard H.

e terms;(2)electing the Governor and
e officers elected in 1995 and after to be eligible to serve two consecutiv
General Assembly,with the Senate
the
and
Governor
the
by
assigned
*trig the Lieuter wit Governor dubes as
g power to the Lieutenant Governor
ring the Governor to nitain power while absent from the state, and transferrin
office that occurs in the first two
, removing the provision requiring an eiecbon to fill a vacancy in the Governors
(7)eliminating tie offices of
Auditor;
the
to
then
and
General
Attorney
the
to
power
transferring
act,
ornor cannot
consent to the selection of
Senate's
the
require
to
Assembly
General
the
permitting
son u elective °Ices;(8)
even-numbered years by
to
officers)
nal
constitutio
state
for
elections
xis; and (9) moving all elections (except
year from the terms of
one
subtracting
and
1995,
in
elected
i 1993, &doing one year to the terms of local officials
d in 1999?

appointed by the Governor instead of elected, and
WOW of Agriculture, State Treasurer, and Secretary of State
to the selection of inferior state officers and
consent
Senate's
the
require
to
Assembly
General
die
innining
of Lend Office and Superintendent of
Register
of
offices
the
and
n
Commissio
Railroad
1995, eliminating the

Robert

LEE

YES
NO

The following school districts include the precincts listed below.
YES
Murray Independent School Board
Al! of
Portion of
Precinct
Precinct
Murray el
Murray 81
#3
84
#6
#5
#10
#7
*8
#9
811
Clayton Creek

NO

IS

Member Board of Education
District 2
All of
Portion of
Precinct
Precinct
Cherry Corner
Clayton Creek
New Concord

Member Board of Education
District 4
All of Precinct
Coldwater
Dexter
Jackson
Kirksey

Member Board of Education
District 5
Al! of
Portion of
Precinct
Precinct
Calloway
Murray #5
Harris Grove
#7
Lynn Grove
se
#9
*11

NOTICE
Votes
Write-In
117.265

book.

E BALLOT FOA CALLOW COUNTY
ELECTION MELO OA TUE BAY. icVtier

KRS
has filed a Declaration of
The Only Write-In Votes That Will Be Counted are the ones for a person who
Intent to be a write-in candidate for a particular office.
Ask Precinct Officer If Any Write-Ins Will
Be Allowed Before You Vote.
All write-in votes for
The above does not apply to municipal offices in the cities of the fifth and sixth class.
them shall be counted regardless of whether a declaration was filed.

tcFRO

!hen you havc.. finished voting,
ish vote buttpn at lower right to
ist your ballot.

a

L

CROUCH
(Vote for Two)

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 3

wins

Annette Houston L
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NO
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CUS-130

! BALLOT
When all flashing lights are
out, you have voted for all
offices. Push Green Vote
Record Button located In
Bottom Right Corner of
Machine.

Precinct
Murray 1
Murray 2
Murray 3
Murray 4
Murray 5
Murray 6
Murray 7
Murray 8
Murray 9
Murray 10
Murray -11
Almo
Calloway
Cherry Corner
Clayton Creek
Coldwater
Dexter
Harris

CALLOWAY COUNTY PRECINCTS
Location
Courthouse
City Hall
Murray Middle School
Re-Max Real Estate (Bel-Air Shopping Center)
MSU Racer Arena
Special Ed. Bldg. (N. 16th St.)
Robertson School
Vocational School
Army Reserve Bldg. (Center Dr.)
Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Christian Community Church (Glendale & 16th St.)
Murray Auto Auction
Calloway County High School
Good Shepherd Methodist Church
East Elementary School
Coldwater Church of Christ
Dexter Community Center
•Faxon Fire Sub-Station (Turner Rd)

Grove

Hazel
'Jackson
*Kirksey

Kirksey Fire Sub-Station (Kirksey Highway 299)
Kirksey Fire Sub-Station (Kirksey Highway 299)

Pioneer Convenience Mart
Lynn Grove--......—....................................................... Wle•hatts 010011ry

• Midway
'New Concord

Providence
'Thera are new voting precinct locations

Pp. Ay'V

Southwest Elementary School
Hazel City Hall

New Concord Fire Sub-Station (Highway 444)

Herndon Seed MM

v
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URRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A dedication service of the Blythe Cemetery will be Sunday,
Nov. 1, at 2:30 p.m. To reach the cemetery, go approximately four
miles south of Lynn Grove and then watch for signs. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Mason's Chapel plans festival
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its Fall Festival on
Saturday, Oct. 31. Trick or treating will start at 5 p.m. at the church. A chili
supper will be served at 6 p.m. Crafts, games and a hayride are planned.
The public is invited. For more information call Karen Coles, 492-8933.

Calvary Temple plans homecoming
rnik

Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday, Nov. 1. The Rev. Leonard Clayburn, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m.
service with Sunday School at 10 a.m., potluck meal at noon, and gospel
singing at 2 p.m. No evening service will be scheduled.

o I fso n 's watercolor to be auctioned

Kirksey homecoming Sunday

Art Auction Benefit
to be here on Nov. 5
Emily Wolfson has offered
'three of her arts works for the
Nturray Woman's Club Art

VIeCUNDFRER

OO
M
Oter9
IPOMP
Orb
PO
Gold Bracelet

Auction.
The auction will be held on
Thursday. Nov. 5, at the club
house.
A reception at 6 p.m. will
afford guests an opportunity to
view the sale items. One half of
the proceeds will be divided
between the city and county
school systems for their art programs, and the other half will go
to the participating artists.
Mrs. Wolfson has offered the
watercolor of her backyard pond
and two handwoven wall
hangings.
She has taught watercolor
workshops in the Western Kentucky area, and has initiated
weaving courses at Murray State
University.
Mrs. Wolfson is an exhibiting
member of the Kentucky Guild of
Artists and Craftsmen in both
painting and weaving and has
exhibited widely. She is a member of Murray Art Guild as well
as the American Crafts Council.
Interested artists and craftsmen
will find applications at the Calloway County Public Library and
at Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. Work
does not have to be created by
the donor, nor does it have to be
new, but it does have to be
original.
For further information, call
753-4051 or 489-2662.

—NOITEMBER 3RD—

VOTE
CALLOWAY COUNTY
SCHOOL BOARD
DISTRICT #15
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Hatton-Miller wedding
vows will be said Dec. 5
Miss Valerie Hatton and Steven Bryan Miller announce their
engagement and forthcoming marriage.
The bnde-elect is the daughter of Dr. Roy 0. and Marjorie Hatton
of 602 Olive St., Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of Larry and Paulette Miller of
Louisville.
Miss Hatton, a graduate of Murray State University, is presently
employed at the Bookstore at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Mr. Miller is presently attending the University of Kentucky.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 5, at 6
p.m. at the Diuguid House at 603 Main St., Murray.
A celebration party will follow at the home of bride-elect's parents
at 602 Olive St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
party.

Firefighter's Association
to sponsor holiday party
The Murray Professional Firefighter's Association will sponsor the
1992 Chnstmas For Children.
Sign up will be at Murray Fire Department Business Office, South
Fifth and Poplar Streets, Murray, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. from Monday,
Nov. 16, through Friday, Nov. 20, and from Monday, Nov. 23,
through Friday, Nov. 27.
Parents will sign up in November for pick up in December.
Officials said "please remember that this program was established
for underprivileged children. Proof of public assistance is required to
qualify for toys."
If any person does not qualify for this program, but instead would
like to make a donation either monetary or in the form of new toys,
call 762-0120. For further information call 762-0321.

U. L. WOODS New baby girl, dismissals and
expiration listed by the hospital

YOUR CHOICE

;rie4.• f ,;.!

Valerie Hatton and
Steven Bryan Miller to marry

Diamonds with
Emeralds
Rubies or
Sapphires

THEATRES

One nes‘bom admission, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Oct. 27, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Colley baby girl, parents, Penny and
Stanley. Pt 1, Box 175, Farmington
Dismissals
5031 Blanchard,
Phillip D
Dallas, Texas. William J Lofton, Rt. 3.
Box 259-B. Murray;
Mrs Violet E Johnson, Rt. 1, Box

YOUR CHOICE
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7.00
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'Under Siege'"
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Amy Haskins
bride-elect of
Kevin Cowles
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

87-A, Murray, Mrs Reba Gray Bailey
727 Riley Ct . Murray,
Mrs Novalee Swift, 1634 Walnut.
Benton, Trellis McCuiston, West View
Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs Etna Compton, 1211 Melrose.
Murray; Jack W. Norsworthy, Shady
Oaks Trailer Ct., Murray;
Mrs Mary B Cathay, 1802 College
Farm Rd, Murray, Hubert 0 Cothran,
1500 Parklane, Murray,
Mrs Rebecca Phillips, At 5. Bo x
839, Murray, Vernon Campbell. 1701
College Farm Rd., Murray;
Nathan E West, 1627 Loch
Lomond, Murray; Mrs Betty Lou Palmer. At 1, Box 207, Almo.
Expirations
Merlin N Washer, At. 7, Box 44,
Murray, Mrs Clara M. Fitts, 509 North
Fifth St. Murray.

Al GUTTERS
Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Coonmercill& lissIdends1)

"to

las
kip
7:11

FREE ESTIMATES

1iniporta

Call
753-7020

LIMB Chestnut • 7634861
"Last of the
Mohicans' (n)

1111
1:41
7:11
9:11

Bargain Matmass
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Bargain Night
Is
Thursday MOW

Kirksey United Methodist Church will have its annual Homecoming Day
on Sunday, Nov. 1. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. with worship at 11
a.m. with the Rev. Fred French, former pastor at Kirksey from 1977-1979,
as speaker. He is presently serving at Friendship Elizabeth Church, Brownsville, Tenn. District. A potluck luncheon will be served at noon. Gospel singing featuring the Calvary Connection will begin at 1:30 p.m. The Rev. Dan
Leslie, pastor, extends an invitation to everyone to attend any or all of these
activities.

Four Rivers will meet Sunday
Four Rivers' Music Friends will meet Sunday, Nov. 1, at 2 p.m. in Annex
of Calloway County Public Library. This is for all interested persons. For
information call Vol Burkeen, 753-6979.

Singles (SOS) plan social
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor a Halloween
Dance at the Joe Creason Community Building, Benton City Park, Benton,
on Saturday, Oct. 31, from 7:30 p.m. to midnight. This is the singles event of
the year. There will be costume contest with lots of prizes. The D.J. will play
a variety of ghastly ghostly tunes. Admission is $4 and a Halloween goodie
(candy) to share. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend. The SOS
is a support and social group for singles of all ages, whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. The purpose of the group is to provide
positive social interaction and support. All singles are invited and encouraged to attend. For more information call Panela at 7638 or Jeanne at
753-0224.

Culpepper party on Saturday
Harty Culpepper of Dudley Drive, Murray, will be honored at a reception
in celebration of his 90th birthday on Saturday, Oct. 31, from 2 to 4 p.m. in
the Community Room of the North Branch of Peoples Bank, Chestnut and
North 12th Streets, Murray. Hosting the event will be two of his nephews
and their wives, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence T. Smith of Shelbyville and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Smith of LaGrange. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend the special occasion. Mr. Culpepper retired from General Motors
Chevrolet Division, Michigan. He and his wife, the former Verda Nell Dunn
Smith, were married Oct. 11, 1952. They have resided in Murray since
1965.

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have events on Saturday, Oct. 31, and Monday, Nov. 2.
The group will meet at 8:30 a.m. Saturday at University Church of Christ
parking lot to go for breakfast at Country Crossroads at Hardin. On Monday
the group will meet at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family Restaurant, Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road. This will be a dues night and a calendar planning
night for November. This is a support group for all ages of men and women
who have never been married, or are divorced, separated or widowed. For
information call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.

Oaks Club event on Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have its Men's and Ladies' Trophy Night and
Casino Night on Saturday, Oct. 31, at 7 p.m. All members are urged to
attend and to sign up at the club pro shop.

Benefit for Bogard on Sunday
A gospel singing for the benefit of Marcella Bogard will be Sunday, Nov.
1, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church. Featured will be The King's
Sons and The Liberty Boys. Mrs. Bogard, wife of Dale Bogard, is undergoing cancer treatment at Nashville, Tenn. Proceeds from the singing will go to
help with her expenses. The public is urged to attend.

Adult Halloween Party at Murray Club
A Halloween Adult Party (masquerade) at Murray Country Club will be
Saturday. Oct. 31, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Music will be by the band, Night
Fish. For more information call Susy Wilkerson, 753-6113.

Mt. Horeb plans special day Sunday
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church will celebrate its church's anniversary
on Sunday, Nov. 1. The speaker for the 3 p.m. service will be the Rev.
Oscar Powell of Princeton. Dinner will be served at 1:30 p.m. The public is
invited to attend.

Special event Saturday
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority and Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity at Murray State
University will be 'trick or treating" for items to benefit the Ronald McDonald
House on Saturday, Oct. 31, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. hems need include
toiletries, kitchen utensils, toys, coloring books, crayons, or monetary donations. Families can stay at the Ronald McDonald House while their children
are in hospitals in various cities. For more information call Stephanie Lusk,
753-8951 or 753-8909.

Good Shepherd plans Halloween event
Good Shepherd United Methodist will sponsor a Halloween Carnival on
Saturday, Oct. 31, from 7 1o9 p.m. at the church. This special event will be
sponsored by the Young Disciples Sunday School Class of the church. The
public is invited to attend arid there is no admission charge.

Tiny Town Carnival on Saturday
The Tiny Town Halloween Carnival at First United Methodist Church will
be Saturday, Oct 31, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. There is no charge for this special
occasion. For more information call the church office, 753-3812.

Special Adventure on Saturday

GREAT GIFT IDEAS...
*Hand Painted Watermelon Pottery
'Halloween Decorations *Cards • Frames
*Baskets .Rugs •Candies
—Thanksgiving & Chrtstmas !terns Arriving DoilitOnly At

GS
DRU7133-1482
D
LAN
HOL
Square
n-Quart
Downtow

Awesome Spiritual Adventure will be in Fellowship Hall of First Baptist
Church on Saturday, Oct. 31, from 5 to 8 p.m. This is for preschool children
through sixth graders, accompanied by a parent or responsible adult.
Games, concession stand (hot dogs, popcorn, drinks for a minimal fee), costume parade at 6:30 p.m., and puppet shows at 5.30 and 6 p.m. will be
featured. In costumes, Bible characters, animals and humorous charades
are encouraged, but no scary costumes ploase, said Joins Kelly, preschool/
children minister for the church.

First Amendment meeting Sunday
First Amendment Rights Committee of Western Kentucky wiN mooting on
each Sunday. For
Sunday. Nov. 1, at 3 p.m. Meetings will be scheduled on
morn information call 7534892 or 753-8618.
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ALL OF US HAVE THE ABILITY
TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

United Methodist Women
of First United Methodist Church
present

Fall Festival of Favorite Things
Friday, October 30, 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
i
)
Youth Building, South Fifth St. e
Sidewalk Cafe (doughnuts and coffee)
Favorite Things Sale Booth
Lungleon 11:00-1:00($4.00)
Patti Claypool and Marelle Clark work on bazaar items.

Quilt Exhibition
Bake Sale
Holiday Crafts

Creative Arts plans bazaar
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will hold a bazaar featuring
ANGELS GaLORY on Saturday,
Oct. 31.
This will be from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
The department sponsors two
scholarships each year with winners having to be art students living in Calloway County. The
1992 winners of the Creative Arts
Annette Schmidt Scholarship
were Jennifer Fehribach, a potter,
and Dianna Robinson, a
photographer.
Both students have a high
grade point average and both

were highly recommended by the
Murray State University faculty.
Robinson spent the summer in
Queensland, Australia, as an
exchange student.
Many other items including
pillows, Christmas decorations,
wreaths, ceramic pins, collector
ceramic dolls, quilts and wall
hangings, Shaker baskets, Teddy
bears, embroidery and crochet
items, tole painting, stain glass
decorations, baked goods and
more will be available.

*mit*** LIMITED*TIME Mors.***

20 DAY DELIVERY OR $20 BACK
PIANO CAMP — Tom Vanarsdale, Murray, shows campers a primitive percussion instrument, the "rainmaker," at the second
annual Murray Music Teachers Piano Camp held recently at Murray State University. Campers pictured include Alecia Robertson,
Matt Yezerski, Jason Cahpman, Kevin Cunningham and Brian
Schorr. Twenty-one boys and eight girls participated in computer
music games, creative movement and theory games.

SAVE 5()
it

ON THE
ALL-AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL
10, 14 or la.
CLASS RING IN GOLD'
RING FEATURES: 2 Activities •
First and Last Name • Mascot or
Initial Crest

This bazaar is the major fundraiser for Creative Arts Department. The public is invited to
attend.

ARTORVED.

Four births announced
Garret Taylor Wright
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Wright of
Rt. 2, Box 195AA, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Garret Taylor Wright, born on Monday, Oct.
19, at 11:34 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed seven pounds three
ounces and measured 19%
inches. The mother is the former
Tina LaDon Bogard. Grandparents are Pat and Beverly Bogard,
1100 Sycamore St., Murray, Edna
Bogard, 1714 Calloway, Murray,
Wayne and Dorothy Higgins,
Almo, and Bobby Wright, Woodriver, Ill. A maternal greatgrandmother is Bula Jones of
Murray.
Andrew Kirby Michael Bruns
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Bruns of
Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of
a son, Andrew Kirby Michael
Bruns, born on Wednesday, Oct.
7, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby weighed five
pounds four ounces. The mother
is the former Melissa Clayton.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
John Bruns of Maryland and
Tommy and Martha Clayton of
Paris, Tenn. Maternal greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Eulus Clayton of Paris and Mr.
and Mrs. Hall Wilson of Dresden,
Tenn.
John Hunter Buffington
Mr. and Mrs. Rod Buffington
of Paris, Tenn., are the parents of
a son, John Hunter Buffington,
born on Friday, Oct. 9, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed eight
pounds 12 ounces. The mother is
the former Denise Lewis. Pater-

CL ASS RINGS

Original GassRing,'

BED ON TV

850

Eric Kelleher and Hazel Underwood

Underwood is honored
Hazel Underwood has been
selected as Outstanding Employee of the Quarter by the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens.
She was presented a certificate
by Eric Kelleher, director of the
MCCSC.
Underwood is the activity
director of the Hazel Senior Center, located in Hazel, which is
open from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
Kelleher said "Underwood has
a remarkable job in the last two
months as the new activity director. The attendance has increased
over one-third."
Underwood is scheduling many
interesting speakers and has initiated a variety of crafts and

"We would like to express a
heart-felt thanks to all of the volunteers; to the Hazel Woman's
Club for use of their building,
and to the United Way as the
Senior Citizens Group is a United
Way Agency and could not operate without their help," Kelleher
said.

1-800-5384433

ONE
TIME
ONLY!
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Christmas
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at Pier 1 imports
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I'm VOTING YES November 3 on Constitutional
Amendments Two and Three to give Kentucky a
more effective, efficient government. Please join me
in supporting progress for our great state.

*159
7V2 ft. - *79

Now Taking Reservations
For Private
Christmas Parties
'ke to to
Call Debbie Williams

•,

Head Basketball Coach/University of Kentucky

2 ft. /
61

6th and Maple

• .•

RICK PITINO

Christmas Trees
4v2 ft. - $39

Restaurant & Catering

-. -

programs.
A long time resident of the
Hazel community, Underwood
said she attributes her success to
all the wonderful volunteers who
are helping. She invites any person, 60 or older, who lives in or
around the community, to get
involved at the Hazel Senior
Center.

MURRAY TODAY

The Kentucky
Network

TEMPTATIOV
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Central Shopping Center, Murray

VOTE YES NOVEMBER 3
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BRING THIS AD

Cook's Jewelry

nal grandparents are Roger and
Jane Buffington of Paris. Materna) grandparents are Carey and
Joan Lewis of Huntingdon,
Tenn., and Pam Pugh of Henry,
Tenn. Great-grandparents are
John and Freda Buffington and
Dorothy Rowlett, Paris, and L.A.
and Louise Lewis of McKenzie,
Tenn.
Holly Nicole Flood
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Flood of
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Holly Nicole Flood,
born on Saturday, Oct. 10, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed six pounds
12 ounces. The mother is the former Tina Smothers. Paternal
grandparents are Milford and
Margaret Flood and Linda Hosford, all of Paris. Maternal grandparents are Theda England of
Paris and the late Leaborn
Smothers. A paternal greatgrandparent is Camel Flood of
Paris.
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Crouse named candidate for magazine program
Tyiesha Crouse, 17, of Murray,
is one of 300 candidates to make it
to Level I of 'TEEN Magazine's
1993 Miss Teenage America(R)
program
She is now under consideration
to be one of 40 semifinalists who

will appear in the December 1992
issue.
The 300 candidates, selected
from the 10,000 plus entries
received, were chosen based on
their scholastic achievement, general awareness, individual accom-

plishments, conununityh service,
poinse and personality.
The 40 semifinalists will be
selected based on their responses to
questions relating to home and

Loar receives RIT appointment
Murray State University alumnus
Steve Lou was recently appointed
acting associate director of the College of Imaging Arts and Sciences
at Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N.Y.
Lou earned his Bachelor of Arts
in studio art from Murray State in
1972.
In his new position, Lou, an
associate professor at RIT, will
have responsibilities in the School

In Gloss
or Semi-Gloss

school life, goals and current
affairs.
Twelve finalists will be selected
from 40 semifinalists and will
appear in the January 1993 issue.

of Art & Design and the School for
American Craftsmen.
An artist and teacher of higher
education for 13 years, Lou has
delivered many presentations and
commentaries on woodworking and
other art forms. His own work has
appeared in 66 exhibitions in the
last 14 years.
Loar is the son-in-law of Mr. and
Mrs. Stuart Conover of Cedarling
Hills, Rt. 5, Murray.

CLEAR
WOOD
FINISH

Coast to Coast

1

PASTOR LEAVES — Pastor Clarence Helmich of Immanuel
Lutheran Church is pictured with his family after his last day in
the pulpit on Oct. 18. Pictured, from left, his son, Doug, his
mother-in-law, Renata Becker, Pastor Helmich, his wife, Dorothy,
his daughter, Lori, and son, Greg and wife, Twila. Rev. Helmich
has accepted a call to Emmanuel Lutheran Church, Dwight, Ill.

SHOP MURRAY'S PIER 1 THIS WEEKEND FOR OUR ANNUAL

20

SAVE...
STOBLVIDE!

500h

112

TOPS KY 0469/6 p.m. weigh in,
7 p.m. program/Chamber of
Commerce. Info/Pamela,
753-7638.

111101 WPM%
The Place To Discover
Storewide Sale
End Sunday
November 1st

SELECTED STOCK
FALL COORDINATES
TANJAY, LUCIA, GRAFF OF CALIFORNIA

1/4 TO 1/2 OFF

West View Nursing Home
Haunted Room/2-5 p.m. Public
invited.
Jaycees Annual Haunted Forest/7
p.m./Fairgrounds.
Special Art Scene program,
Lowry-Wallis interview/5:30
p.m [TV Channel 34.
Murray High School events
include Red Ribbon Week Assembly; Varsity football at CCHS with
band performing; Cheerleadersponsored dance after game.
Murray State University Racer
Volley ball team plays Middle
Tennessee/7 p.m./Racer Arena.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre School/9
a.m.-noon and Pastor Nominating
Committee/7 p.m.

"Onibaba", a 1966 Japanese
film/7:30 p.m./Curris Center theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m.

Hazel Center/open 9:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Strategy Planning Meeting and BRBA Building/6 p.m.

"Man of La Mancha" musical
theatre production/8 p.m./Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Info/
762-4421.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include "Roots of Hunger" film/
Curris Center, Murray State
University.
Bingo at Sailing Club Bayview
building, Kenlake State Park by
Jonathan -Aurora Action
Committee/8-10 p.m.
AA/8 p.m./American Legion Hall/
Murray. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St.Jopen 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.

Special Art Scene program,
Lowry -Wallis interview/5:30
p.m./TV Channel 34.

Intercollegiate Horse Show/5
p.m./West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
Admission free.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include RCIATI p.m./Gleason Hall;
"Roots of Hunger" film/6:45
p.m./Curris Center, Murray State
University.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Cub Scouts third
annual Halloween Caper and
Sleeporee/6:30 p.m.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

Land Between the Lakes events
include Earth, The Planetil 1 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Buttermaking/2
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Night
Visual/7 p.m./Woodlands Nature
Center; groundhogs begin hibernating. Info/1-924-5602.

Subscribe!

Smerrs

Friday, Oct. 30
Calloway County High School
Lakers host Murray High School
Tigers/football game/7:30
p.m./Jack D. Rose Stadium.

"Man of La Mancha" musical
theatre production/8 p.m./Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine arts Center,
Murray State University.
Info/762-4421.

Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club/
rehearsal and important meeting/7
p.m./club house.

GUEST SPEAKER — James
Hornbuckle of Murray Fire
Extinguishers was speaker at a
meeting at St. John Baptist
Church on Wednesday, Oct. 7.
This was in observance of Fire
Prevention Week. Present from
the community were 38
persons.

65'h Off Reg. Prices

University Plaza
1205 B Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky • 753-1851

4:111

it
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All Remaining HALLOWEEN Decorations
ONE-OF-A-KIND PIECES OF RATTAN FURNITURE

Sale Starts
Friday Morning at 9:00 a.m.

Bill of Rights Symposium/Dr.
Rose, speaker/7
Joe
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. No charge.

National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

PLUS...
SAVE UP TO

Playhouse in the Park
auditions/6-8 p.m. Info/759-1752.

"Onibaba", a 1966 Japanese
filmr7:30 p.m./Curris Center theater, Murray State University.
Admission free.

FALL HOME SALE
TO

Murray School Board Candidates' Forum/6 p.m./Weaks Community Center.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.

Seals and finishes interior wood — furniture (baby sale),
cupboards, paneling. etc. Won't yellow or darken with age.
Doesn't brush mark Alcohol, fruit pice and water resistant (3
coats). Easy touch up. Won't skin over or harden in can.

Open 7 Days A Week To Serve You!

Thursday, Oct. 29
Jaycees Annual Haunted
Forest/7 p.m./Fairgrounds.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Crystal Clear.
Dries In 30 minutes.

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

CALENDAR

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
oCall Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

ENTIRE STOCK
JACKETS AND BLAZERS

as REUSE
THE
spv NEWS.
Recycle This Newsoaper
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Fall Planting

St EDE,POLYFLANNIA.& WOOL

NOW

20% OFF

Sale
20%.

New Shipment of Plants
ENTIRE STOCK OF SHORTS
CORDUROY & POLY FLANNEL
PLAIDS AND SOLIDS

FASHION JEWELRY
SELECTED STYLES
NOW
1
!
#

'

33% OFF
CONTROL BRIEFS
AND SLIMMERS
VALUES FROM $6.00 TO $28.00

1/3 OFF

*White Pines 5-6'
*Dwarf Firepower Nandina 1 gal.
*Shade Trees - All Sizes

1/4 OFF

It's bulb planting time!
Daffodils • Tulips • Crocus • Iris

SELECTED
BRIEFS AND BIKINIS
BUY 3 PAIR,SAVE 20%
BUY 6 PAIR,SAVE 25%
BUY 12 PAIR,SAVE 30%

Court Square - Murray • Open Daily: a:30-5, Fridays Ul 810, Sundays 1-5
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Center to offer free
GED classes Nov.9
Free classes will be offered by the social studies, science, literature
Adult Learning Center at Murray and the arts at the Adult Learning
State University to help students Center. These classes will be arwho need educational assistance in ranged and will be computer inpreparing for the GED high school structed. To arrange time for inequivalency exam,the ACT exami- struction, call (502) 762-6971.
Sponsored by the Kentucky Denation or the test for vocational/
partment Office of Adult Educatechnical school.
Beginning Nov. 9, classes in tional Services and the Center for
basic math and English skills will be Continuing Education/Academic
offered. The math class will meet Outreach at Murray State, these
from 8:30 to 10 a.m. and the English classes are open to anyone 16 years
class will meet from 10:30 a.m. to of age or older who is not enrolled in
noon. Both six week classes will a public school. Each class is limited
meet in room 206 of Murray State to 10 students and offered on a first
University's Roy Stewart Stadium. come, first served basis.
Anyone interested in enrolling in
Instruction will also be offered in
these classes should call the Adult
Learning Center at(502) 762-6971
before Nov.9,or come by the center
in room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium Monday-Friday,8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

The Sigma Chi Fraternity will be conducting its annual Haunted
House to benefit W.A.T.C.H.(Work Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped) Thursday evening. The haunted house is open
to special needs children. Those shown are, left to right,
W.A.T.C.H. participants Jerry and Crystal, and the following
members of Sigma Chi: Cory Campbell, Bill Boehm, Tracy Ross,
Eric Hester, Robbie Hite, Matt May, Eric Sachleben and Chad
Watkins.

MSU hosts college
equestrian riders
at weekend show

Eastwood releases honor roll
All A's
2nd grade — Melinda Gouin,
Brandi Melvin.
4th grade — Abby Friend
8th grade — Jesse Owens
11th grade — Justin Owens
A's and B's
1st grade — Michael Gouin,
Elisabeth Harrell, Aaron Kernel',
Ryan Lee, Katrina Mathis, Kacy
Morgan, Ben Roberson, Mary
Roberson.
2nd grade — Kimberly Kiesau,

Jimmy Roberson.
3rd grade — Andy Cutini,Sharon
Fayard.
4th grade — Michael Friend,
Rebecca Lee,Clayton Kernell, William Vince.
6th grade — Emily Cutini
7th grade — Kyle Conley, Karis
Fayard, Kory Futrell, Philip Smith,
Kyle Owens.
10th grade — Greg Dowdy
1 1 th grade — Brad Treas
12th grade — Kern Conley

Auer speaks to Lions Club
Dr. Tom Auer, Dean of the
College of Industry and Technology
at Murray State University, was the
guest speaker at the regular meeting
of the Murray Lions Club, held
Tuesday at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse.
Dr. Auer, a member of the MSU
faculty for the past seven years,
presented a slide presentation to the
local club detailing several aspects
of the college, including the new
Industry and Technology Building
and the Department of Agriculture.
In other business, District Governor Ron Shupe also visited and
spoke to the local club,emphasizing
the importance of new membership
and fund raising for the Kentucky
Lions Eye Foundation.
The local Lion also heard a report
from Lion Tom Tompkins, chair-

man of the radio auction, held last
week here. The total receipts for the
auction are expected to top $8,000,
according to Tompkins, who expressed his appreciation to both the
local merchants who donated merchandise and also to the bidders who
participated in the auction.

Murray State University will host
collegiate equestrian riders this
weekend at the Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association (IHSA)
competition.
The second 1992-93 season
IHSA Region 6contest is sponsored
by the MSU equestrian team and
will feature approximately 350
competitors from more than 18
equestrian
college
programs
throughout Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri and Tennessee.
Riders are scored on their skills in
stock seat(western saddle)and hunt
seat(English saddle)dames.Jumping and reigning events will also be
featured. Team members accumulate points during regular season
shows with regional qualifiers advancing to the national IHSA competition in the spring of 1993.
The show will be held at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center Oct. 30, beginning at 5:30
p.m. Action will continue at 9 a.m.
on Oct. 31 and Nov. 1. There is no
admission charge.
For more information on the
IHSA show or the Murray State
University equestrian program,
contact head coach Brien Terry at
753-8112.

RHA sponsors Freaker's Ball
Ghosts and goblins will fill Murray State University's Curris Center
ballroom Halloween night as part of
the Freaker's Ball.
Sponsored by the Residence Hall
Association, Murray State faculty,
staff and students are invited to
attend the annual costume dance
from 8 to 11 p.m.

"This dance will be a costume
gala with a $50 first place prize and
a $25 second place prize for the best
costumes,'said Phil Parrish, Murray
State residence hall program coordinator.
Admission is free and refreshments will be served.
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Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.
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Come Dressed In Your
Halloween Costume
** Grand Prize **

Murray Rental
Sales Center
200 E. Main

753-8201

For Best Costume
Participant
FREE Movie

Beauty And The Beast
FREE Treats
For Everyone.
Prizes Given Away
To Each Participant

To report local news: 753-1916
•

•

•:::•

Inventory
Turnover Sale.

Where to find
lubricants with this
key ingredient.

-•

•

To run a first-rate business smoothly, you can't
afford second-rate lubrication. That's why we
stock Shell lubricants. Shell Oil Company
backs us up with unsurpassed technical support, such as their Product Information Center
hot line. What you wind up with is premium
quality and proven performance.

Never Such
Quality At
Such A Price!

All Machines
In Stock
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED!

18
147

0
9

Take advantage of our "Summer Clearance" prices
extended thru Oct. 31 as we close out the 1992 inventory!
Model

HP

80 xm
8
Rear Rlder
114YT Yard
14 (I.C.)
Tractor
3012 Hydrie
Garden Tractor 12 twin
3014 Hydrhi"
Garden Tractor 14 twin

L. Price S. Price
'1395

'995

'2995

'1895

'4895

"3595

'5395

'4095

HP

Model
3016 Hydri%0
Garden Tractor
3018 Hydriv•
Garden Tractor
4018 Hydriv•
Garden Tractor
4020 Hydrie
Garden Tractor

per case

L. Price S. Price

16 twin

'5795

'4495

18 twin

'6295

'4895

18 twin

'6795

'5395

20 twin

'7195

'5795

Offer Expires Nov. 6, 1992
:•:

Kentucky Lake
Oil Co., Inc.

Ingersoll

McKeel Equipment Co•9 Inc.
503 Walnut Street, Murray
(502) 753-3062
Toll Free 1-800-852-9736
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All-Season
An tifroare/Antiloil,_
Protection

per 55
gallon drum

Plus...mower deck
FREE
with any purchase

"Ingereoll"-the new name
to say for CASE
Lawn & Garden tractors.

Shellzone

Shell

South 4th St.
753-1323
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Collection features Murray writer
Groundwater, a collection of
contemporary Kentucky fiction
published recently by Lexington
Press, includes a short story by
Murray writer Constance
Alexander.
Alexander's story, "The
Assumption of Father O'Roon,"
200
was selected from more than
submission. The anthology contains 15 stories by nine women
and six men.
In his introduction to the book.
writer Leon V. Driscoll of Louisville describes the stories in
Groundwater as having a "common seriousness of purpose."
Driscoll also observes that "this
eclectic collection is as diverse as
the people who constitute Kentucky today," though the stories
differ widely in mode, tone, set-

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
Hwy. 121 North • 759-11364
Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat

8 oz. Sirloin Tips

8

With Onions & Green Peppers

Pond Raised
Catfish Steaks

$3.95

$3.95

(1)

,T.

Saturday & Sitoaday

S3HON111 31d"1d

BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST

FISH - SEAFOOD
0
o$3
ci
co

ung and technique. "Something
important happens in all these
stones," Driscoll said.
Of "The Assumption of Father
O'Roon," Driscoll says that the
irony of the story's title, coupled
with its play on the usual religious meaning of assumption,
paves the way to recognition of
further ironies. Despite the controversy raised in the story, "Alexander resists judgement, even
innuendo," Driscoll said.
Alexander is a published poet,
essayist and playwright from
Murray and is also an awardwinning newspaper columnist and
a regular commentator and book
reviewer on WKMS-FM, Murray
State University's National Public Radio affiliate.
A freelance writer, Alexander's

articles have appeared in The
New York Times, Bluegrass, The
Courier Journal, and The Purchase Area Business Journal,
among others.
Alexander is the only west
Kentucky writer to be featured in
the short story anthology.
Groundwater follows an earlier
Lexington Press publication,
Through the Gap, which was an
anthology of Kentucky poets.
Lexington Press strives to
encourage "diversity in literature
from all areas of Kentucky," and
"the general promotion of quality
literature."
The 152-page, soft-cover volume is available for $10.50
through The Lexington Press.
Their address is P.O. Box 11365,
Lexington, Ky. 40575.

Robinson's wood
carvings on display
at Calloway Library

(1)
—1

Country Ham Breakfast $3.15
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MSU DEPARTMENTS
OF MUSIC AND SPEECH COMUNICATION
AND THEATRE PRESENT
THE SMASH BROADWAY MUSICAL
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The wood carvings of Cathy
Mix Robinson are being shown at
the Calloway County Public
Library through the first part of
November.
Robinson said after beginning
wood carving, she often used
familiar subjects such as horses,
cows, cats, dogs and birds until
enrolling in classes taught by
Paul Sasso.
"During the following five
years, under the teaching of Paul
Sasso, all of my figures changed
to unrecognizable shapes, most
with feathers and all having some
function," she said.
Robinson received a bachelor
of fine arts from MSU in May
1991 and began carving full-time.
The Kurts Bingham Gallery, formerly the Alice Bingham Gallery,
in Memphis, Tenn., began showing her work in 1989. Three
pieces now showing at the library
and two pieces on display at the
MSU-Eagle Gallery are five of
the 12 works that will be exhibited at the Kurts Bingham Gallery February 1993.

by: DALE WASSERMAN
lyrics by: JOE DAMON
music by: MITCH UEGH

Oct. 29, 30, 31 @ 8:00 p.m.
Nov. 1, 1992 @ 2:00 p.m.

1

ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 762-4421
OR STOP BY THE BOX OFFICE
MON.-FRI. 8:00 - 4:00

looks on as Don
The cast of the Murray State University Theatre production "Man of La Mancha"
ls for the
rehearsa
during
Quixote (William A. Green) confronts the Governor (Logan R.S. Abbitt)
play.

Departments combine to offer play
The Murray State University
departments of music and speech,
communication and theater will
"dream the impossible dream"
when they present Dale Wasserman's smash Broadway musical
"Man of La Mancha," Oct. 29
through Nov. 1.
About 70 students, faculty and
community members are involved
with the production as actors,
musicians or stage-hands, according to Brian Craig, costumer for
the Murray State Department of
Speech, Communication and
Theatre.
Becky Reynolds, a visiting
guest artist at the university, is

directing the musical. Reynolds, a
playwright, collaborates with a
partner in Hollywood to write
movie scripts.
Dr. Randall Black, assistant
professor of music at Murray
State, serves as the play's music
director and Dennis Johnson,
director of bands, conducts the
16-member student orchestra.
"Man of La Mancha" takes
place during the Spanish Inquisition in 16th century Seville,
Spain. It is the story of Don
Miguel de Cervantes, or Don
Quixote, a playwright, tax collector, poet and actor who is imprisoned for taxing the church. The

musical takes the audience on a
journey through de Cervantes'
mind as he recollects and creates
situations during his life.
Performances will begin at 8
p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State, Oct.
29-31. A special matinee production will be presented at 2 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 1, in Johnson
Theatre. Tickets are $6 for adults,
$4 for students and free to MSU
students with a university ID. For
reservations, call the Johnson
Theatre at (502) 762-4421 or stop
by the box office between 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Monday-Friday.

WEEKLY
41
Bri^o,
ival
fest
Choral
ARTS CALENDAR
45
7
'
area
to feature
high schoolers

FOR THE ARTS
PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE

High school students from 24
high schools will fill the air with
song at the Quad State Choral
Festival concert at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 2 at Murray State
University's Curris Center
ballroom.
Students from Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee and
Illinois will gather to rehearse
music from seven pieces ranging
from renaissance to contemporary
spirituals. In addition, the university choirs will perform selections from "The Man of La
Mancha."
Brad Almquist, director of
choral activities at MSU, said he
looks forward to the event. "It
will be really exciting. Our first
rehearsal is at 8:30 a.m. to prepare for the concert."
The concert is free and the
public is invited to attend.

Subscribe!

Oct. 29-Nov. 1
Musical theatre production — "Man of La Mancha," admission, 8
p.m. Thursday-Saturday, 2 p.m. Sunday, Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Oct. 31
Creative arts bazaar — "Angels Galore," 9 a.m. - 1 p.m., Calloway County Library.
Through October
Exhibits — Carolyn Daniels and Richard Sutton, paintings, free,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Murray Art
Guild.
Nov. 2
Festival — Quad State Choral, free, 6:30 p.m., Curris Center, Murray State University.
Meeting — Murray-Calloway County Camera Club, free, 7 p.m.,
Calloway County Public Library.
Nov. 5-6
Student directed plays — Plays titled "The Last Act Is A Solo"
and "Infatuations on the Seventh Floor," 7 p.m. each night, MSU,
Wilson Hall Room 310-B.
Nov. 8
Concert — Blair Woodwind Quintet, membership in Murray Civic
Music Association or MSU ID, 3 p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
Through December
Exhibit — Nathan B. Stubblefield, free, Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
Exhibit — "Murray-Calloway County Quilts," approximately 40
quilts dating from the 1880s, free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Exhibit — "Antiques," free, Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Exhibit — "An African Journey," free, Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.

AL...
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO JOIN US FOR A SPECI

PRAISE & CELEBRATION SUNDAY
•

FEAUTRING:
DR. HAROLD HAEELIP, PRESIDENT
Now change the batteries in your smoke
alarms, clocks, flash lights

DAVID LIPSCOMB UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

14afe~rAfillifil

Extra Low Prices
on all Batteries
because of a "Bulk Purchase"

9:00 a.m. Classes

Super Price Reg. $5.49

10:00 a.m. worship

Lawn Rakes

179

and the
UNIVERSITY SINGERS
DAVID LIPSCOMB UNIVERSITY
Nashville, Tennessee

199

Dr. James L. Jackson, Director

149

6' Foam
Pipe Insualtion
for 1/2"-3/4"-1" pipe

#3271 Bosch 1664

Builders Saw
Reg. $166.00

Lumber Dowd center

7Crags
A Week

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
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Schools participate in Red Ribbon Campaign

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

The Murray City Schools are
participating in the National Red
Ribbon Campaign,a program sponsored by the National Federation of
Parents for Drug Free Youth.
October 24-29 has been declared
National Red Ribbon Week in Murray by Mayor Bill Cherry.
According to Bob Lewis, the
curriculum supervisor for the Murray City Schools, the Red Ribbon
Campaign is a grassroots parent/
community effort to educate children about the dangers of drug and
alcohol abuse. This is the fifth year
for the national campaign, but the
first year that Murray will participate.
Lewis said that students and
teachers in the school system will

144

"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow "

wear red ribbons during the week to
indicate their support of a drug-free
lifestyle.
"The goal of the campaign is for
all of us to present a unified and
visible commitment to the creation
of a drug free America," he said.
Working with school systems to
coordinate activities during the
week is Officer Melodic Jones of
the Murray Police Department.
"I think we all know or have
heard of someone who has been in a
drunk driving accident," she told
students at a Murray High student
council meeting last week. She said
that the police department had
targeted the high school audience
because alcohol and drug-related
crashes are the leading cause of

Enrollment in Murray State
Honors Program increases
Enrollment in the Honors Program at Murray State University has
grown from 26 students in its initial
year to 88 today. The program,
which was created by the board of
regents in 1986, is designed to
appeal to students who are high
achievers. And according to program director, Dr. Mark Malinauskas, the program affords them an
opportunity to study general education courses in a more in-depth
fashion than is usual.
At the core of the program are the
Presidential Scholars. Students
qualifying for the 12 presidential
scholarships Murray State offers
each year must demonstrate superior academic abilities. Besides ranking at the top of their high school
classes, students entering the Honors Program must score a 28 or
above on the ACT test. Malinauskas
said that from the approximately
100 applications received for the
program, 36 finalists are selected.
The finalists are asked to campus to
participate in two days of interviews.
A faculty committee judges them
on their intellectual achievements,
written essays and oral interviews.
Twelve are chosen from the 36 to
become Presidential Scholars, but
all the finalists are eligible for the
Honors Program.
Malinauskas believes that the
students involved in the program are
special. "They are very inquisitive
and very acquisitive. They are able
to think creatively and apply what

753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

paign originated when Federal
Agent Enrique Camarena was murdered by drug traffickers in 1985.
Members of the National Federation for Drug Free Youth, shocked
and outraged at the killing and
destruction caused by alcohol and
other drugs in America, established
the red ribbon as the symbol to
eliminate the demand for drugs. The

death among teenagers.
The student council voted unanimously to support the program.
Officer Jones said that students
will be given literature containing
facts and statistics about drug and
alcohol related accidents during the
week; more information about drug
use by high school students will be
shared over the loudspeaker during
morning announcements.
On Thursday, there will be a
school-wide quiz, with prizes
awarded the winners, to see how
well students recall the information.
Also at Murray High, a special
"Ghost-Out" assembly is planned
for Friday afternoon.
Teachers at all three schools in
the Murray system have been given
packets of information suggesting
ways to incorporate drug and alcohol awareness into their curriculums.
The National Red Ribbon Cam-

1

AGE CO.
BETTER BUILT GAROwner,
DWAIN WARREN

Red Ribbon Campaign became the

annual catalyst to show intolerance
for drugs in schools, work places,
and communities.
The first National Red Ribbon
Week was declared in 1988, with
President and Mrs. Reagan serving
as honorary chairpersons.
Each year since 1988, according
to its organizers, larger and greater
support for the cause and symbol of
the Red Ribbon Campaign has impacted millions of Americans like
no other drug prevention movement
in history.

MELBER. KY • (502)674-5530
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-Concrete
.4" Concrete Slab
Reinforced
-OA. Steel Door

they know to a number of different
situations," he said.
He also thinks the faculty who
teach in the program share similar
qualities. "Those faculty have distinguished themselves in terms of
their research, their teaching and
their service to the university."
Malinauskas definitely believes
that participation in the Honors
Program enhances the future of its
graduates. He emphasized that the
1992 graduates of the program have
all been accepted at prominent graduate institutions throughout the
country. "They are a very dedicated
and committed group of people."

Cub Scouts to
participate in
Halloween Caper
Seventy-five area Cub Scouts
will participate in the third annual
Halloween Caper and Sleeporee at
the National Scouting Museum at
Murray State University from 6:30
p.m. Friday until 9 a.m. Saturday.
"We sent out a mailing to all Cub
Scout leaders in the Four Rivers
Council." said Steve Ross, office
clerk and storyteller at the museum.
"This event is already booked full and there is even a waiting list in
case someone is unable Lo attend."
Cub Scoutsfrom several different
towns will have the opportunity to
go through a haunted maze, play on
a haunted miniature golf course,
make crafts, watch movies and eat
snacks.
In addition, the Cub Scouts will
come in costume to compete in the
costume contest.
"We have something for them to
do until they crash!" Ross said.
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Showboat Cruise -
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25% OFF
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KIDS FREE
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Family of I
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44 Bahama
Getaway
4 Night Hotel Round Trip
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$299 per person + tax

Aspen Colorado
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store with your shopping spree coupon.
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Ask a sales associate for details.
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Harry Allison - Lance Allison
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Mufflers - Oil Changes
FREE Car Wash
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Mechanic on Duty M-F 8-5

MURRAY BP
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A Taste of Home Cooking
All Day Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

Catfish Dinners
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All You Can Eat $6.95
10 oz. Ribeyes $6.50
Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits & Gravy, Pies, Sandwiches
Plate Lunches • Carry Out Orders

CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
vs.
Murray High Tigers
Friday, October 30
7:30 p.m.
Jack D. Rose Stadium

INSURING YOUR CAR,
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Sometimes it makes sense to put your "eggs
in one basket." Insurance is a good example.
Entrust your personal or commercial protection program to a single qualified specialist...a
friend you can depend on.
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SPORTS
Murray-Calloway XIII

TIGERS

LAKERS

Lakers' 1-game season
kicks off with Murray
The scenario is the same as
By STEVE PARKER
year when Calloway (1-8)
last
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor
pulled out a 19-14 win: Murray
has the playoffs, Calloway has
Coaches at Calloway County
NIurray.
aren't studying playoff formulas
"This has been a fun week to
to see where they stand and the
Laker first-year head
coach,"
up
lining
athletic director is not
Mitchell said. "1
Billy
for
coach
workers
stand
concession
wish we worked like this all
Nov. 6.
year. The concentration level
The time is now and the
has jumped 80 percent."
opponent is Murray High.
Mitchell said his team is still
For Calloway this is the
the effects of the highfeeling
playoffs.
"This is like a whole diffe- man game. Calloway fell 35-7
rent season," Laker senior but came away with some selfMichael Herndon said. "It's a respect and confidence. Howevone-game season, like the rest er, when the Tigers unload their
of the year never happenstd,r_ „WO at Jack D. Rose Stadium

•
e

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway defensive end Aaron Colson, dragging down Tilghman's
Correy Hodge, leads a rejuvinated Laker defense.

Season titles
up for grabs
in Tour finale
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf

Writes

PINEHLRST, N.C. (AP) —
Four golfing millionaires and a
major "wannabe" face more
than the usual amount of pressure this week in the seasonending Tour Championship.
In addition to the chase for a
S360,000 first prize, Fred Couples, Davis Love III, John Cook
and Nick Price — each the winner or more than SI million this
season — have the added pressure of the last-gasp run for all
the game's major season-long
titles.
The Arnold Palmer Trophy
for the leading money-winner,
the Vardon Trophy for leading
scoring average and two versions of the Player of the Year
Award will be determined in
the $2 million tournament that
began today at the famed Pinehurst No. 2 course.
Corey Pavin, who came into
this event a year ago under
pressure to defend the moneywinning lead he had held most
of the year, knows about that
pressure.
"It's very difficult," Pavin
said. "It's like having the lead
in a golf tournament and trying
to defend it. There's a lot of
pressure. You get a little defensive whether you want to or
not."
But Tom Kite, the U.S. Open
champion and the major wantto-be millionaire, said that is all
to the good.
In the race for the Vardon
Trqphy, Couples leads with a
69.33 scoring average and is
followed by Price at 69.56. Kite
at 69.64 and Rhy Floyd at
69.65.

(7-2) vs. Calloway (1-8)
Murray
Tim* —130 p.m. Site — Jack D. Rose Stark)",
Series History

II Games — This is the 13th meeting between the two
schools.
II Record — Series is tied 6-6.
II Streaks —Calloway has won the last six meetings. However, Murray won the first six.
•Last Tiger Win — 1985, Murray defeated Calloway 28-6.
II Last Laker Win — 1991, Calloway defeated Murray 19-14.
II Next Year — The series moves back to Murray's Ty Holland Stadium, but the game is expected to be moved to the
first week of the season, although no contract has been
signed.

Playoff-bound Murray
won't overlook Lakers

Fnday night, the stakes jump
considerably.
"We're definitely playing to
get a win," said Herndon, a
defensive tackle and offensive
guard. "That's all we're going
for. We know we can do it,
everybody just has to step up to
the occasion."
Murray comes into the game
the No. 9 team in Class A.
Mitchell has been impressed
with what he's seen of the
Tigers.
"They're on a high roll right
now after the win over Heath,"
the coach explained. "They're
going to be at their best when
they come over here. In my
three years at Calloway, this is
the best Murray High team I've
seen.
"We think Coach (Rick)
Fisher is getting his system
intact and he's getting the kids
to do the things he wants them
to do."
Because of a rainout on Sept.
18, Mitchell got to see the
Tigers live when they faced
Marshall County at Roy Stewart
Stadium. He called it "one of
the best football games I've
seen," and was impressed with
what Murray did to Marshall
County.
"I was impressed with Marshall County — the whole state
has been impressed with Marshall County," Mitchell said.
"Marshall's a 4A school and
Murray proved that they can
play on any level."
In Murray, Mitchell expects
to see the same type of team as
he faced last week in Paducah
M TURN TO PAGE 513

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Stitt Writes

Football purists could say
there will be definitely be an
"overlook factor" when crosstown rivals Murray High and
Calloway County square off at
Jack Rose Stadium Friday
night.

MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Tpmes photo

Murray quarterback Brent Keller; the area's most efficient passer, is just one of the many Tiger weapons.

With the Tigers' coming off a
big district win at Heath last
week and their attention
focused on the upcoming Class
A state playoffs, they'll be facing a Calloway County squad
which will be closing out their
1-8 season Friday night.
So, it'd make sense for Murray (which is 7-2) to overlook
the Lakers. Right?
Not so, say Murray coaches
and players.
"I don't think we'll overlook
them," said Murray coach Rick
Fisher, who is winless in two
prior games against the Lakers.
"We won the first six games of
the series and they've won the
last six games.
"Last year (a 19-14 Laker
win), I don't think we overlooked them. It was just a matter of the ball bouncing the
wrong way. This year... Who
knows?"
The "overlook factor" has
been something Fisher and his
coaching staff have been
preaching to the Tigers during
practice this week. A lesson
most of them are grasping.
"It means a whole lot," said
Murray senior Chris Norsworthy, who plays at the defensive
and offensive end positions for
the Tigers. "It seems like they
always get hyped up for us and
we always say, 'They haven't
had a good season, so we
should be able to beat them.—
Murray will come into Friday's game with various injuries, including an ankle injury
to standout lineman Scott Downey, and Fisher says he'll be
cautious with a first-round playoff game on the horizon.
"The main thing is to prepare
for the playoffs," said Fisher,
whose Murray squad was eliminated in the second round of
last year's playoffs following
the Calloway loss. "We don't
want to get a win at our kid's
expense. But it is important to
keep the momentum going, plus
MI TURN TO PAGE 58

Murray gains from Graves County forfeit
By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Graves County admitted late
Wednesday to the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association that
they will forfeit their win over
Fulton City after it was discovered the Eagles used an ineligible
player in the season-opener.
While the win will do little for
Fulton City, other than improve
their overall mark to 5-4; it's a
whole different story from both
Murray and Heath's stances.
With the two schools contending, along with Fulton County,
for the First District title in Class
A's Region I, the KHSAA's ruling will add a point to Murray
High's total under the Dickerson

County should win, which would
System.
the three-way tie for first.
create
The Dickerson System, which
Wednesday's forfeit rulAfter
the KHSAA uses to break tie's
involving three or more teams, ing, Murray leads the pack with
gives contending teams one point 18 points taken from wins over
for each win that four of their Marshall County (5), Ballard
Memorial (5), Fulton City (5) and
defeated opponents accumulated
Fulton, Tenn. (3).
South
during the season. The only
Heath is just one point back of
requirement is that the three conMurray, as they've accumulated
tending teams can't count wins
17 points with wins over Fulton
against each other.
With one week left in the sea- City (5), Lone Oak (4), Graves
son and Murray (7-2 overall) County (4) and Marion, Ill. (4).
Fulton County has 13 points
leading the First District with a
3-1 mark, Heath (6-3 and 2-1) with wins over Ballard Memorial
will close out the season against (5), Lake County (Tenn.) 4, Trigg
district foe Ballard Memorial (5-4 County (2) and Greenfield, Tenn.
and 1-2) and Fulton County (8-1 (2).
When contacted early Wednesand 2-1) will finish against fellow district team Fulton City (5-4 day afternoon by phone, Kentucky High School Athletic Assoand 0-3). Both Heath and Fulton

ciation staff member Julian Tackett said there hadn't been any
reporting by Graves County of
the incident.
But later that same afternoon,
Graves County athletics director
Donald Jones said Tackett had
contacted him and a letter
describing the incident was being
faxed to the KHSAA.
Jones said the player didn't
have the necessary grade requirements from summer school to
parcipate in Graves' seasonopener against Fulton City Aug.
28th. The player was a 1/2 credit
short of the 9 credits needed to
be classified as a junior and participate on the football team.
Jones said school officials
became aware of the situation the

Buc's Leyland chosen as NL's top manager
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer

PITTSBURGH (AP) — He
was one fly ball, one ground ball,
one more out away from the
World Series when he endured
one of worst losses imaginable
for a major league manager. Jim
Leyland still contends 1992 was a
great year for the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
It also was a good year for
Leyland.
He didn't get baseball's ultimate reward — a World Series
ring — but Leyland received a
nice consolation prize: the
National League Manager of the
Year award.
Leyland received 20 of 24
first-place ballots and 109 points
on a 3-2-1 voting scale to outpoll
rookie manager Felipe Alou of
the Montreal Expos in balloting
by the Baseball Writers of
America.
Alou, who took over in May

for Torn Runnells, was named on on Francisco Cabrera's two-run
three first-place ballots and
pinch single.
received 65 points. The other
Leyland, 47, called it "the
lirst-place vote went to Atlanta's
toughest loss I've ever been assoBobby Cox, the 1991 winner who
ciated with" in nearly four
finished third with 29 points.
decades of competitive athletics,
Leyland also won in 1990, and he labored over the loss for
when the Pirates took the first of days.
their three straight National
"I haven't forgotten that game
League East championships.
and I never will, but I finally said
"This is real pleasing to me."
to myself,'What are you doing to
Leyland said Wednesday.
yourself?" Leyland said. "How
"Nobody wants to sound like
could this season ever be negative? We had a great year. I'm
they're boasting, but I think it
was my best year. We had to do
fine, I'm OK, I'm not sure (the
some unorthodox things, and
disappointment) will go away,
everything happened to work out.
but I don't want it to."
He wasn't expected to even get
It ended on a sad note, but this
was an outstanding year for the
to the playoffs again, not after
losing his cleanup hitter and a
organization and the
20-game winner.
community."
But Leyland juggled his batThe Pirates withstood the loss
ting order and bullpen, got huge
of Bobby Bonilla and John Smiyears from Barry Bonds and
ky to win 96 games and another
Andy Van Slyke and a big lift
division title. They rebounded
from rookie knuckleballer Tim
from a 3-1 deficit to lead Atlanta
Wakefield as the Pirates
2-0 in the ninth inning of Game 7
remained baseball's most sucof the playoffs, only to lose 3-2

cessful team during the 1990s.
Their 289 victories lead all 26
franchises.
But, oh, that Game 7
"I've been asked about it, and
I wouldn't change anything,"
Leyland said. "I feel really bad
about what happened, hut I feel
like I've never managed a better
game. We got (John) Smolt/ out
of there, (Pete) Smith out of
there, (Charlie) Leibrandt out of
the game and they had a guy up
from Double-A and a guy up
from Triple-A on their bench at
the end of the game, and they
beat us.
"A lot of people think it's
going to be lasting, but I guarantee you that when spring training
gets here, the energy and the
enthusiasm will be there."
Even if Leyland wanted to
forget the game, he couldn't. No
matter where he goes or who he
sees, he receives condolences and
well wishes from sympathetic
fans.

week following the Fulton City
game, as Jones contacted the
KHSAA on Sept. 4th and the
player was held out of Graves'
next game.
"It's not like we were trying to
conceal anything. As soon as we
were aware of the situation, I
contacted (KHSAA commissioner) Billy Wise by phone," Jones
said Wednesday afternoon. "We
acknowledged it was our
mistake."
Jones said Wise recommended
that school officials send a formal letter detailing the incident,
but the Graves' athletic director
said he "didn't follow up with the
letter" till later.
Jones said Graves has no plans
to appeal the decision

MSU drops
to second
with loss to
Austin Peay
Staff Report
MSU Sports information Dec4.

For the first time this season, the Murray State Racer
volleyball team finds itself in
second place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Racers' suffered their
second-consecutive conference
loss at Austin Peay Tuesday,
losing 154, 13-15, 20-18 and
15-8.
Murray State, 14-7 overall
and 9-2 in the OVC, was led
by Melisa Webster's 15 kills
and Renee Bailey's 23 digs.
Austin Peay improves to
22-6 overall and 11-1 in the
OVC.

Out of the dome, Oilers prep
for Pittsburgh's chill and rain

HOLE IN ONE

PITTSBURGH (AP) — You
can take the Houston Oilers out
of the Astrodome, but, evidently,
you can't take the Astrodome out
of the Oilers.
The run-and-shoot team that
routinely rolls up huge offensive
numbers in the comfy, climatecontrolled environment of the

Good service,
Like a goad neighbor,
good coverage, State Farm is there.
good price-

dome rarely plays as well in the
rain, snow and chill of the great
outdoors.
That's the exact kind of weather they often find in Pittsburgh,
where the Oilers (5-2) play the
Steelers (5-2) on Sunday for first
place in the AFC Central
Division.

That's
State Farm
insurance." State Farm Insurance Compiuncv
Home offices Bloomington Illinois

KENTUCKY PREP POLL

•Playoff-bound...
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Club. Using
Irene Woods shot a hole in one on Oct. 7 at Oaks Country
Witnesses
hole.
8
No.
,
110-yard
Oaks'
the
on
came
a six-iron, Woods ace
were Agnes Payne, Crystal Parks and Hazel Beale.

First Region Boys' Soccer finals

S.

Tonight's First Region Boys' Soccer Tournament finals between
Murray High and Marshall County will kickoff at 7:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium.
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FROM PAGE 4B
this team has the chance to be
the first squad to go 8-2 since
the 1976 team."
The Tigers have been relying
on their defense in the past
games, as Fisher said he'd like
to see his offense get untracked
against the Lakers.
"At the start of the season
our offense was way ahead of
our defense. Right now our
defense is playing tough, but
our offense has got to reestablish ourselves," he said.
But Fisher said it's not going
to come easy against a Calloway County squad, which the
head coach says is better than
their record.
"They play good competion,
they're doing things well,"
Fisher said. "Plus they're a

•Lakers' 1-game season...
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FROM PAGE 4B
Tilghman.
"They've got so many weapons to beat you on offense,"
Mitchell said. "If you key on
any one thing they'll beat you."
Mitchell pointed to Murray's
main offensive weapons — running back Gary Sims, quarterback Brent Keller, wide receiver B.J. Jenkins and tight end
Chip Greene.
"Sims can beat you anytime
he touches the ball," the coach
said of the Tigers' leading
rusher. "He can go inside or
outside and we have to control
him. Keller has improved 1,000
percent. He's throwing the ball
better and he's finding his
receivers. Their whole offense
has improved 1,000 percent."
Defensively, Calloway will
play the same package that gave
Tilghman trouble at times.
"They have a lot of weapons," Laker senior Jamey
McDaniel said after Wednesday's practice. "We have to do
what we did against Tilghman
— bottle them up."
With the Laker defense playing at its best going in the
game, Mitchell's concern is
pointed at his offense.
Again, the Lakers will take
same approach as they did
against the Tornado.
"We're going with the same

game plan, and that's get first
downs," Mitchell said. "We've
changed some things around, of
course. We're putting in some
different things to help our people have some surprise element.
Mostly we've got to control the
ball and keep it away from
Murray."
With pass protection improving, sophomore quarterback
Tyler Bohannon will be counted
on to get the ball to his top
receivers — Matt Dennis and
Tim Young.
Last week, Dennis caught
seven passes for 70 yards,
mostly by taking it away from
Tilghman defenders. Mitchell
said that both Dennis and
Young are finally healthy.
"That's the biggest key for
us," he explained, "our injured
people are coming back to full
strength."

Murray must be thinking of
the playoffs next week, but
Mitchell doesn't think that's a
factor.
"I'd rather be a division
champion than a division loser," the coach said from his
office. "I'd rather be going
somewhere. We have to roll up
our sleeves and try to salvage
something of the season.
"They're the good football
team," he added. "We have to
play beyond our abilities while
they're already there."
Herndon doesn't think raising
their level of play will be a
problem. "They're our hometown rivals and that pulls something out of you the you never
thought you had.
"I really think everybody is
ready to pull something out of
their hearts."

it ne
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LOUISVILLE, Ky (API — The top Warns in the
Kentucky Arc:baled Press high school football poles
yarn erg-place roses records total points and weir
CUIll (Inking&

three A school and we're just a
one A school. It's hard for a
one A school to compete with a
three A school."
You can also throw the tradition factor out the window, said
the Murray coach.
"The tradition factor is not
there anymore. Their kids have
been playing football since the
fifth and sixth grades, just as
long as our kids."
But one thing that still
remains and that's the rivalry.
"I go to vocational school
with a couple of the players,"
Norsworthy said. "They just ask
me if I'm ready and I say,
'Yeah, I hope you are.—
Despite the records, Fisher
acknowledges it should be a
typical Murray-Calloway County game; close and hard hitting.
"They're not going to lay
down for us. This is kind of
their playoff game."

Close AAAA
FPV Red TP Pre
Ronk-School
1
(12) 9-0 120
Tnrew
1 Lou
2
6-1 107
2 Lou St X/M4If
3
91
11-1
3 Christian Co
3
7-2 80
4 LOU Baltird
5
MI
6-1
5 Lou. Dose
7
7-2 38
6. Lou Butler
9
7-2 35
7 Lea Bryan Stat
7-2 31
Clark Co
7-2 26 10
9 South Laurel
6-3 19
10 Lou Mats
MOM recalving votes Central Hardin. Lou Eastern. Sheby Co. JOIliantio• Co. Boone Co. Campbell Co WWI Hardin
Clew AAA
FPV Fled TP Pre
Rank-School
I
ill) 9-0 119
Con Cathok
(1) 0-0 92
2
2 Bali Co
3
6-1 91
3 Whom Highlands
5
6-3 74
4 Paducah Tilghman
6
8-1 62
5 Bowing Green
10
lt-1 58
6 Clary Co
7
7-2 57
7 Ashland Benet
4
8-I 48
Belfry
13
8-1
9 Manon Co
5-4 12
10 Warren Central
Others renewing rotes °Wham Co. Hopunerille,
Lincoln Co. Meade Co South Oldham
TP •i•
2

Mil yIWO
2
11-1 107
Rocticaule Co
3
8-1 91
F oft Campbell
4
8-1 82
Anderson Co
6
6-1 62
Giasgow
5
7-2 60
Lawrence Co
7
6-1 43
Adair Co
8-1
31
8
9 McLean Co
10
8-1 22
10 Corbin
9
5-4 13
Others recenng vows Prestonsburg. Owensboro
Catholc, Elizabethtown LaRue Co. BOOS CO , Shel
don Clark

2
3
4
5
6
7

Claw A
Rene-School
FPV Red TP Pro
i Hazard
(7) 6-0 105
2 Beechwood
(1) 7-1 100
2
3 Russialhilis
3
(1) 5-1 87
4 Garrard Co
5
(2) 11-1 83
5 Bardstown
4
8-1 77
6 Newport Catnoic
7-2 54
6
7 Cumberland
(1) 7-2 48
7
7-2 34
8 Erlanger Lloyd
9
9 Murray
7-2 17
10 Heath
8
6-3 11
Others receiving votes Raciiiand Fulton Co
Fierning•IWion Pewee Washington Co Carroll Co
Harrodsburg

NBA PRESEASON
Wednaeday's Garners
Utah 120. Boston 114
Orlando 110. Atlanta 108
Cleveland 113 New Jersey 97
Chcago 105. Sacramento 96
Phoenix 96, Obron 95
LA Lasers 110. Watilm9100 106
Seattle 107 Denver 89
Thursday. Gaines
Indiana at San Antonio 7 10 pm
Golden Stale vs Denver at Winnipeg lAarnolo.

Larry Krouse Insurance
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SALE ENDS SATURDAY

36 HOUR
SALE-A-THOM
FOR A LIMITED TIME...GE HAS REDUCED PRICES ON SELECTED
GE APPLIANCES SO WE MAY PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU!
Large Capacity
Refrigerator

Buy the Pair

and SAVE!

..1
[CAT.1,141;:

Large Capacity Pair!

WASHER & DRYER

r:y27,1 1

_

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Sho
512 S. 12th St., Murray

MTX2IEP
20 7 Cu ft capacity. 6 31 cu ft
freezer Adjustable shelves 2 fullwidth door shelves Meat pan
Equipped for optional icemaker

FILTERFLO®
FILTERING
SYSTEM

4
SAVE!
BOTH ONLY

CYCLES
INCLUDING
PERMANENT
PRESS

$599
( s.` Self-Cleaning Oven
9j9
)CouickCleany Range

678

g to
we
1, I
ionNies
'We

WASHER
Model WWA7600R
• Durable porcelain enamel
finish top, lid and tub.
• 8 cycles including Extra
Clean cycle.
• 2 wash/spin speeds.
• 3 water level selections.
• Bleach dispenser.
• Filter-Eloa filtering system.

Our

ided
forlent,
CtOr

the

Fleetwood

,lans

ILLAC

• 24- Hour Roadside Service
• Trip-Interruption Protection
• Emergency Road Service
• Trip Routing Service

OWNER

ONLY

'399

$309

(.41 Refrigerator with
OU) Ice/Water Dispenser

• 24-Hour Consumer
Relations Hotline
• Gold Key Delivery System
• Courtesy Transportation
• Bumper to Bumper
arranty
freezer. Dispenses crushed ice,
cubes and water. Adjustable glass
shelves. 2 adj. door Shelves with
allon storage. Sealed Snack Pack.

In Stock Now!
()1(Isanobilc • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac.
MOO lissy. 121 Ily-pa.o.

DRYER
Model DDE5900R
• Heavy duty dryer with durable
porcelain enamel drum.
• 4 cycles including Permanent Press
cycle.
• 3 drying selecuons
• Easy to clean, removable up-front
lint filter
• Gas Model DDG5980R available at
extra cost

ONLY

23.6 cu ft. capacity; 8.65 cu. ft.

41.•••••• map. d11.1.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1992

MEM

$1299

Built-1n
Dishwasher

4 cycles and 6 options Normal,
Light. Rinse & Hold and Plate
Warmer cycles Heated dry on/off
option 2-level wash system Rinse
aid dispenser Sound insulated

LIFT-UP
COOKTOP

Model JIIP24GR
cooktop system
(
Upswept, recessed cooktop designed
to contain spills. Plug-in surface
units. Automatic oven timer, clock
A: timer. Black glass men door.

$499
07
(.:

Spacemaker II
Microwave Oven

Model JE1M23K
800 watts, wide .8 cu. ft. ca.its.
Electronic digital display with
clock. Time Cook 1 & II. 10 Proscr
Levels. Automatic Cooking Controls include Popcorn and Quick
Reheat. Add 30 Seconds paid.

$169

• f."..1
..

,•
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Classified

DEADLINES

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
10 a.m.
Saturday
Tuesday Edition
3 p.m.
Monday
Edition
ay
Wednesd
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Edition
Saturday
MERCHANDISE
ANNOUNCEMENI
..For Sale Or Trade
130..
010....Legal Notice
Want To Buy
140
Notice
020
Articles For Sale
150
Personals
.;..
025
Appliances
155
Card of Thanks
030
gs
Furnishin
Home
160
Memory
In
040
Antiques
165
Lost & Found
050
Vacuum Cleaners
171)
EMPLOY MIEN I
Sewing Machines
180..
Help Wanted
Sports Equipment
200
...Situation Wanted
Firewood
210
Business Opportunity
luU
220
Instruction
TV. & Radio
260
110
Pets & Supplies
380
MISCELIANEOUS
FARMERS MARKET
t
.... Public Sale
Equipmen
Farm
410
190
For Trade
Supplies
&
540
LNestock
370
Free Column
560
Poultry & Supplies
390
Wanted
Produce
570
400
Miscellaneous
240
Feed & Seed
70

Legal
Notice

`7.-•

7534916

LAO
Notice

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

980
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Vant To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
!louses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
, All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Dey Penod
$1.75 per column inch mini for Tuesday.

120
230
250
290
530

2"

1

6.00

10.00

2

8.00

16.00 14.00 32.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Help
Wanted

111.00 20.00

5"

6"

7

25.00 30.00 35.00

8"

r

ir

40.00 45.00 50.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00

72.00 60.00

110.00

90.00 100.00

70.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 1.20.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 _100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25# per word $5.00 minimum lit day
54 per wurd per day for each •dditiunal consecutive day
$1 75 extra fur .hopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

isn

inn

060

Help
Wanted

4"

r'

I II ANSFORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

3"

Days
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

060

Notice

,Effective Jan 2, 19911

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

020

010

010

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

ADJUSTMENTS
of their ads
Advartieers are requested to check the flret insertion
responsible for
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be
immedionly one incorrect buiertion. Any error should be reported
made.
be
can
ui
correctior
ately leo

Hap
Wanted

Business
OmortunIty

Ankh*
For

MAJOR TELEPHONE CO. BREAKTIME Billiards, lo- LOG HOMES, design setto
up
X
Earn
Wanted
XXXXXXXX
HELP
XXXXXXXX
not
Now hiring Technicians, cated in Dixieland Shop- Vice., financing available,
I, Timothy H Beane, ant
E HONCALLOWAY COUNTY
assembling
week
per
$500
DOLL
X
MOOSE
installers, Acct./Serv. ping Center, Murray, KY. FREE BROCHUR
responsible for any debts X
CAFE
products at home No ex- Reps. Operators. No ex- Serious inquiries only. EST ABE LOG HOMES,
DISTRICT COOPERATIVE EXTENSION EDUCATION
other than my own
X
84CK, Moss,
Info
v perience
Exotic Dancers
FUND
perience necessary For in- 759-9303, business hours, Route 1 Box800-231-3695
for previous X Him. 71 East Nis, Tenn. A 1-504-6461700 Dept formation,
TN 38575.
LOOKING
or
daily
1pm
call
open
FOR FISCAL PERIOD
owner of a 1953 Ford X Mon.-Sat. 2-12 klidnIgM X Ky-2021
219-736-9807, ext. F3403, 442-2900 LuAnn Edwards, NEW computer for sale,
JULY 1, 1991 - JUNE SO, 1992
serial X
Truck,
X
901442-4297
7 days. Refund- owner.
8am-8pm,
mini desk top style, 286-20
IFIOD4M- 15575, who
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
HOUSE Inspectors No able fee.
MHZ, 5%. and 3',S with
area
in
KY
Hardin,
in
$3,025.91
)
lived
(checking
BEGINNING BALANCE July 1, 1991:
necessary Will trtiin.
5001 locus, 101 keyH.D.
exp
Nursing
Please
1980's
Certified
early
the
5,000.00
(savingsl
DRIVERS-Celadon drivers Up to $800 wkly Call NEEDED
Want
and mouse plus corboard
excelcal 753-7919
enjoy excellent pay and 219-769-6649, ext H-239, Assistants, all shifts,
Complete sysBuy
monitor!
To
vus
lent salary, competitive
tem,$650, with lots of progTODAY, one in 250 Ameri- benefits, quarterly bon- 9am to 9pm, 7 days.
person,
RECEIPTS:
in
Apply
benefits
or
the
piece
by
Ride
ANTIQUES
Air
modern
ramming. Call 753-1655.
cans a infected with HIV, uses,
LABORATORY SUPER- Monday -Friday,
Calloway County Extension Tax 91-92;
the virus which causes Tractors and good traffic VISOR, Murray State Uni- 9 00a-5:00p, Haws Memor- collections Call 753-9433
Call
after 5pm
OFFSET PRESSES, A.B
90-91 Tax carry over; Transfer from
AIDS If you think your be- lanes
versity Position in Student ial, 1004 Holiday Lane, FulDick 360 Chain, 360 Chute,
checking; Deliquent tax; Interest
haviors might have put you 1-800-729-9770
used
good,
paid
for
CASH
Health Services B S de- ton, KY.
350 Chute, Factory MainHIV,
contracting
for
ar
risk
pisage
and
shotguns,
Council;
4-H
;
Minimum
DRIVERS.
earned; Franchise
gree in Medical Technology
for 11p-7a tols. Benson Sporting tained. Call Guy Hatfield in
consider taking the HIV 23, 1 year over the road
$95,040.93
or appropriate science re- NEEDED LPN
Housing Authority; Meeting
Irvine at 800-678-5161.
informaFor
lest
antibody
Riding program, good pay quired, certification as a shift. Competitive salary Goods, 519 S. 12th
tion on this free and benefits with Commer- medical technologist by an with benefits including den- Murray.
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer$103,066.84
TOTAL BEGINNING BALANCE & RECEIPTS
anonymous/confidential cial Driver's License Up to acceptable agency; a mini- tal insurance. Apply in per
cury has new heavy duty oil
'Calbook,
the
of
COPIES
test, call your local health 27 cents mile McClendon mum of two years of clinical son, Monday -Friday,
barrels for sale $6 each
"
Cemeteries
department Of the Ken- Trucking. 1-800-633-7233 experience required; 9.00a-5'00p. Haws Memor- loway County
753-5273.
Call
EXPENDITURES:
Ful- by Judith Maupin, 1981.
tucky AIDS hotline at
$1,915.18
y experience ial. 1004 Holiday Lane,
supervisor
Supplies
oad
OR MICE? Buy ENRATS
Over-The-R
437-4628.
DRIVERS
1-800-654-AIDS
ton, KY.
1,023.40
FORCER Products GUAREquipment Contract.
Van, flat, 35 states One preferred but not mandat32,093.40
year's verifiable experi- ory Must be able to per- NOW HIRING! U S Postal DEEP V saltwater fishing ANTEED! To kill rats and
UK 91-92 Fiscal Payment
025
Start 24 cents-28 form analysis and demons- Service has many open- boat. 759-9119 after mice. Available at Murray
ence
31,043.82
over)
(carry
Payment
Fiscal
UK 90-91
True Value Home and Auto
with 3 years trate proficiency in a variety ings throughout the State 3:30prn.
centstmile
3,656.28
Penmen
Rent 91-92
Call of routine and specialized For complete information USED and antique furni- Hardware, North Side
benefits
2,437.52
s
procedure
laboratory
Rent 90-91 (carry over)
call 800-775-5301
ADOPT,ON Intelligent, de- 1-800-444-6648
ture, glass, tools, quilts. Shopping Center, Murray,
5,589.78
Must also demonstrate the
voted couple most anxious
Travel 91-92
901-642-6290. KY.
Game
474-2262,
RANGERS
PARK
24
746.84
K give love and a wonderful DRIVERS Start 30 ability to operate different wardens, security, mainteTravel 90-91 (carry over)
SATTELITE for sale,
types of sophisticated elecfuture to your newborn All cents-26 cents Earn to
2,641.03
etc. No exp necesTelephone 91-92
753-1541 or 436-2305
Icing cents Home regularly, free tronic equipment. Respon- nance,
and
medical
legal
call
Articles
223.23
Telephone 90-91 (carry over)
sible for OSHA, CLIA, and sary. For information7159,
expenses paid Let us help medical/dental. retirement,
dog house, good
SMALL
For Sale
520.00
$1,000 tarp pay, safety bo- quality control programs, 219-769-6649, ext
Custodian
you 1-800-643-3845
or smaller, very
for
Cocker
days
7
8am-8pm,
Reals
nus convention
and maintenance of labor272.44
weather resisand
sturdy
Equipment
GarMemorial
MRS Theresa, Reader & quires proven experience atory supplies. Full-time ten SHEET Metal Apprentices 2 LOTS at
1,276.07
tant. After 5pm, 753-0516.
Miscellaneous
Advisor A true born psy- and 23 years of age Hor
months, part-time in the needed for local heating dens, 474-8765
10,608.32
Deposit to Savings
chic Gifted from God Can nady Truck Line
summer. Salary commen- and air firm Fill out applica- AUSUN & WOLFF TAN- SOLO Flex for sale,$550 or
$94,047.31
help you through all prob- 1-800-648-9664
Total
surate with qualifications tion at 802 Chestnut.
NING BEDS, new commer- best offer. Call 753-8477
lems 502-554-7904
, a comhome units from $199. ask for Bob
cial
EASY Work' Excellent Pay' and experience
acNow
INN.
ben- SHONEY'S
$2,717.33
ENDING BALANCE: (checking)
Assemble products at prehensive employee Appl- cepting applications for Lamps, lotions, accesso- SONY 5 changer CD
ries. Monthly payments low
$6,302.20
home Call toll free efits plan is provided
(savings)
submit re- guest service representa- as $18. Call today, free new player, Nintendo set and
1-800-467-6226 ext 8047 icants should
games. 759-4630 after
in
apply
Please
tive
sumes along with salary
catalog,
color
5P171,
person
time and part time requirements and names
Chairman: Mr. Marty Carraway - Route 4 - Murray, KY 42071
1-800-228-6292.
SALES Insurance Profes- FULL shelter workers
rethree
of
addresses
42071
animal
and
KY
Murray,
475
Box
4,
Route
Vice Chairman:Mr.Jim Stahler
SOMEONE with skills in
TIMOTHY horse hay.
sional wanted_ Join a leadPrefer persons ferences to Roberta Gar- carpentry, electrical, ASHLEY-Sahara wood 435-4201 after 6pm
ing company with: 1. Estab- needed.
Secretary: Mrs. Maxine Scott - Box 2127 Univ. Sta. - Murray,KY 42071
catalytic
front,
glass
stove,
Student
handling
in
Director,
lished renewals for income with experiencein person at field, Services, Murray plumbing and general converter blower, 1 year TIRES, Tres, Tires New
Treasurer Mr. Richard Price - Route 1 - Murray, KY 42071
Apply
Health
maintenance. Send reand leads 2. Complete ex- animals
42071
KY
Murray,
2Route
30, State University, 1 Murray sumes to: Route 9 Box 40, old. Call 436-2533 leave and used. Warehouse Tire,
Member Mr. Rob McCallon
Merit Shelter. Friday October
3.
paid
training.
pense
message.
400 Industrial Rd , Murray,
Saturday Oc- St , Murray, KY
Member: Mr. Ray Broach - Route 1 - Murray, KY 42071
promotions 4 Guaranteed 300-6.03. 2 00-6 00 No 42071-3305 EOE/MFVH. Benton, KY 42025.
31,
ex- 753-1111,
and
trucking
BOGARD
Member: Mrs. Donna Jackson - Route 4 - Murray, KY 42071
income to start 5. Corn- tober calls please
TRUCK DRIVERS, 1 year
cavaDng, inc, We haul top
Also
prehensrve benefit pack- phone
exp up to 28 cents/mile to soil, gravel, fill dirt, white TONING BEDS:
Get
bed.
massage
age furnished To qualify
heated
flat
or
van
start Choose
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
you must have 1 Experiin shape or start your own
Tuition -free training for
ence and be licensed as an
those w/no exp Great ben- BUILDINGS-IF A SIDE- business. Used one year
accident and health agent.
efits Call Poole Truck Line, BY-SIDE comparison is Must sell. 502-797-2200
2 A competitive and ag1 800 553 9443 Dept what it takes to pick out the WATER heaters, electric,
gressive track record 3
or Office Computers complete
Home
G26
best and lowest, we're all round, double heating eleAURORA Pizza Magic GeUgly Duckling Access to a reliable car Do
on-site
hours
2
&
it Now for a limited ments, five year guarantee
for
set-up
FREE
with
nuine hand tossed pars,
OWNER
TRUCK
you want something more
Your
time-Factory Direct ROCK
Rent-A-Car
fresh salads. sandwiches,
training. Select 386 or 486 systems.
OPERATORS-Tuition tree BOTTOM PRICES. Exam- on glass lined tankgallon,
now/ For a confidential and
or 50
30,40,
choice,
those
call
for
gyros Open all year at
available
interview
training
personal
Lowest rates In
1 year parts and local on-site service.
ple 25x30 value $2749 now
Hardware,
5pm Closed Mon and
1 - 8 00 - 5 4 4 - 3 172,
w/no exp. $2000 sign-on $2444. 40x60 value $8073 $139.99. Welkin
town
Rent-A-Car
ram
MB
2
386SX-33
Special
Downtown, Paris
s
Christma
$1499
9,
474-811
Tues.
safe, qualified
for
8.30a.m.-4:30p.m. Ask for
bonus
now $6188 Many sizes
3 drives. SVGA video. SVGA !minter & cotter priater
5;5 S. 12th Si 753-2255
1-800-649-3804
753-6910
drivers with OTR experi- and types available. PionMrs Law. EOE/MF
ton
moneyResearch R1.1 Farmington KY
Hawkins
Guaranteed
ence
eer 1-800-668-5700.
55 OR older for office work
Horse
purchase
lease
and
home,
BEST QUALITY,SERVICE and PRICE
20 hours per week miniFlunislarus
available, Relo- COMPUTER Technology
programs
NURSING 'HOME mum wage Must meet inVISA 1-800L382-3277 svc
cation Services Division of Plus offers Computer BROWN Lazy Boy rediner,
come guidelines Appkca
North American Van Lines courses, business, private $20 Good for college stuINSURANCE
Dons at West Kentucky Ai1-800-348-2147, Dept instruction, including CAD dent 753-4668.
84.
607
Age
Poplar
Titre
led
Services,
Available
programs 759-9158
DL-56.
Murray
ROUND butcher block
Ow most comprehenWANTED 100 people to COOPER tires with mi- kitchen table and chairs_
REPAIR. Persive policy pays for
APPUANCE
lose weight now 100% na- leage warranty. Lifeline Queen size waterbed
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
son needed for washer.
Mulled. Intermediate or
tural, no willpower re- Classic 60,000 miles. 753-3862 after 4pm,
(Doers swat et SO
etc
s,
dryers,
refrigerator
With
Custodial Cam.
ViN METHODIST HOSPITAL OF McKENZIE
quired 100% guaranteed Monogram 50,000 miles
ed
Must be experienc
Mechem's new guide
Trendsetters 40,000 miles SOFA and loveseat, floral
Knights of Columbus Hall
Call 502-554-8730
ST/
OLOGI
TECHN
MEDICAL
800-829-6609
lines for confinement.
Warehouse Tire, 400. In- with light background.
KY 94 west Joenny Robertson Road
ATORY
LABOR
WANTED barmaids, wait- dustrial Road, Murray, Queen-size mattress arid
AL
MEDIC
lnsur
Home
Nursing
in
ER
needed
I3ABYSITT
,4
1
Road
south in Sy Hem Rose not ori Sy Hese
resses, dancers. $500 plus 753-1111
box springs 753-2772.
ince it TOR important
TECHNICIAN
Hazel, Lynn Grove area for
weekly Doll House Cafe
JAT 00
T
now
openings
Qi"Ii
THE TA,T,I
weekend
and
infixhours
free
full-time
Part-time,
2 children
than ever For
Snapper
on
sale
Paris, TN. 642-4297, 4-12. FALL
PO Bur 1011 Murray
7 1-nir..1
12 30pm 11 00pm
available. Must have a valid TN license. If
Mat.1011
MUMS BARGAJN BIN
Lawn and Garden Tractors
contact
please
interested,
435-4393
1109 Pogue Ave.
call:
Keith's Lawn and Tractor,
090
Joyce Hamilton
759-9940
759-9831
St
Main
East
80
ConER
New
BABYSITT
Shuation
Jerry McConnell cord Area. 2 preschool
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
Clean Used Furniture, ApWanted
for
service
and
FOR parts
pliances. and Mee hems
945 N. Highland Drive
Insurance
children, hours 1 00-5 30
Use Our Layaway Plan
BABYSITTING in my most Kerosene Heaters
McKenzie, TN snol
Prefer my home 436-2455
Now Renting Nintendo
753-4199
home Experience in public See Keith's Lawn and Trac901-362-5344
COVENANT TRANSPORT
•frin 1sal dem
day care and private care tor. 80 East Main St.
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
NOW HIRING OTR
References 753-3869 af- 759-9831
No Physical Examinations
DRIVERS-THE BEST
ter
165
6pm
FULL sized slate poor table,
CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY TEAM PAY IN THE INDUSare in reasonably good health &
If
(Gationburg's Cngenal Wed- TRY. 27-29 cents per mile,
SEWING lobs wanted, in- $400 Call 753-5474
*ragtime
can answer no to a few questions you
ding Chapel) Thoughtful singles welcome/Spouse
cluding formal wear
GAS furnace about 2 years
L
GENERA
FOR
COUPLE WANTED
service is rendered through Rider program, age 23,
753-1061
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
old, $500 See at Randy FANCY 'old walnut bedmusic flowers photo school 9 mos OTR,
are a few ;monthly preferred rates at
DUTIES
EPER
in Thornton Heating and Air room surt, $675 753-2089
OUSEKE
FARM/H
houses
clean
WILL
graphs videos and recap. Longevity Bonus. Motel/
Conditioning or cail Dan
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
Hazel area, 492-8887
Dons I 800-922-4573
Long time Calloway County residents desire
240
Shipley at 753-4751
Layover Pay, Loading/
for
WILL do house cleaning,
Sports
to employ a mature, dependable couple
MALE
Unloading/Deadhead Pay.
FEMALE
some laundry Call Angie at LAYING hens and puNets
Equipment
insurance
general farm laborer and housekeeper duties.
paid
age 40 - $9.45
age 40 - $8.1 3
753-6633
Springing Jersey Heifers
1-030-441-4394
The farm laborer duties include daily feeding
ALMOST new Remington
age 50 - 9.85
age 50 - 12.37
437-4364
*Wady
with
sick
stay
mainWILL
operation,
Wingmaster, 12ge
870
of
g
livestock
and
overseein
age 60 - 17.69
age 60 - 1 3.57
DO you need a JOB, or do
es LET us make your clothes shotgun. 1325 Remington
Referenc
anytime
resident
and
fences
tenance of pastures,
age 70 - 28.93
you need help in making
age 70 - 22.13
753-4590
alter and repair Uniforms 22 cal speedmastar
positive advances for tie
grounds, as well as related farm duties. The
age 80 - 52.73
age 80 - 42.49
and sportswear. rentals, $175 Marlin fimm rifle
future/ We have 22 JOB
housekeeper duties include routine cleaning
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's $100 489-2930
OPENINGS for people beyiudwork. On
with
assisting
&aims.
and
See and Sew, Country
of
residence
Premiums guaranteed Illar to increase
18-22
tween the ages of
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- DUCK decoys 753-0653
Opportunity
plus
provided
ations
living
site
accommod
years, of you aro not in
alter 5pm
ray 753-8081
salary.
school Cad 753-9378 five
N Proof. 800%
RECESSIO
PORTABLE all metal huntdays a week between
profit. Manufacturer needs NEW Theradyne wheel ing stands tor sate Can be
'753-4199
referwith
apply.
00ant-300pm Wit are an
Interesied couples should
one 5050 partner/investor chair, cai 753-8025
seen folded up for rosy
EOE This protect.funded
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
ences included, to: Farm Couple, P.O. Box
Route takes lour hours per
carrying 435-4307 Meg
Kentucky
the
Western
by
controsers.
2
,
NINTENDO
KY
Murray.
7th at Main.
week Locations waiting
1207, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
59111
Industry Council
Private
769-4462
8125
pimps
5
1-800-940.7070
"Our 29th year of service"
JTPA

Computers

METHODIST

BURIAL INSURANCE

McConnell Insurance Agency

"P.

CLASSIFIERD. S

2101
214
Firewood

Rusk*

Mobile
Homes For Sale

klicellensoua

Mobil
Homes For Rent

E

I
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410

365

For Sets
Or Low

Public
sale

pow
&

AKC Miniature Schnauze
condominium
1 ROOM efficiency apart- 3BR. 2 bath
pups, 6 wks old ready to
6pm
2BR, 1 bath, $200/mo plus
after
93
753-32
ment, very near MSU,
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
go pick yours out now
deposit Hwy 80 west of
Garage Sale
A FIREWOOD for sale PIANO tuning and repair, now offers U.S and foreign
available now Coleman
759 4476
7-2818
312-73
Aurora
370
753-2099
437-4667
98
753-98
and
RE,
Coin
s
coins at Hobee'
1985, 14x70, 3br,
Livestock
or 3br,
FIREWOOD, $34 deliv- PIANO dining, expert ser- Card Shop, 102 North 5th baths, good condition SHADY Oaks 2 g dis 2BR carpeting, drapes, ref.
a SWAIN
Walkin
Our
gas
.
or
Murray
in
,
electric
Street
90
98
753-35
436-55
p,
ered
753-4382 days
dishwasher, w/d hook-u
Fri. 8-4
vice and repair John
Public
tance to college 753-5209 central hia, $350/mo De- BILL Nolan Calf Farms is
coins, proof sets, paper nights
Gottschalk. 753-9600
Sale
s
supplie
coin
and
Sat. 8-?
cy
day
10
curren
posit required No pets offering 25 head of
220
di
ed
we available at Decades 1988 CLAYTON 14.60,
Deliver
285
es decorations,
calves
Chrmun
old
40
753-92
Ago (in Hazel) and at the 2br, single bath, apMobilo
antique & collectibles,
rectly to you on approval
YOUR AD
02
437-47
Nice
s
Buskal
new
2BR duplex, carport, out- Free delivery on 15 head or
Mercantile (in Aurora) pliance
(urn!Lure, tools,
Horne Lots For Rent
prices
added,
items
COULD BE
side storage, appl furn- more Beef cross, $185
Stamps and stamp sup- after 8pm
FOR SALE SPINETVillage
s
Home
E
previou
slashed on most
ished, economical heat
Holstein
plies are featured along BEST Home Center, Hwy MOBIL
CONSOLE PIANO
HERE
Everything must
le now $75/mo., in- pump system no pets, de- Holstein, $175
availab
items.
coin
arid
coins
our
$165
with
45 W , Milan, TN. New 93,2
Wanted, responsible party
Coleman RE, posit required $400/mo Bulls and Guernsey, for
go. Don't mum this one.
302 S. 16th St.
supplies at the Book Rack bdrm only 518 down, only cludes water
CALL
Call 715-758-8484, ask
to make low monthly pay98
753-98
Thurs., Fri. & Set.
753-3778 or 753-7947
(Dixieland Shopping Cen- 121 20/mo. Delivery and
Bill
rnents See locally Call
753-1916
ter in Murray). We appraise set-up included. Call toll
Oct. 29, 30 & 31
ent,
1800-327-3345
s
apartm
upstair
2BR
Sad
ny
HUDSON Compa
estates and we active buy - free, 1-800-282-3781 for
am.-?
water
ed,
requir
t
deposi
Business
dies, Bridles S Horse supWS of coins and stamps
No Early Sales
the best deals in the south
ed. 753-0087 after plies 753-4545 759-1823,
furnish
t
**S
***
Rentals
***
***
3-4161
***
502-75
Call
******
Children's ciothes -boys
530pm.
753-6763
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. 4 CAR clean-up shop, ofAUCTION!
t
Summi
RG
INBU
infant to 14, girls 2T lo
GATL
11092
Saturday, October 31,
Specializing in mobile ice, paved lot, air
3BR apt. Located at 703 S.
top
in
mounta
aking
Breatht
12, adult clothing al
12:31
AucUoe Theo
380
home electric services 200
4th Street. See Carlos
e*
views. Fireplace, balcony, amp $375. 100 amp $325. 753-4509
sizes, toys, aafts, TupPits
FREE hair Fry begins silt700 am until sale time. Everyon
Decorat
Black's
Jr.
Black,
kitchen, indoor pool, Jacuz- 435-4027.
invited.
perware, etc
& Supplies
COMMERCIAL Building, ating Center or call
from
Honeymoon and
Location: Beautiful Loma Creak Estates, only 2'h miles
zis.
. 753-0839.
Hardin
in
80
*
Hwy
on
Hwy.
an
24.24
sign
r's
develope
at
Turn
,
Tam.
Cain flame at Dover,
753-1916
weekend specials! Free DINKINS Mobile Homes
o. 437-4916.
AKC registered Boxer
49 just past Funralls Bali Shop.
brochure, 1-800-242-4853, Inc. will celebrate their 46th $225/m
DELUXE 2br duplex, firebuilt,
already
l
homes
19
beautifu
753-25
find
will
you
puppy
Has
Drecnption:
anniversary, Nov 6th, 7th, FOR Rent-Business Retail place, garage, self(205) 988-5139.
loss. *
new hornet underway. State Health parceled.= net on all
and 8th Factory represen- or Office Space in S. Side cleaning oven, large deck, FEMALE SharPei for sale,
SASIWArt *
ECAND
Cuy water from Dover. Roads at present are clan with
ROMANTIC
tatives will be on hand Shopping Center. $450/mo. After 5pm, phone 13 months old, full blooded,
County Highway Departrnest euuntauung and already apAntiques & Glfts
LIGHT WEDDINGS
*
Don't miss this special 753-4509 or 753-6612.
753-3742.
buff color, $200 Call after
proved by County Road Engineer and County Comnsuisioners
clergy,
ins,
Mounta
Smoky
*
find
New shipment of lamps are here
event! Dinkins Mobile
435-4004
to hard noises roads in this development. Has you will
elegant chapel, photo- Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E., PRIME office space for DUPLEX, 1909 B. West- 6pm,
beautiful waterfront lots offered .t our auction. Some will have
plus Christmas lampshades,
*
graphs, florets, limos, vid- Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891 rent, downtown, Walnut wood, 2br, lease, no pets, HAVE an obedient, safe
beautiful user,gentle eloper One of Stewart County's highest
as afghans, ornaments,
Christmas
,
at
*
ir
l,
mods,
Campbel
utilities
R.
it
of
dation
eos, accomo
$300 plus depos
dog for show or home.
potential growth moss. Ccerrnoting distance
on's gt2 Single Lot Plaza, 2000 sq.ft.,
Champi
mastrees & wreaths,
No
iChrist
or
IT!
live.
.
302
ctl)tu
Just a good place to
r oro
est prices! CHARGE
ta
762-6343 or 1-527-7382.
Classes or private lessons.
Dealership in North included 753-8
over
watches with rhinesTerms: 10% Down, Balance 30 days.
mas
for
, no blood tests
Christ
waiting
Murray
70
g
753-58
Servin
*
GARAGE apartment, 404 12yrs. 436-2858
TN, America!
Notice: 43.560 eq. feet u an acre. Lot size OVID in aq footage.
Gatlinburg,
tor next months
Watch
lamps.
table
tin
d
presse
aces.
tones,
3$
pets.
No
appx.
South 8th Street.
Lot 6 - 36,000 sq. feet,
LARGE selection of Used
1-800-WED-RING.
310
nt
waterfro
ACM,
2
Cabin'I
over
the
al
and
slightly
fen,
tmas
dips
eq.
Lot 23 - 114,000
TIRED of flea
$175/mo. 753-5845.
celebration ol 'Chris
Homes. Dinkins Mobile
Want
under 2 acres. *
Lot 29 - 79,000 sq feat, slightly
TENNESSEE MOUNTIAN Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E,
sprays? Ask about HAPPY
Hazel,
sat.
Rent
ents,
To
(Gift Certificates Available)
an
over
Apartm
feet,
sq.
HAZEL
54,000
30
Lot
WEDDINGS Romantic Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891
JACK STREAKER! One
acre.
You
Ph
.
app.
renting
feat.
sq.
now
is
63,000
31
KY,
Lot
streak down the back and
121 South to Old Salem Rd.
candelight services by orFARM house or house in
Lot 37 - 13,000 sq. feat, slightly kw than 2 a ere
must be 62, handicapped, stomach and around the
dained ministers_ Great lo- MOBILE HOME REPOS country 762-2539 days.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 2-5 p.m.
-Sat.
Wed.
2br
Let 47 - 311,000 sq. feet, slightly le. than 1 acre.
and
1
or disabled. New
last 14 days At farm
neck,
cation in Pigeon Forge and FOR SALE. Singles and
Lot 49 - 72,000 sq. fen, over 1% acre.
for
units. 502-527-8574
and feed stores
Smokies. No blood test or doubles. Financing availLot 59 - 33.000 sq. feat, app.. 3$ sac
more information. Equal
period! able. Clean, late model
waiting
Lot 90 - 36,000 sq feet, app.. 3$ sat.
unity.
Opport
g
Housin
nt
homes. Green Tree FinanLot 105 - 51,000 sq. feet, over I acre, waterfro
1-800-729-4365
Apartments
Lot 117 - 36,000 sq. feet, appt. 3.44 acre, waterfront
cial Corp.-Kentucky,
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
an
be
will
and
Signs
Units
67.
TIME Share
or
Fish fry and auction will be held on Lot
For Rent
606-223-1010
nces, gas heat, deck
applia
in
some
and
A
rSection
in
Ices
Iota to be auctioned. Sane
campground membe
1-800-221-8204.
o. 753-7457
hed
$400/m
furnis
4BR
1, 2, 3 or
Section B
ships. Distress sales,
may
Note. Let sanction as subject to diange and additional lots
Friday,October 30th,1992 at 5 p.m.located at
Cheap! Worldwide selec- SELLING or buying a mo- apartments, nice, near uni- NEW 2br duplex, all ape,
daytim
11
fibe sold.
753-61
have
We
versity.
home?
Neton
bile
Vacati
Call
tions.
3rd and Center Streets in Hazel, Ky.
pliances, utility room, cenAuctioneer's Commons. Invest your dollars hem I feel like
Canada, nancing for you Nation's 753-0606 nights.
and
U.S.
work,
dollars.
your
on
paid
being
o.
interen
than
$425/m
mons
r,
youll see
tral gas heat/ai
1-800-736-8250 or largest manufactured 1 AND 2br apts
Owaers & Audiometers:
753-9302 leave message.
Call
305-566-2203. Free rental home lender
- Das Cherry - FA Bogard
ret
Freak
Deposi
$175-$275/mo.
fenced
information, 1-800-221-8204
Announcernalt day of sale will have precedence over printed
quired, no pets. 753-8848 NEW 2br duplex,
3-5586
matter. Ran tic 45
305-56
backyard, w/d hook-up and
before 8pm.
appliances, $385/mo.
2br apts. near down- 492-8393.
OR
1
OntUlYeA
town Murray. 753-4109.
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
w/d hook-up, 10.10 deck,
Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
408 Northwood Dr ,
PRIVATE Investigato
Dover, TN 413-2.32-5151
$400/mo. References and
1*
D.B.A. Confidential Investi
Auctioneer: Rd "Bogie Bogard Lk. 5411 — 232-422
deposit required 753-4873
gations, Southside Shop
after 330pm.
*********************
ping Center, Suite #102
41.
753-26
,
Murray
NEW large 2br, utility room,
gas water heater/heat, low
utilities, appliances, depo270
Mobil
sit, $390/mo. Call after
g
dining room, kitchen,
5prn, 753-8828.
Homes For Sale
Three bedroom house, living room,
Saturday - October 31. 1992 - 10:00 a.m.
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
AN.
0
100
T.V.A. insulation,
air,
ic
central gas heat, central electr
Location: Beechgrove Road - 12 Miles East
TAKING applications for
HOLLINGSWORTH COLLECTION"
"THE
y,
Hwy
,
Murra
of
r lot.
Center
Weat
corne
Home
on
miles
12
BEST
Ky.
house
ld,
fine
ized
of Mayfie
section 8 rent subsid
aluminum siding, a
45 W., Milan, TN. New 93,
on. Balance in 30
KY; Just off Hwy. 1211
aucti
of
day
price
ng
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedselli
down
20%
Terms:
S
16x80, 3 bdrm, 2 bath, sitMOTOR
FORD
e
Apts.
JERRY
Hilldal
jointly with:
TO
Apply
held
NEXT
Helling 'fill he the Personal Property
on
rooms.
aucti
NORTH
ON HWY 45
days and passing of deed. This
ting on our yard, only
Mr. Charts. Bennett Deceased
FROM THE GENERAL TIRE CREDIT UNION
Hardin, Ky. or call
S
ACROS
16,907, payments 179/mo.
ECTABLES
502-437-4113 EHO
Farm Equipment, Tools, Appliances,
QUALITY PRIMMVES & COLL
Call toll tree today for best
vetld & Door • Country Desk Trade w/Prosa 7 Tee,
18204,
Furniture & Misc.
OrysInk,
Pew
deals in the South. Walnut• Cheny Corner Cupboard, 1840e, Wooden Pigs, Drawers, Dental
330
and
Other unusual Small
APPLIANCES: 30" Tappan Electric Range, G/E
1-800-282-3781.
Work • I Drawer Square Table *Marble Top • Many
Rooms
e
Cherry
•
Doors
Gass
Drawer
Coned
Frost Free Refrigerator, Curtis Mathis 25" Consol
Unusual,
Kitchen Cabinet,
•
Tables
Ron(
•
For
Dining Table
BEST Home Center, Hwy
TV,Westinghouse Refrigerator wrice maker,Maytag
Bookcase (Gentlemen's Closet) T Tall • Cherry Gate Leg
Beds• Mule Chest•
Two Jerey Cupboards•Jenny Lind Bed•Other Antique
RD washer & dryer, 30" G/E Electric Range, WE. 45 W., Mean, TN. Call toll
rent in private
for
Antique.
ROOM
•
Tables
Antique
the
303 North 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
Wooden Ice Box • Elders Chair • Annan Chairs •
Port Dishwasher w/butcher block top, Amana Chest free for best deals in
home. 753-7115.
Most keeper • Two-Wood Showcases • Ple Gust
Pine
•
Chest
&
81.
Drawn
282-37
ioner,
1-800Phone 502-733-1492
Condit
Air
South,
Legs• HI Chair
Deep Freezer, Frigidaire Room
• Antique Rockers• Meal Bin• Reund Omit Table ode
New 16 wide, 3 bdrm, 2 •Table
- Over 100
GRAY
II
BROWN
BLUE,
Large air conditioner, WE. 13" B & W Television,
GREEN,
owes
Greene Granite
330
ds, No Two Ake
bath, sitting on our yard
Chest type Deep Freeze, Scottaman Small cube Ice
Pisces• Mantle Clock • 15 Cons. Grinders•50 Buitermol
Houses
for
• Sompewerall• Dough 130vAll •
nts
Box
Frames
Ice
•
Payme
.
Bin,
Piclures
e
•
14,990
Mirrors
Storag
•
Box
only
Clock
rcial
Manes
Comme
e,
Machin
For Rat
Lamp • olhef Antique Lamps w4land
Aladin
•
Press
Grape
Hand
•
.
Books
159/mo
only
ice vending.
Kindel
Painted Globes• Miscellaneous Warty Primelves 01 AJI
1004 MAIN, 2br, 1 bath,
Range • Zenith
Center, Hwy
FURNITURE:Oak Console Table,Pecan Table w/6
Home
MINEJUI Mar 4 Pc. Walnut Bedroom Surto • Eiectnc
BEST
2
Machine
ed, stove, refrigerarobe
Sewing
carpet
ChilTe
Singer
•
Old
e
),
Bookcas
Keller
(by
Oak
t
•
nAleple
Cabine
Telenelo
&
China
chairs
45 W., Milan, TN. 93 2 Color Console
• Cypress
Tables
End
I
, central h/a, w/d
Table
(2)
Carom
freezer
Odd
Beds,
tor,
Pecan
•
(2)
Rocker
•
Suite,
om
Chair
Beck
Bedro
door w/drawers,
bdrm, start at 9909. Best in • Wing n Chime Clock • Stereo • Waterbed Mattress • Two - Saddle
hook-up, no pets. $360/mo.
Peridelo
,Oct.31st,1992 at 10 a.m.From Murray,Ky.
Metal Wardrobes, Oak Princess dresser, Antique
Sat.
bdrm, start
•
933
Clubs
Gat
•
n
south.
the
Australia
Show. One
English
Co.
n,
C,onclitio
Excellent
65.
Oak
759-12
,
.
(6)
tables
deposit
$300
Wood Bed, Ladder beck chairs, Odd
at 11,999. Best in the south.
!
take Hwy.94 East approx.3 miles to auction.
COME PREPARED TO SPEND THE DAY!
Ladder back chairs, Metal bed (old).
in
93 3 bdrm, 16 wides, start
shower
1
bath,
2BR,
QUALITY!
Mr.& Mrs. Edwin W. Greenfield are planning
QUALITY!
QUALITY!
GLASSWARE/MISCPTOY& Pink & Green Deat 14,990. Best in the south.
basement, new refrigeraIves,
&
r
Currie
pression glass, Partial Set of Blue
93 double wides, start at
to sell their house.
READY TO PUT INTO YOUR HOME!!
tor, new in the wall a/c, new
Linens, Bedspreads, Blankets, Heaters,Fans,Toys17,990. Interest rates start
& good usable items SALE! carpeting. Large fenced
OF
DAY
NT
LEME
SETT
LETE
COMP
Will sell a large lot of antiques, collector items
Guns, holsters, Trucks, Tonka and more, Corelle
n welat 6.75% fixed, best in the
childre
Coke, Pepsi, Orange
,
yard,
back
clocks
ising
advert
old
tractor & equipment
ware(2 sets), Flatware, Pictures, Glassware, Binosouth. If you need a home
Walking disPets?
come.
ofkerosene lamps tion
collec
Crush & others - old tins & trays - large
culars(Square G),Baking Pans,Pots & Pans, Coffee
and want the best price.
tance to MSU. $550/mo.
- chalk items - old
E BROKER
rs
ESTAT
burne
REAL
6
extra
ONEER
AUCTI
Old
lamps
n,
table
Lanter
&
ene
wall
Keros
Aladdin lamps
pot, Kerosene Lamps (2),
Best payment. Best serplus deposit, lease, referCKY
KENTU
- old magazine
FARM.
ical
FANCY
histor
&
.
en
J
Globe, Typewriter, Iron wash kettles
pictures & frames - old books for childr
vice. Best value. Call toll
ences. Available Nov 1.
502-623-8466- FAX 502-623-8885
& linens - Chinelle
ework
needl
of
A
lot
494
if
ines
RC
call
Deere
&
magaz
81,
John
282-37
OLS:
books
old
1-800T/TO
racks
free,
FARM EQUIPMEN
753-1116.
ijRC
"THE SELLING MACHINE"
- Barbie dolls & case
Row Planter,INC 13 Hole "Series 10" Graindrill w/ you want to save money.
bedspread - other bedspreads - coverlets & quilts
of
west
stools - old light
80
Hwy
organ
bath,
Tanks
Fuel
2
2BR,
small seed Att., 3pt. Rear Blade, Truck
- antique toys - dolls - cars - tricycles - banjo
t table -old
walnu
Aurora. S275/mo. plus derugs
al
orient
e
-old
radio
w/elec. pump, 5 Tarps, Tobacco boxes, Scaffold
s
fixtures - rocking chair
7-2818
- stone
312-73
w/Pto
hones
gal
60
posit.
rig
telep
ng
sprayi
field
ll
Cambe
army
4-8,
s
Wagon
treadle sewing machine - telephones
& Company Boston Fern
Pump, 120,000 BTU Kerosene Heater w/blower,
O.L.
y
6th St. gas
S.
potter
504
UHL
2BR,
jar
stone
pieces
n Mass. - Bassett baby
John Deere No.9 Sickle Mower Pittsburgh 4 Row
heat, stove, refrigerator,
homemade preserves by Johnson & Co. Bosto
Cultivator,Stihl045 AU Chain Saw,Air Compressor
no
p,
hook-u
glassware - calendars w/d
of
ed,
lot
carpet
brass
&
r
coppe
pieces
e
LAKE
granit
3/4
r,
bed
TO KENTUCKY
"Husker" 1/2 hp, Century HD Battery Charge
fixtures - Vintage
pets. $350/mo. plus deposit
KENLAKE ESTATES - ONE MILE
poet cards - Valentines - costume jewelry - old light
Drive Socket Set, Two wheel trailer,4 wheel wagon,
miles
25
ely
63.
ximat
753-84
appro
of
$150
- wood lathe
west
blade
drive
disc
From 1-24, get on at Cadiz exit,
clothing - Case tractor - rotary cutter - plow
1000 + Tobacco sticks, 3 pt. Hayfork(New), 55'z
r - team
take Highway 94
traile
80,
&
wheel
68
-2
ay
tools
&
Highw
w/elec.
hes
hospiTank
near
From
wrenc
Fuel
r
gal.
house
80...
welde
1000
3-4BR
with bits - jig saw
Mayrath Grain Auger,
on Highway 68 &
xitools.
appro
yard
&
East
hand
94
tank,
t
ay
tools
Poly
old
g
deposi
6',
Highw
4.
other
Busho
taL, $350/mo
pump, 18'4 wheel wagon,3 pt
hay rake - lawn mower - tiller
West one mile.. From Murray, take
day auction. Not
all
an
be
references_ Call after
Will
g.
with
listin
l
partia
a
Banjo water pump w/B & S gas motor, Manure
only
is
Folks, this
mately 13 miles.
Auction held rain or
4pm, 753-1513.
Spreader,(5) Wire gates, Tobacco scaffolds, Bench
responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
rized Bluegrass Auction Service to
autho
has
,
Mace
s
Harri
Welder
on
sman
Prest
,
Craft
phone 435-4144.
rs.
Puller
needs
lArIlA
on
Gear
grinder,
shine. For more information and your aucti
3BR house, 1604 Main St,
Cabkm, Lots
Oxygen & Act. Torch set, LP Fish Cooker, Sockets/
Real estate Property ... House, 2
their
sell
central gas heat, a/c,
Ratchets 1/4", 3/8"; 1/2" drive, Wrenches, Pipe
3 Bedrooms, Living Room, Di$450/mo, on campus
wrenches, Axes, post hole diggers (10+) Binders,
753-6111 days, 753-0606
ning Room, Kitchen, Great
Several log chains, Old Tools, Block & Pulleys, Nails
nights
2
t,
Crafts
carpe
Jacks,
lic
,
Hydrau
Office
,
or
Den
in
boxes)
,
sizes
ted
Room
(Assor
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Skil
-Car
set,
man Tap/die
AVAILABLE Nov. 1st, 3br,
Baths, deck, Garage, 2
Sere ice Doesn't Cost, It l'o‘s"
Pallet of new brick, Fishing poles, tackle, live wells
unfurnished home, nice
ceiver, Log
ite/Re
satell
TV
Port.
cans,
Milk
20+
mo.
,
$350/
etc., Work beech wirier', hammers,
orhood
neighb
Fireplace, Central HeaVAir,
500 ga. Fuel Tank, C-Clamps, Tobacco knives,
Call after 4pm, 474-8765
Radio,
r
Tracto
s,
r
Weight
Tracto
kes,
ts/Spi
Built 1975, over 2,200 sq. ft
Hatche
HOUSES for rent in MurGrease/Grease guns, Metal cabinet, Paint, Screw/
This home has been well kept
Large 1 bdrm with garray.
drill,
&
bits
Drill
neta,
washer assortment w/cabi
age for $500/mo. and 3
It is clean and ready to move
Wen Disc Sander, Soldering gun, Wrench set IV." to
Murray,Ky.take Hwy.
bdrm for $350/mo. No pets
into!
Sat.,Oct.31st,1992 at4 p.m.From
9/16", (5) Wash Tubs.
dur83
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762-44
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94 East to Hwy. 1348 and
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night
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Mr. & Mrs. Charles
idually
w/clip.
33 Building Lots - Sold Indiv
360
is a hunters paradise
to
Selling will be 47 acres ± by deed. This
POTENTIAL!!
Mrs.Bennet has decided to move to town and offer
Rent
AT
For
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. This is part of Mr.
!
sign
game
good check. Purchaser must
you; her belongings at Auction to the highest bidder
Deer, turkey, quail and other wild
Or Lew
Terms:20% down day of sale by cash or
anmerch
This
sale!
30
in
this
attend
Deed
to
with
now
paid
be
plans
to
Make
balance
Noble Hurt place.
a sales Contract on day of sale, wth
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
30 days with passing
will be on Friday,
dise has been used but well cared for!!!
Taxes will be paid by Seller Open House
s: 20% down day of sale, balance in
Term
less.
Center
or
on
days
ouses
wareh
.
Lunch By Nicky
tment)
appoin
by
ct
(Or
pm
conta
October 30th, from 8 am. till 8
of deed. For more information
Drive behind Shoney's
TERMS: Cash day of sale.
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
s 4A4
'
BLUkGRASS
NORTHWOOD storage
PALISADE
UCTION
presently has units availMALT v
SERVICE
able 753-2905 for more
information
iV Y
E REALT
't
PALISAD
1354111 or
Col Noble Cobb Auctioneer
Hopplel UpopprOpp Oppap.
Dr.pett Witham, App Auctoorw•
Itroltcr- So. 12th 'NI., Nitirra%
ikon
‘‘
n•rovhfliVAloorpA Aesecoaw•
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\\
V 424.'
,bed Pnneone.
104 Imp
502-358-0457
Dan Milli•r
S02-365-3723
d
Fort
Wafte
Whet Everyone Has

Inside

2x70, 2br, 1 bath, must be
moved, $3800 753-5889

1668 Ryan

Two Family
Yard Sale

YOL R AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
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Real Estate Auction
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Loretta Jobs Realtors

Public Auction
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AUCTION
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Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"ti,
Real Estate Auction

Dan Miller or
Wilson Real Estate
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CLASSIFIEDS
Used
Cars

Public
Sale

House
Clearance
Yard Sale
508 S. 11th St.
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
••••

520

.14o

110

Utility bide, hospital
bed, furniture, appliances,glassware,civil war books, utility
bed, lots more. Everything must go.

Backyard
Sale
528 S. 6th St.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 30 & 31
Lades clothes size 412 boy's size 5-14,costume oweiry, cosmetics, men boys & ladies
shoes pictures, table
sourdough
cloths,
bread, mons hospital
gowns, misc items

3 Family
Yard Sale
In

Hazel • E. State
Una Rd. 4.8 miles

Out.
10-30-92
8 1,m.-1 p.m
Men 8 women's dottvng, some household appliances.

JUST Reduced' This large
commercial building has
been reworked, rewired
and reroofed Vacant and
ready for your business
605 Maple St $48,500
MLS /4392 Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222

Garage
Sale
906 Doran
Sat. Oct. 31
8 a.m.. 12

Noon

Country
collectibles,
furniture

Rid
Eitel,
BOB Haley Red Estate
Sales. Appraisals. Property
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes all prices
75.3 1222
3.5
LOT
LAKE
ACRES-37,900. Nicely
wooded waccess to sparkling Barkley Lake Abuts
state lands Ideal homesite
w +protective covenants
County rd frontage wtutis
Financing Call now
800-858-1323 Woodland
Acres 8 30a-8 30p
MARINA/RESORT
Located near Murray, Ky
on Kentucky Lake. the fully
operating resort features 7
cottages. owner'caretaker
home, 32 slip boat dock
and 62 acres of prime
lakefront Contact KopRealty,
perud
502-753-1222
PROPERTY for sale, smid
or large acreage 489-2161
after 6pm
RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
Bob Perrin. Paul Daitey,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird Bak
Alf Center 502-753-SOLD,
1-800-369-5780

pin
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Nearly new home in town, master BR suite plus 2
BR w/large closets, central gas heat, cathedral
ceilings, attractive decorations, oak cabinets,
deck error back, private fenced yard, &apiece.
2211 sq. ft. 753-1362 or 759-4116 after 5:00.

10

53)
Boma
& Motors

Unless
Mind

Maim
Oland

UPI
Nodes

THE Gutter Co Seamless
DUPLEX lots tor sale, sev- 1977 OLDSMOBILE 2 BOAT motors. 2 trolling
aluminum gutters, variety
INVITATION TO BID
eral to choose from on ()w- Sports Edition, runs and motors 759-9580
Steely
of colors Licensed in
Th. City of Murray will accept Quotations on
ould Rd Al city utilise looks good 436-5263
surd Estimate available
acklise
available Starting at
Chemicals to be used by the Murray Public
7564690
530
Service
$11,800.. Cal Marty Fut- 1982 DODGE Charger 22,
Works & Utilities, Water & Wastewater DiviServices
sail
must
VCR
Wood
4-speed,
red,
VCR
REPAIR
rell, 753-7668 days.
Sepik Tat & Sam
Offered
Bulk Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic Soda
sions:
$600 7569246
SIKVWCO Center, cleaning753-2304 nights
repairs
7113-1111111
50% Mercury Cell Grade, Chlorine
Liquid)
$15;
servicing
most
yard
TOWN/country
A-1
WOODED building lots in 1984 LINCOLN Mark VII
$36. New location: Routs 1,
Cylinders, Sulfur Dioxide and Liquid Alum.
ng,tree
mowing,landscapa
was,
new
condition,
waGood
City
Heights
Lynwood
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
light
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's
ter, natural gas, cablevt- high mileage, $2900 obo Dimming,Pee removal.
Mon.-Fn,, 753-0630.
refinishing,
Free
estimates
DRYWALL,
hauling
OM*, South 5th & Poplar Streets, Murray,
sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94 436-2755
pairs additions and blow- WALT'S Mobile Home Rewest from Murray City Lim- 1984 OLDS Cutlass Sera Tim Lamb, 436-2526
Kentucky. Quotations are to be delivered to the
753-4761
ceilings
ing
pair. Soundproofing, nibits 6% simple interest fi- wagon, 3.0 V-6. new short Al TREE Service. Stump
City Clerk's Office no later than 1 p.m.,
bar coating for roofs, perknancing available
block, $2495 1982 Lincoln removal and spraying Free EXTERIOR/Interior paintThursday, November 5, 1992. The City of
lot sealing, Nat roofs
753-5841 or 753 1566
ing
guaranafter
753-0906
Workmanship
ing
estimates
$3495
Town Car.
Murray reserves the right to accept the lowest
502-436-2776
repaired.
7382
527
5pm,
753-0495
7594816,
1
teed
753-9181, 753-8124 after
or
beat Quotation or to reject any or all
5pm
A-1 TREE removal & tree FENCE sales at Sears WILL clean gutters,
submitted.
Quotations
mornsofty
Call
115-125.
1984 PONTIAC Fiero, Dimming Light hauling & now Call Sears 753-2310
evenings, 753-89043
or
ing
your
estimates
for
lobs
Free
odd
estimate
free
for
well
79xxx miles. very
2 STORY home on vroocied maintained since new, runs 436-2102, ask for Luke
needs
lot Sbr, 2 bath, custom oak great. $2500 obo 1983
and
AA TREE trimming
FOR bushhogging, leveling
cabinets, greenhouse, win
Pontiac Phoenix, clean, yard mowing 436-2102 dirt or gravel and seeding
dow and unique floor
$975 obo. 753-8270 leave ask for Paul
yards. call 753-3413
$83,500 MLS I14399 Cal message
Kopperud Realty for your
ALPHA Builders - Carpen1985 PONTIAC Grand Am, try. remodeling, perches, GENERAL Repair: plumbshowing 753-1222
2-door coupe, excellent roofing, concrete, drive- ing, roofing, tree work.
3BR, 1 bath brick house for condition. 1601 Loch Lo436-2642.
ways, painting. maintesale by owner located in mond $2450 753-3704.
estimates
Free
etc.
nance,
GERALD WALTERS.
Murray Good condition. If
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintqualified could also be pur- 1986 CHEVROLET Cava- 489-2303.
Free estimates 18
ing.
chased under FmHA
lier RS, white, blue interior, AL'S hauling, yard work, years experience. Local re$37,900 753-0356.
96.003 miles, runs good, Poe removal, mowing Free ferences. 489-2267
CONDOMINIUM Located good condition. $2500. estimates. 759-1683.
GUTTERING By Sears:
753-7976
in rebrement capital, MurANY remodeling building
Sears residential and comray. KY. This maintenance
1986 FORD Thunderbird painting, roofing. Refer- mercial continuous gutters
tree, 1300 sq.ft condo has Turbo Coupe,69,xxx miles, ences. 759-1110.
installed for your specifica3 bedrooms, 2 baths and charcoal gray. 753-6437.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: tions Call Sears 753-2310
specious garage. Priced in
queen to the king. West returned a
West dealer.
the low $70's. Call 1986 HONDA Civic, Factory trained by 3 major for free estimate.
club, ruffed by South, but since he
502-753-1222, Kopperud 4-door, blue, 5-speed, manufacturers. Most parts HADAWAY Construction: Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
had no further entries to dummy for
117,000 miles Great con- in stock, on my truck. Al Home remodeling, paintRealty
dition, runs good Asking work and parts warranted. ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
4 106 4 3
another trump lead, he had to lose two
ENCHANTING retreat on $3200 Phone Stamping Ask tor Andy at The ApIlf 1085
more trump tricks and go down one.
floor covering No iold too
the lake. an affordable Ground 502-535-6601.
pliance Works, 753-2455. small 436-2052.
•6 4 2
Declarer would have made the
price too Remodeled 3br 2
•A 9 2
contract had he played the nine of
bath, lakefront, features a 19136 OLDS 98 Regency APPLIANCE SERVICE. HOME Improvement SpeEAST
trumps instead of the queen at trick
fireplace with antique man- Brougham, burgandy 02434, Kenmore, Westinghouse, cialist. Vinyl siding, winWEST
tel new central h/a, roof, excellent condition, 58,000 Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- dows, carports, and patio * J 8 7 5
+92
two,in which case he would have lost
kitchen and carpet Lot miles Contact Bill Kop- perience. BOBBY enclosures 753-0280.
1964
two trump tricks instead of three.
•J 7 32
slopes to 50' pier $69,900 perud, 753-1222 days, HOPPER, 436-5848.
• A 10 8
In determining whether the nine
K.B ASSOCIATES. Gen- •K
753-6620 evenings
362-4224
BACKHOE Service - ROY eral construction, remodel- •KQ104
•J 7 6 5 3
or the queen is the better play, the
simplest approach is to ignore all
SOUTH
FOR sale or rent Lake area 1986 PONTIAC Sunbird HILL Septic system, drive- ing, garages,decks, patios.
home, 3- 4br , fully furn- GT, sunroof, new Ores, ways, hauling, foundations, interior trim. 753-0834.
trump divisions where it makes no
•AKQ
ished beautiful view of the many more features etc. 759-4664
•AKQ
difference whether the queen or nine
KITCHEN CABINET REwater Professional Real 474-2008 after 5pm
BOB'S Plumbing Repair COVERY existing doors &
•QJ 9 76 3
is played. For example, if West has
Estate 759-1591 days. 1987 BMW 3251. 25xxx ac- Service. All work guaranthe A-K-10, declarer's play does not
•8
forwoodgrain
with
frames
753-7955 nights
tual miles. garage kept teed. 753-1134
matter, since he is destined to fail
mica. al colors. Free esti- The bidding:
FRESH on the market, nice 753-0492
mates. Wulff's Recovery West
South
North East
whatever he does.
Four Star *
3br, 2 bath home wicentral 1989 MUSTANG LX hatchMurray. 436-5560.
2•
Pass
If the trumps are divided 2-2,
Pass
Pass
*
gas heat and central air, ig back, white with red int.,
Mobile Home
39
Pass
South's play is likewise immaterial.
2 NT
Pass
or
removed
LEAVES
detached garage iv/ sunroof, cc, power lock and
Parts & Service
49
5•
All he loses is two trump tricks, whatPass
mulched Reasonable Pass
workshop and fenced yard
mirrors, intermittent wipers
Professional
Call
rates
decks
of
he does. A 4-0 trump division is
and
clubs.
king
ever
lead
—
Porches
Opening
ConMLS $4537 $51,000
Excellent gas mileage
Lawn Care 328-8876
with
available
also irrelevant because declarer is
tact Kopperud Realty, Very clean $6000 Must
metal roof
It is certainly not necessary to bound to fail in that case.
753-1222
LEE'S CARPET CLEANsee to appreciate
White rubberized
Actually, the only case that matING. For all your carpet and memorize tables of probabilities to
HOME for sale xi quiet 502-436-2723
roof coating or
753-5827 be a good card player. In most deals ters is a 3-1 division with West holdcall
upholstery
of
seobrxi
older
in
street
1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
silver roof coating
estimates the right percentage play is obvious, ing the singleton, which can be the
Free
town new Murray Middle LE,loaded,sharp, 1 owner
Emergency water removal and all that is required is a common- ace, king or ten. Because there is a
Evertock vinyl
School Home totaly rede- 753-5135 after 6pm
underpinning
corated and ready for imgreater chance —2 to 1, to be exact
LICENSED for electric and sense approach.
mediate oo:upancy, cen- 1991 CHEVY Corsica LT,
K Rok underpinning
In today's deal, declarer ran — that West's singleton is the ace or
gas 753-7203
tral gas heat, central 4-door, air, tilt, cruise,
counter to probabilities and coat him- king rather than the ten, the perDoors, Windows,
MOBILE home set-ups
electric cooling Property 30,000 males, mint condiMetal Siring, Floor
self a game. He won the club lead in centage play is the nine. In the ac759-2570,
estimates
Free
also includes nice garage tion. $8950 753-2799
Repair
dummy, played a trump and lost the tual deal, the percentage play wins.
8arn-5pm
apt with 2 car garage OfStereo Installation
Miller
Tomorrow: Test your play.
fered at $75,000. Contact CAR
PLUMBING repairman with
Sunset BouleAir Conditioning
Bit Kopperud, Kopperud 753-0113.
Call
service
day
same
AlMurray's
vard Music,
Realty, 753-1222
Phone 502-492-8488
436-5255
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Hwy. 541
LYNN Grove Area, 3br, 3 Dixieland Center, 1 block
PLUMBING - Free estiN. Hazel
bath on 2 acres, gas heat. horn MSU dorms
mates Affordable rate
fireplace, walk in closets, 2
Same day service AS work FRIDAY,OCTOBER 311, 1992
94
car garage. 6 miles on
BRYON'S Lawn Service is guaranteed 492-8816
West on the right, Jones(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
taking orders for tall leaf
stripping,
REFINISHING,
Sparkman Rd. 5th house
Vans
of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will hill you 95
date
753-4591.
pick-up
custom woodworking
on the left 435-4250,
cents a minute.)
1986 DODGE Customized BULLDOZING, backhoe, 753-8056
753-5490
van, raised roof, 4 septic system. Call Horace
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE needs your help or wants to bridge a
NICE 3br, 2 bath wiewport, captain's chairs and couch, Sholar. 354-8161 after
YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: gap. Be wary of getting involved
NEXT
screened deck, above loaded 492-8208 after 4pm.
with an overly aggressive person.
on your strengths and
Concentrate
Home
COLSON
ROCKY
ground pool. storage build- 4Pm
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
gains
great
make
to
able
be
will
you
CARPET and vinyl installa- Repair. Roofing, siding,
ings, nice dog kennel, on
or romance is fragile
friendship
of
sense
tion and repairs Glen Bob- painting, plumbing, con- in every area of your life. A
large lot in stela "OS.
500
it together with tenderhold
now;
tremendous
a
Cal
estimates.
be
Free
to
crete.
proves
humor
759-1247
ber,
$46.500 489-2964
Wed
474-2307.
asset during the winter holidays. ness. Play second fiddle to your
evenings
Trucks
CARPORTS for car and
mate for a change. You need to
your relatives' demands in
Take
READY TO MOVE IN. 3br, 1979 CHEVROLET Silver- trucks Special sizes for ROGER Hudson rock haulcarefully before creating a
think
early
schedule
your
motor homes, boats, RV's ing, gravel,sand,dirt, drive- stride. Changing
newly decorated inside and ado, swb, fully loaded
long-term debt.
more
make
you
help
will
1993
rock.
753-4545,
in
way
protecExcellent
etc
and
out Must see For appoint- 753-6063 after 5pm
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: Look
tion, high quality, excellent 753-6763.
efficient use of your time. A close
ment call. 753-7027
than forward to a day of discovery. Place
stronger
1980 DATSUN King Cab, value, Roy Hill, 759-4664
be
will
relationship
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
limits on where you will go or
5-speed, at 1979 Ford
470
Davidson All Repair, replacement new ever by spring. Love and laughter no
Ion pock-up with 351 auto- CHARLIE
you will do. A legal matter or
what
will
of roofing and re- installation, pumping, sew- make next summer one that you
matic, air Both sound types
creative endeavor turns out just
Molorcycles
down rubber ers, footings, basements. always remember.
pairs
Torch
trucks 489-2022
great. Celebrate tonight.
Backho•-loader service.
roofing 753-5812
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
1989 KAWASAKI Nine,
ALLEN,
759-1516.
BRENT
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CharRam
DODGE
Hamlin
1984
Harry
actors
DATE:
THIS
like new, 2900 actual miles,
CHIM Chlm Chimney
low
miles,
4wd,
ger,
a tendency to act moody or
Curb
director
movie
Winkler,
black with red stripe ReSweeps has 10% senior SEWING machine repair. and Henry
tails for $3600, will sell 54,000 $5800 Call citizen discounts We sell Kenneth Barnhill
Louis Malle, rock singer Grace aloof this morning. You will need
all the cooperation you can get to
motorcycle plus 2 metching 437-4919
chimney caps and screens 753-2674.
Slick.
helmets for $3200
21 -April 19): reach a business goal. An unexpect1984 FORD % ton, 351 435-4191
(March
ARIES
SHEETROCK finishing,
502-875-2040 after engine,4-speed, good coned gift or invitation carries a special
Home Repair textured ceilings Larry Distant business or financial affairs
53m
dition, $2195 1975 Dodge COLSON'S
message.
require careful handling. Invite
carpentry, Chrisman, 492-8742.
Remodeling,
318 auto p/s. IA, air,
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Sharing
lunch.
to
special
plumbing
someone
and
48/0
$1450 1975 Chevy, painting
SOUTHERLAND AND
this person could have a 21): Others may be temperamental
after 5pm.
436-2575
with
secrets
4-wheel drive, 350 auto,
LONG Construction Rome
Ante
today. Be careful to go through
Unless
short bed. Ws, pit, al, COMPUTER sales and on- repairs and remodeling, profound effect on your future.
if you want a favor. You
channels
20):
20-May
(April
TAURUS
753-9181, site service Haveiuns Re- roofing, room additions,
$2195
JOHN'S Auto and Truck 753-8124 after 5pm
to make a special effort to
need
will
keeps
gain
financial
of
prospect
The
work
Free
setfoundation
Farming1,
Route
search
Repair Sun roots, cruise
at work.
harmony
create
persisBe
today.
jobs
toes
too
No
or
your
big
mates.
you on
ton KY 1-800-382-3277
controls installed. Cars 1992 FORD Explorer XLT,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Con- tent. Coping with stress is easier
S&L
Cal
what
too
hand washed, waxed. Bur- 4-door, 4 speed, 4x4 Has CONSTRUCTION, custom
19): Something important is going
struction. 753-3870 day or than in the recent past. Try to exer-alarms, raw window everything 2xxx miles
framing, additions, solar night
on this morning. Hold meetings
cise or take a walk every evening.
defrosters installed $19,000 753-6466
greenhouses, new homes
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): behind closed doors: any financial
474-8655
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
1992 WHITE Toyota pick- Tripp Williams 753-0663
full
Removal. Insured with
Once you have established a regular maneuvers must be kept confidenNEW bug shaekle for pick- up, 145 mites,4x2 deluxe, 4 COUNTERTOPS, custom
of equipment Free esline
rhythm, you will be able to work a tial. Lessons learned in the past can
ups and vans, foreign and cyl suurnatic, air, short Homes, trailers, offices
timates Day or night, lot faster. Although you hold strong
be put to good use.
domestic, dear and smoke bed. $10,900 753-4813 or Wulff, Recovery, Murray 753-5484
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
them
force
to
trying
views,
political
tint $19 50/ea Pack-up bed 753-3512
436-5560
diplomatic skills are tested by
Your
counterproprove
could
others
on
MainIC Dinh Repair and
mats, $34 50/4se Key Auto
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating tenance Electrical - Clan- ductive.
someone's demands. Complete a
Parts Hviy 121S 753-5500
and Cooling Service Corn. ing Sasser 1210/1212 lAitin
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): major work project, then take the
Rom.
plate installation and ser- Street 753-6111 office,
time to reassure a loved one. Relax
& Motors
Electrifying but pleasant news'Inay
vice Call Gary at 753-0606 alter 5pm
morn- at home tonight.
this
step
your
in
bounce
a
put
156 BASS boat and trailer, 759-4754
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
ing. A secret plan has every chance
65hp Evanrude, low range
Why sign your name or put money
of succeeding. Take family mem1963 AUDI 5000. good depth ender, FR anchors,
on the line when there are no guarbody, bed motor. $600 Johnson trolling motor,
bers and VIPs into your confidence.
1084 Colovrity Wagon. $1800 474-2377
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your antees? What you see or hear is not
good body. driveable. ma>
vitality returns. A daily workout necessarily what you will get. Keep
boat
tor Woods. cold am, tilt 1976 BOMBER bass
would be good exercise. Someone in touch with your parents.
like
rim,
power
(rotor,
75hp
cruise. brakes and steerbow
min-kote
new,
camas waves calms»
ing. $375 753-2069
TODAY'S CHILDREN are intuitive, sincere and more loyal than anyCUSTOM att0001.01“0402
mounted trolling motor
one has the right to expect. They will choose their fnends-,.,with care and do
Al Types 01.
New deep cycle battery. 2
not need many to be happy. Respect these Scorpios' periodic need for solidepth Anders. trader 14'
g
Custom Woodworkin
*hook $1750 436-2686
tude. Although they enjoy energetic recreational activities and love adventure. they also must have time alone to recharge their batteries. Many of
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
1976 CHRYSLER Cor- ATTENTION Boa Owners
these children will grew/ up to be writers or journalists.
-Drop by 41 see our showroom
doba. 96,000 actual elks, Hew you winterized your
f•,wts
elkosirsu Bone., &sue
,
are
-Yestento Tod.,s
animus
eiresuav
J re. Ned ael wedded copy or ka/1 Dixon.hert -.Him. boot
weer all power, leather boot this year'? Wel*NADU
'1.151M0
.111ert... ,.at Sa 95 plus S I poUagr And h.uullwip
er Noss A unslop Can Help Yoe Find Your Iltleor in God.
mesa Ihrihein free, reel de it for you at your home
past*
MO Mill Make
le DC0111 00 Andrew. ad %Meet P0 Si* 419150. Keyes City
sharp car. 81100 obo 10 years experience
kndor., and %i-Merl I
436-5263
759-9673
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RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

REDUCED TOR QUICK SALK
Immaculate 4 bedroom, 2 bath bans an Oaks Country Club
goad is sure to please New airpost, gas central heat and air,
beautiful graatrown with cathedral °Nang and erap/ies with
gas lap and baanlater Jost reduced to 07900

Kopperud Realty
711 Male et

APPLIANCE REPAIII
Service on all brands window as ooncitionws
dryers
washers
freezers
refrigerators
microwaves dishwashers gas & elecinc ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
, Tappan-Kohrinator-Emerson-Brown ,
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

. .z Steele-Allbrittent Inc....
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
It280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect piaci for
your lake horn* Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course. only seven miles from
Murray.

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wingo - 376-2222
James Maiore, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 438-5717 after 5 pin

Legal
/toffee

E131

Mb

Today in History
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Today is Thursday, Oct. 29, the 303rd day of 1992. There are 63
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 29, 1929, "Black Tuesday' descended upon the New York
Stock Exchange. Prices collapsed amid panic selling and thousands of
investors were wiped out as America's Great Depression began.
On this date:
In 1618, Sir Walter Raleigh, the English courtier, military adventurer and poet, was executed in London.
In 1682, the founder of Pennsylvania, William Penn, landed at what
is now Chester, Pa.
In 1956, Israel launched an invasion of Egypt's Sinai Peninsula.
In 1956, "The Huntley-Brinkley Report" premiered as NBC's
nightly television newscast, replacing 'The Camel News Caravan."
In 1964, thieves made off with the Star of India and several other
priceless gems from the American Museum of Natural History in New
York. (The Star and most of the other gems were recovered the following year; three men were convicted of stealing them.)
In 1966, the National Organization for Women was founded.
In 1967, 25 years ago, the counter-culture musical "Hair" opened
off-Broadway.
In 1979, on the 50th anniversary of the great stock market crash,
anti-nuclear protesters tried to shut down the New York Stock
Exchange, but failed to halt trading.
Ten years ago: A federal grand jury in Los Angeles indicted automaker John De Lorean on counts of drug trafficking and racketeering.
(De Lorean was acquitted at his trial.)
Five years ago: Following the confirmation defeat of Robert H.
Bork to serve on the U.S. Supreme Court, President Reagan
announced his choice of Douglas H. Ginsburg, a nomination that fell
apart over revelations of Ginsburg's past marijuana use. Jazz great
Woody Herman died in Los Angeles at age 74.
One year ago: On the eve of a historic Middle East peace conference in Madrid, Spain, President Bush and Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev met at the Soviet Embassy in the Spanish capital and
expressed hope for a positive outcome. President Bush imposed trade
sanctions against Haiti to pressure its new leaders to restore ousted
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to power.
Today's Birthdays: Singer Melba Moore is 47. Actor Richard Dreyfuss is 45. Actress Kate Jackson is 44. Actress Winona Ryder is 21.
Thought for Today: "Good taste is the worst vice ever invented."
— Dame Edith Sitwell, English poet (1887-1964).

Tea years ago
A tobacco barn and its contents, including 3.8 acres of
tobacco, on Jackson Purchase
Gun Club Road off Highway 121
North, were destroyed by fire last
night.
Dr. Robert E. Daniel was presented a plaque as "Man of the
Year" at a meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis Club.
Mrs. Attie Carson of Kirks*
who observed her 100th birthday
on Oct. 14 died today.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Farris,
Oct. 12, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Cates, Oct. 17.
M.C. Garrott writes about Joe
Pat Ward in his column, "Garrou's Galley."
Pictured today is the student
body of East Shannon School in
August 1936. Eva Moody was the
teacher.

Twenty years ago
Truman Clark, president of
Tappan Appliance Group, Mansfield, Ohio, spoke at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Effie Kingins celebrated
her 96th birthday at Oct. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine
were married for 58 years on Oct.
25.
Dr. James Frank spoke about
"How To Give Up and Win" at a
meeting of Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Diana Boone and Pat Holton,
both of Murray, are enrolled for
fall term at Centre College,
Danville.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David Braden,
Oct. 21; a boy to Scottie and Rita
Nolin, Oct. 22; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Curd, Oct. 23.
Thirty years ago

A forest fire yesterday afternoon burned over an estimated
100 acres in the Kentucky Lake
area, six miles east of New Concord, according to Calloway
County Forester Wade Roberts.
Murray City Water and Sewer
System Superintendent Rob Huie
said progress is being made in the
installation of the large extension
project south of Sycamore Street
at a meeting of Murray City
Council.
Mrs. Mayme Alton and Mrs.
Franklin Adams presented a lesson on "Accessories For You" at
a meeting of East Hazel Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Jesse Hale.
"Flowers and Trees of the
Bible" was the subject of the talk
given by Mrs. LI. Hosick at a
meeting of Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Forty years ago

DEAR ABBY: A tragedy struck
in Minneapolis recently that could
have easily been averted.
A young mother driving down a
country road with her 2-year-old
daughter spotted some horses in a
nearby pasture. She stopped the
car, and with her child firmly in
tow, climbed over the fence so her
daughter could pet the horses. One
of the horses shied and kicked the
child in the head, killing her
instantly!
Several lives were affected by
this tragedy. A beautiful child will
never grow up. A young mother will

BLON DIE

live with the guilt that her child's
death could have been avoided had
she not put her in harm's way. And
the owner of the horse will forever
regret that one of his equine friends
caused such misery.
I wish I could say this occurrence
was out of the ordinary, but after
20-plus years of showing horses, I
can tell you that it is not. I recall
once, after a pre-show workout, I
returned my horse to my trailer,
loosened the cinch on my saddle
and left to register for the show.
Imagine my horror when I returned
a few minutes later to find a small

THE FAR SIDE
*MATS THAT
'PORE EATING?

boy (no more than 2 years old)
perched precariously on my horse's
back while his mother beamed with
pride! She turned ugly when I
politely asked her to please keep
her child away from my horse.
Abby, please remind your readers that they should never approach
a horse unless the owner is present.
Most horses are gentle, but they are
still animals — subject to basic animal instincts. A bee sting, a barking
dog or the squeal of a child can
frighten an otherwise gentle horse,
turning him into an unwitting
killer.

By GARY LARSON
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DEAR DR. G(YTT: I recently read

an article in a magazine about social
phobia. Can you discuss this and indi-

cate what can be done about it?
DEAR READER:A phobia is an exaggerated fear of something that is
ordinarily harmless. People can exAnswer to Previous Puzzle
32 Dines
hibit phobias to an astounding array
33 Seed
BETA
of
objects and situations, ranging
CCIIPE
LAD
container
from animals and public places to soAMAS
ULES
ALE
34 Apportion
cial situations. Social phobias indicate
35 Ginger —
PLAT I TUDE
MET
a persistent fear of situations that ex36 Ventilate
LEST
BEANS
pose a person to social scrutiny, such
37 Renter's
ELSE
I 0 SEA
document
as speaking in public, or apprehension
BRAWD
HID
38 Seasoning
OIL
in social interactions.
40 Old name for
Al
RES
In general, mild phobias can be disAIL
GO
Thailand
regarded if the unreasonable fear
APT
DIE
ETONS
41 Italian river
doesn't disrupt one's life. For inME
REP
EARN
43 UK Princess
stance, many of us have slight phobias
44 Quarrel
EARTH
UTES
about flying in airplanes; however,
45 Lamarr ID
IRA
STRA I NUIRS
despite our discomfort, we put up
47 Arabian
AIR
TRIP
TAIL
garment
with the fear and continue to fly.
49 Conductor's
LOT
YAMS SAY
In contrast, severe and incapacitatstick
ing phobias almost always require
Feature Syndicate
United
0-29
C)1992
51 Enemy
treatment by professionals. Psychia52 Thoughtful
trists, psychologists and counselors
measure
regard
7 Antlered
will frequently assist people in coping
2 Felon
55 Palo —
animal
with(or overcoming)their phobias. In
3 Ugly old
56 Choose
8 Note of scale
woman
addition, phenelzine (Nardil), an anti57 Irritates
9 Consumed
4 Actor
depressant, has been shown to be ef10 Falls back
DOWN
Marshall
fective in relieving social phobias.
11 Pintail duck
5 Vapid
16 Labels
I Land
The medicine is available by pre6 Comfort
17 Sow
scription only.
20 Bespatters
To give you more information, lam
22 "— Law"
sending you a free copy of my Health
25 Specks
Report "Mental and Emotional Ill26 Youngster
ness." Other readers who would like a
27 Iron setting
copy should send $1.25 plus a long,
10 11 28 Ocean
8 9
5 8 7
29 On behalf of
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
31 The — Gees
14
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 4410113•
33 Fruit seed
3369. Be sure to mention the title.
Flesh
34
16
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from al36 "Her —"
lergies and occasionally have severe
ill
11
Climbing
37
21 1/11
attacks. I generally take an over-theplant
23•
counter antihistamine/decongestant
39 Commercial
such as Tylenol Cold Medicine,since a
40 Pastime
41 South
less potent substance such as Sudafed
31
30
American
doesn't have any effect. My concern is
rodent
that I am seven months pregnant and
42 Ancient
WI
34
am hesitant about ingesting medicaGreek
tion. Do I have any alternative?
coin
DEAR READER: Although at this
44 Walk
ill
stage of pregnancy your baby has de45 Spielberg
i
veloped completely — and will mereAtm
46 Eye part
ly gain weight until he is born — you
48 Pismire
are correct to be hesitant about mediMINIil 50 Bother
iNNU
cine. Non-prescription drugs for al49 lil
51 Evergreen
lergies should not harm you. Nonethetree
less, I urge you to clear this with your
53 Therefore
obstetrician.
54 Agave plant
As an alternative, consider using a
nasal spray, such as Afrin, to treat
your severe attacks.
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

"Yes! Yes! That's it!. .. Just a little higher."

"0=

DEAR ABBY: I am in the
process of ending my 15-year marriage. My husband and I are trying
very hard to remain friendly for the
sake ofour two pre-teen sons.
My question is one I am sure
you've been asked by literally hundreds of people, but I have never
seen it addressed in your column.
How should I let distant friends
and relatives know that my divorce
will be final in a couple of weeks? I
am looking for a tasteful way to
pass along this information.
If I merely sign my Christmas
cards without my husband's name,
some may assume that he has died.
ALICE IN DALLAS
(NOT MY REAL NAME)

Dr. Gott

I JUST FAXED
AlCalle5
VISA NUMBER
10 IKE STATE
Of WISCONSIN!

I.

ur
to

DEAR MARY:Your letter was
worth the space. It should be
noted that the young mother
was trespassing on private
property, and a cow could have
killed her daughterjust as easily.

Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be found in
Abb4s.booklet,"How to Have a Lovely
Wedaing." To order, send a long, business-size, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 ($430 in
Canada)to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Moung3Morris, III. 61054.

ns.

I PLEWED THAT FOR frN NEXT
WHEN I HAD ZENITH I LOST
3013 BECAUSE THE COMPANY 8A8Y, TO FIND A VII`I TD
DIDN'T HAVE AVFTERNITV LEN. EARN MONEY THAT DIDN'T
DEPEND ON SOMEONE ELSE'S
ARCHAIC CONCEPT OF WHAT
A MODERN FAMILY NEEDS.

I realize this is a long letter, but
the message is very important. That
child's death never should have
occurred. With your help, perhaps
another child's life will be saved.
MARY BREEN,OSSEO, MINN.

DEAR ALICE:Bad news travels fast,so don't look for a tasteful way to tell your friends and
relatives something they may
already know. But for those
who may not be "in the loop,"
for the r,ecord, include with
your Christmas card a brief
note,saying:
"After 15 years of marriage,
( )and I have agreed to part
amicably. Our divorce was final
on( ). The boys and I are very
well."(That should do IL)

CALVIN and HOBBES
TRADE CAPTAN NAPAO4
BUBBLE GIP4 CARDS .?

Public assistance payments
totalling $132,705 were paid to
residents of Calloway County for
old age assistance, aid to dependent children and to needy blind
for nine-month period ending,
Sept. 30, according to Kentucky
Commissioner of Economic Security Vego E. Barnes.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hurt and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Dixon,
Oct. 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Russell, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Boatwright and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Riley, Oct.
18.
Ella Van Poyner and Charles
Tidwell were married Oct. 16 at
Hazel Baptist Church.
In a high school basketball
game, Farmington beat Hazel.
High team scorers were Hill for
Farmington and Simmons and
Hudson for Hazel.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
DASWOOD, WHERE
ARE )pOU ?
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Obituaries
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. (EST) in the chapel of Palmer Funeral Home, Mayslick.
Burial will follow in a cemetery
there.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. (EST) tonight (Thursday) at
the funeral home.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to Shannon
United Methodist Church, Rt. 2,
Mayslick, Ky. 41055, or Hospice
of Hope, 1 West McDonald Parkway, Maysville, Ky. 41056.

Mrs. Lona Garland
The funeral for Mrs. Lona Garthe
land was today at 11 a.m. in
Funan
-Colem
k
Blaloc
chapel of
ted.
eral Home. John Dale officia
song
the
d
directe
Jerry Bolls
service.
Pallbearers were O.B. Garland,
Floyd Garland, Billy Gene Garland, Paul Garland, Calvin Hall
and Charlie Burkeen.
Burial was in Barnett
—Cemetery.
Mrs. Garland. 91, Murray, died

Tuesday at 12:30 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Friendship Church of Christ. Her husband, Sonnie Garland, died in
1976.
Survivors include two sistersin-law, Mrs. Eula Mae Garland
and Mrs. Clara Hutchens, Murray; two brothers-in-law, Marvin
Garland and wife, Pauline, Almo,
and OR.(Bub) Garland and wife,
Ada. Murray; several nieces and
nephews.

Mason
21, 1937, to the former
Funeral rites for Bill (Uncle
He
1990.
4,
Oct.
died
p.m.
who
1
at
today
Key,
Bill) Martin are
t
Baptis
a
of
r
was a membe
in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Rev.
The
.
church
Morticians, Paris. Tenn.
Virgil Blankenship is officiating.
Born May I4, 1913, at
Pallbearers are Danny Ray
Puryear, he was the son of the
Martin, Jonathan Martin, Calvin
late Jacob Francis Martin and
Key, O.V. Linn, Robert Irby and
Ruby May Driver Martin. Also
Bobby Rainey.
preceding him in death were
Burial will follow in Oak
Maudester and Sylvester Martin,
Grove Cemetery near Puryear, twin sister and brother who died
Tenn.
at birth.
Mr. Martin, 79, formerly of
Survivors include two sons.
Henry, Tenn., died Wednesday at
Martin and Jimmy Martin,
the home of a son, Danny Martin. Danny
two sisters, Mrs.
zie;
McKen
McKenzie, Tenn.
Paris, and Mrs.
Wade.
Ercell
Little
the
He formerly operated
, Clare, Mich.;
Sealoff
Opry in Henry for 21 years, Wanda
Wilbur Martin,
s,
brother
four
where he and his band, Uncle
Elroy Martin,
Mo.,
City,
Bill and the Hillbillies, played. Kansas
l Martin,
Darrel
Ga.,
a,
Atlant
He also was a retired employee
MarLloyd
Harold
and
r,
Puryea
28
of H.C. Spinks Clay Co. with
five
;
Mich.
t,
tin, Detroi
years of service.
Mr. Martin was -married Aug. grandchildren.

Investments Since 1851

Funeral rites for Merlin N.
Washer were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Dr. Jerry Jeffords officiated. Richard Jones
was organist.
Pallbearers were Henry Blakely, John Irvin, Joe Tom Foster,
Johnny Williams, Jimmy Butterworth and Vernon Butterworth,
North
509
Mrs. Fitts, 84, of
Bobby W. Washer, Jimmy
active;
y
Tuesda
died
,
Murray
Fifth St.,
W.D. Kelly, Earl Nanms,
Willia
at 11:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
and Mitchell Story,
Evans
Pat
ny,
l.
County Hospita
honorary.
The widow of Rudy Fius, she
Burial was in Murray City
was a member of Good Shepherd
ry.
Cemete
.
Church
ist
United Method
Mr. Washer, 84, Rt. 7, Box 44,
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Cozy Garland and husband, Murray, died Tuesday at 9:11
Bernice, Rt. 1, Murray; two a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Flossie Fitts
,
;
and Mrs. Esther Cohoon Murray
several nieces, nephews and
cousins.
Final rites for Roy Houston
Cruce are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Morgan's Funeral
Home, Princeton. The Rev.
George Neale and the Rev. Wayne Albertson are officiating. Cremation will follow.
The family requests that
sions of sympathy take the
expres
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — An
of contributions to Northformer
Eastern Kentucky University stuChurch Sanctuary
Baptist
side
dent died Wednesday morning
ut Oak United
Chestn
or
Fund
after falling from a residence
of Kuttawa.
Church
ist
Method
hall.
Mr. Cruce, 73, Princeteon, died
Holly J. Goodrich, 20, of Sassafras, was pronounced dead at 2
a.m. EST at Pattie A. Clay Hospital, EKU spokesman Jerry WalFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
lace said.
Nearly 5,000 Kentucky schoolGoodrich was found near the
n applauded loudly when
childre
13-story residence hall at about 1
on Jones warned of
Breret
Gov.
a.m., Wallace said. Other details
drugs at the sixth
of
danger
the
surrounding the death were
Ribbon Rally on Wednesday.
Red
"sketchy," he said.
But they went absolutely honkers when former University of
EKU spokesman Ron Harrell
Kentucky basketball player and
said that based on the preliminary
to
nothing
's
"there
mountain hoops legend Richie
gation,
investi
Farmer took the stage with the
indicate anything other than an
accident."
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A retired farmer, he had
received his teaching degree from
Murray State Teachers College in
1929, was of United Methodist
faith and an Air Force veteran of
World War II.
Survivors include ,his wife,
Mrs. Polly McCullough Washer,
to whom he was married on
March 1, 1950; one daughter,
Mrs. Patty L. Suiter and husband,
David, Clarksville, Tenn.; one
son, Bobby M. Washer and wife,
Lanette, Puryear, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Dana Washer,
Murray, Bobby W. Washer,
Hazel, and Serena L. Berry,
Clarksville; three stepgrandchildren, Lamont Copeland, Wayne
Copeland and David Ryan Suiter.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

-7890
753
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY
The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,0130 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

EY $ $
$ $ SAVE yMON
Pest Control Service on

your
Why Pay More for a Monthl
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???
We also offer:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAYER

-Mnrik

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager -

Phone 753-6433

John Notching

Tuesday at 6:19 a.m. at Regional
Medical Center, Madisonville.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Angie Pen-in Cruce; one son,
Steve Cruce, Lyon County; four
stepdaughters, Mrs. Betty Mitchell, Princeton, Mrs. Rhonda Jarrett, Murray, Mrs. Debbie Huffscutter, Fredonia, and Mrs. Jan
Phelps, Caldwell County; one sister, Mrs. Minnie Belle Mayes,
Evansville, Ind.; seven grandchildren; one great-grandchild; several nieces and nephews.

Children applaud Jones

Wallace said that Goodrich, a
junior, was alive when she was
found near Telford Hall and was
transported to the hospital.
Goodrich was a resident of
Telford, which houses about 650
EKU co-eds.

same message.
Farmer, a Clay County native
who led his high school team to
the state title, was given a reception worthy of a rock star with
starry-eyed teens rushing up to
snap his picture.
The crowd almost filled the
Farnham Dudgeon Civic Center
for the event sponsored by
Champions Against Drugs.

Open House

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1988 Chevrolet
Sportside
*74941

13,900

Cassette,
AM/FM
Windows, Power

White,
Power
LOCks.

rA

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

Parts

753-2617

Re-elect

Sall) Ale*xandndenert
Murray Indepe
School Board

Kopperud Realty

Vote November 3rd

Sunday, Nov. 1 • 2-4 p.m.

II itrandon, Irsasurtr.

‘14.x.ind. r

In, In tri.tols .t

Wallace said a joint investigation is under way by EKU Public
Safety and the Madison County
coroner's office, which ordered
an autopsy.
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600 N. 6th St.
3 BR,2 BA home featuring very nice master bedroom suite, central
heat & air, large detachable garage & fenced yard. $49,800.
For Further Information Call Or Come By...
753-1222 • 711 Main St.

Evergreens
Now Tagging For
Christmas
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Pick Out Yours Today

VOTE YES NOVEMBER 3

to $55
$40 to $60
$40

$30

White Pine
Canadian Hemlock
Norway Spruce
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CHRISTMADISPLAY

OCTOBER 27 - 31
Election 1992 Limited
Edition Case Knife
Each Set Will Include:
• Dark red bone 1 blade Canoe knife (Pattern aDR61131SS)
- Polished stainless steel blade
ates
- Deep etch on blade of either two or three candid
ates.
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throe
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two
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of
s
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ign
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Your choice
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Babies,
NOVI ON
Village, Snow Sttntas,
Snow
Dre8Inil
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le
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Christopher
naments. Limited
Or
...Quantities
Shop 14ow

WILLIAM CHERRY
Mayor of Murray
I'm VOTING YES November 3 on Constitutional
Amendments Two and Three to give Kentucky a
more effective, efficient government. Please join me
in supporting progress for our great state.

$6995
Inc.

759-4512
Fall Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-4; Sun. 14
Hwy. 94 East

te-'111

URqAY
fl
SUPPLY COMPANY
208 E. Main

Murray, Ky.

"Serving You Sinc• 1963"
When You've Tried Thom All Call SERVALL

Roy Houston Cruce

Eastern Kentucky
Stock Market University student
Report dies following fall
Prices as of 9 AM

Owners Gerreid Boyd and Ronnm Mew

Merlin N. Washer

Mrs. Clara M. Fitts
Services for Mrs. Clara M.
Fitts will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard
Denton, the Rev. Lawson Williamson and the Rev. Bill Hart
will officiate. Music will be by
Rev. Hart, soloist, and Betty
Poole, pianist.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

*Nevi and

Bill (Uncle Bill) Martin

Mrs. Jewel Hamilton
Mrs. Jewel Hamilton, mother
of Mrs. Bonnie Jones of Murray,
died Wednesday at her home in
Mayslick.
She was 80 years of age.
Survivors include her husband,
W.G. Hamilton, Mayslick; one
daughter, Mrs. Bonnie Jones and
husband, Donald E., Murray;
three grandchildren, Mrs. Jana
Guido and husband, Bill, New
York, Mrs. Donna Stinson and
husband, Larry, Indiana, and SuzLanne Jones, Clarksville, Tenn.;
five great-grandchildren.
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Don't
forget...
we still
have
Tulip Bulbs.
Plant now
for spring
flowering.

4101k1.
Hoffman's

753-3361
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